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tle of the religious or spiritual quality

See the Sth page of

which
should
characterize Christian
preaching.” And here is athought which
shonld cause soberness: ‘‘ Probably the
most groundless and irrational of - the
teaching of our time is that of the ¢ liber:
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al’ or ¢ rationalistic’ optimists, who insist
that there is no loss of moral vitality, or
decay of religion itself,in this wide-spread

A VESPER PRAYER.
The day becomes more solemn and serene
When noon is past; there is a harmony
In autumn, and a luster in its sky,
Which through the summer is not heard or
seen,
;
:
As if it could not be, as if it had not been.
Thus let thy power, which like the truth
Of Nature on my passive youth
Descended, te my

breaking down of old beliefs.
The history of times of transition in the past and
the known laws of mental action and gocial change should lead us to expect a
long period of intellectual

onward life supply

O00

And every form containing thee,

BY

Be coon pd

PARAGRAPHS.

There is-something higher than looking on all sides of a question.
Itis to
have the charity that believes there is
another side. - Itis one of the fatal limits
of human nature that the former feat is
impossible, but the Iatter attainmentis
possible—when we have confidence in the
character of the person looking on the
other side.

, Earthly heavens are a sort of a failure
the best you can make of tham—that is if
you expect the real article on earth. Peo-

ple may live blessed, joyous and peaceful lives here, but they will not be apt
to so live if they look for perfection
among mortals.
That little. Sundayschool miss was far wiser than she knew
when,upon being asked,
** What must people do in order to go to heaven?" replied,** Die, I suppose.”
There are seasons when we deeply feel
the utter stirility of arguments as an aid
in understanding and taking hold of spiritoal truths. From this standpoint it is
natural to regard all reasoning as of trifling importanee in the "welfare
and
growth of the soul; and we plunge into
the deep abyss of ignoring and looking
down upon this transcendant faculty of a
being made in the image of his Maker.
The false desideratum
of how
to live without reasoning
and with
out arguments

meets

with

favor,

and

absurdly twisted lives are a result,
Perhaps the following words of Mr. Mallock are a way out of the difficulty; at
least, may give hope that a way may be
found of living truly and yet giving its
own regal place to reason.
They are
from

the

volume

entitled,

‘1s

Worth Living?” |“ Arguments

Lile

are like

the seed, or like the soul as Paul conceived of it, which he compared to seed.
They are not quickened unless they die.

As long as they remain for us in the form
of arguments they do no work. . . .

The immediate barrenness of much patient
and careful reasoning should not make us
think that it is lost labor.”

There

are certain conditions

when

a

drink of cold water is delicious; when
there are no superlatives capable.of equaling the intense satisfaction which a cup

of pure cool water can give.
believe this if we put
ventures of those who

We must

eredit in the adcross vast,

.

0-

‘* OOMING IN HIS KINGDOM.”

Whom, spirit fair, thy spells did bind
To fear himself and love all human kind.
~ Percy Bysshe Shelley.

EDITORIAL

bewilderment,

of religions and moral disintegration and
political debasement.”

Its calm, to 6ne who worships thee,

WRI, 1 545 Jo STV

marshaled by a

try which is a potent and valuable means
of intellectual culture, but which bas lit-

year; if paid strictly
y

not

*« There is much preaching in this coun-

Rev. W. H, BOWEN, D,D.,
REV. J. M. BREWSTER,
REV, A. H. HULING.

per

predominantly

spiritual purpose to spiritual ends, are
not fused or assimilated by any power of
adequate spiritual vitality.”
Again,

Dover, N.

Terms 1—$2.50

rael organized and exulted to great pow-

intellectual, to deal with all its materials
by intellectual methods ;" the facts, truths
and principles in American preaching, in

To whom all letters on business, remittances of
money, &c., should be addressed, at Dover, N. H.
All communications designed for publication

EDITORIAL

‘‘ One of the chief dangers

or defects of preaching in our time, in
this country at least,” says the writer, ‘is

thirsty

REV.

GEO.

H.

BALL,

D, D.

When did the kingdom of Christ come?
Has itcome? Or, is it yet in the future?
The date ofthe coming of the kingdom
decides that of the coming of the King.
The King and the kingdom should be
found together. What is a kingdom without a king? .
The Lord describes the advent of his
kingdom just as he does his own,

as

near

preaching phases of the doctrine called
the higher

Christian life.

‘ Wondrous,”

‘ marvelous,” ‘‘ amazing” are among
the oft-repeated words used by them.

Ought not progress in Christian living to

be denoted by an increase of commonness
into one's life? ‘The ups and downs of

isday

by day adding unto his heavenly

fervid and thrilling

words in relating

one’s deliverance from bondage of sin
unto the freedom of truth, but we do not
think that progress

in Christian

life is

indicated by an increased use 8f super

latives.

Is it not rather right away from

superlatives?
The last Atlantic contains an article on

Preaching. It is a penetrating paper, and
whether ministers agree

with

it or

not,

they will find it profitable reading. We
can barely give a glimpse of one or {wo

nities of a sensuous reign. Not a a few in
our day are equally deceived.
They
look for Christ again to. stand on Mount
Olivet; to set up

a visible

kingdom;

to

recognize the Jews as a nation, and reign
in a sensuous, formal style on the earth.
Hence they can not receive the fact that
the kingdom has already been set up, and
that the “Son of Man has been coming in his kingdom" for centuries. They
limit the Lord by their severe literalisms,
in spite of the warnings of Scriptures,
that * the flesh profiteth little, itis the
spirit that quickeneth;” ¢ the latter kill-

eth,

but the spirit giveth life;” * for the

kingdom of God is not meat and drink,
but righteousness, and peace, and joy in

of the occasion, that keeps up so remarkably such full attendance on

these

occa-

sions from yearto year, so that on this
account the discourses we now have from
eminent scholars and orators get a larger
and more appreciative hearing.
Even
the aforesaid *¢ aunts” themselves will get

from this source now and then a valuable
thought, of which they otherwise would
have remained forever in ignorance.
If the class exercises of Commencement day were exceptionable in character, if they consisted largely of dramatic
performances, as was common in the high-

er schools of learning fitty years ago,and in
this way largely attracted indiscriminate
crowds, we could see them given up without a pang, or & sigh. But quite the
reverseis true. They are at the présent
time purely literary, and in moral charac-

the Holy Ghost.” The reign of Christ is
not material but spiritual, a reign of ter of the highest order, and that they

command such large audiences from year
ings, over citizens united by faith and to yeur reflects very high credit on the
love.
He came in the faith once to die, intelligence and good sense of the rebut reigns in the spirit, being glorified, spective communities of our colleges and
exalted. * That was not first which is higher schools of learning. Hence, leavspiritual, but that which is natural; and ing out of the account altogether the adalterward that which is spiritual.”
He vantages accruing to the students themsaid himselfit was better for the disciples ‘selves by way of stimulus toa higher
that he should ¢* go away,” and the spir- order of thought and oratory, I can but
it come, for the fleshly manifestations was deprecate the proposal to dispense with
not so free, potential, abundant in re- these exercises on the part of graduates,
sources, and adapted to all conditions even though it be to give place for more
and ages, as a coming in Spirit, and not learned and able productions of riper
so perfectly in accord with the nature and scholarship.
Of the length and consequent tediouspurposes of the kingdom.
The change was progress, a large step ness of the usual programmes of such ocupward, an advance to higher methods, casions, there is opportunity for more
truer manifestations. Will the Lord re- reasonable complaint. How, then, may
trace his stéps? Will he return from the best be shortened in case of large classes,
To
higher to the lower; the *¢ far better” to is a somewhat difficult problem.
the local and natural? He is now glori- make selections of speakers on the ground
fied ; will his appearings and reign corres- of merit, is perhaps the more common
pond with the glorified state, or drop to custora. Even on the general principle
a lower style of ministry? But is the com- of appointments, whether the ground of
ing and reign personal? Why not? That preference should be excellence in comfruth,

moral

influences,

motives,

teach-

Christian college, where ‘it will forever
help to train and give characterto the

cology and Tschakert and Herma trent of?
the history of

of death, till they

see

the

Son

of

man

coming in his kingdom.”
After the day of Pentecost, no more is
said of a * kingdom at hand.”
Christ is
preached as a King, already holding the
seat of power, the throne: and the kingdom is referred to us existing in full force
and form.
Peter declared that Christ
assumed the throne,when he ascended on
high, Acts. 2:30, and that he will reign
till his foes are made his footstool,
Acts
2:34, 85.
The saints also are described

as already inthe
delivered us from
and translated us
dear Son.” Col.

kingdom.
¢ Who hath
the power of darkness,
into the kingdom of his
1:13.
Translation into

reigned, he was personally present and
active in his kingdom.
kingdom?

Among

men,

ended, the

victory

won.

It

is

just

as

proper to pray, ‘‘ Come, Lord Jesus,” till
the second advent,

the

‘‘ coming

kingdom,” is completed.

We

in

his

can even

* hasten the coming” by work, and faith,
and consistently warn men to prepare
for that climax in * his appedring and
his kingdom,” when the living and dead
will be judged.
RS

RE

2 dh fbA

GRADUATING EXERCISES.
The spirit of Reform
(?) is still rife. Its
last aggressive move is directed to the
Commencement exercises of our colleges,

the chief criticism being directed against

the oratorieal exercises of the graduating
class. One periodical somewhat piteously inquires in subStance, How: is it possible,that a sweltering crowd of from five

hundred to two thousand persons is able
annually to endure for four or five mortal
hours a species of rhetoric repeated at

the kingdom was ‘‘'near at hand.”
But
the second advent of the King is identi-

fied with this advent of his kingdom, both
a8 to time and place.
That is as it

Where are the men in'our denomination who will soon do a similar thing for
Bates and Hillsdale Colleges, and for other younger but perhaps no less deserving
institutions, numbered amongst our edu-

The namber of men in

our churches, who are able to give as
much as the first named gentleman is,
perhaps, not large, but, if we have been
correctly

can

informed, there

are

do even that,” without

themselves or any

those who

injustice

to

‘dependent upon them..

There is probably, a much larger number
who could put themselves by the side of
the other gentlemen named, and a still
greater number who might, without serious difficulty, give $10,000 and $5,000

What inspiration would they kindle in

Well, such

for,

if what

the

same authority somewhat provokingly alleges be true, namely, that such exercises
are interesting only to the personal
friends, aunts, cousins, &c., of the student

the hearts of
stitutions and
resent! How
them to new

hundreds who love these inthe denomination they repmany would be stirred by
activity and fresh endeavor

performers ?
‘It is proposed to dispense with this part

in their behalf!
And not a few, let us
believe, would be provoked thereby to

literal seats on the right hasd and the

substi- ‘do likewise.” ' If, only, some generous
tate discourses by learned scholars, &o. souls would start the movement, and a
A very good substitute if we must have few would follow and just make it fashone. But as long as there is by the pres- ionable!
ent arrangement provision made for sevSome of these friends have got about
eral such literary performances, at each through using the .money entrusted to
Commencement, the advantage of the [pons by the Master and can add but litchange is not so obvious. And besides, tle more to what He has enabled them to
for the want of a sufficient number of accumulate. Soon they Will be called
scholars, such as will draw, to go round,
to give an account of their stewardship.
it is quite: likely, that the °* sweltering Would it not be wise in them to put it,
crowds” would be conspicuous only¢by for themselves, where they will know
their absence. Na one can doubt that it just what it is doing for the world? And

left, for fivorite

is class exercise, which is the rare feature

should be.

A kingdom without the King

would be monstrous.

Material notions have prevented

from receiving this truth.
a

visible,

earnal,

some

They look for

sensuous

coming and

kingdom, and do not discern the true
ways of the Lord: The apostles were
slow to perceive thespiritual nature of the
kingdom, and looked for a local, physical

advent like the first,

They expected a lit-

eral throne at Jerusalem; a visible King;
officers;

the literal

Is-

of the programme altogether, and

where better

than in the endowment of a

the

history

of’

doctrine. It is impossible to give any fmide-pendent and trustworthy characterization of"
the different professors, after an acquaintanes-

by

culties of the German language
as spoken mol

of a fortnight, with some of the gigantic diffi--

the provisions of their wills, but such

good intentions are often defeated by the
uncertainties of human life.
Already
have our Benevolent Societies and schools

yet fairly mastered.
most impress me

Erdmann,

Three mem

at

as vigorons and

present

uble men,—

who speaks without notes and ex--

lost thousands of dollars by the failure of

plains the mysteries of the “Ieh”and.
the“ Nieht--

good men to make, in season, the provisions they fully intended to make. Better
give a part, at least, of what you mean to
give while you are living and can see
to its investment and careful use yourself,
than to trust all to the care and honesty of others after your death.
A first-class college is more a growth
than a creation. Probably it would not

style gives expression to kindly,genial, cuitur-ed, broad evangelicalism; and Kaebler, whe,
with his Schiller-like face, and in a sharp im--

be

versities.
Twice have I seen students ames.
professors drinking beer together
in evening

best, if it were

possible, for one

Ich” Beyschlag, who in a soft, plensant
, essy

cisive yet subdued and gentle manner, leads

bis students into the depthsof man’s meal
nature and seeks to yuicken while be expounds.
conscience and will.

The relations of the German professors witlstheir students are something altogether unlike
anything we have in English or Seottish wmi--

to

spring into. existence, Minerva-like fully-armed and equipped. Ours, certainly,
have been kept in the period of trial and
discipline quite long enough. They have
given good proof of their vitality. They
have shown what good stuff there isin
them. They have struck their roots well
down into the earth. They are well-balasted and not likely to be wrecked by
over-much prosperity. It would be perfectly safe now to try them with a few
relatively large donations. It is noteworthy that heretofore most of the large
gitts to our colleges and schools have
come from outside of our own denomination, but we are looking for large things

—debating societies. The professor is honored
as he enters, all the students
him; he is honored, too, before

GLEANINGS FROM THE MISSIONARY REVIEW. The first missionaries to India from
America were Hall,

Judson, Newall, Nott, and

ology are a strange combination,

innocently and as

TO DO JUSTICE.

the professor-

ate and the general condition of the university. |
It seems there are more students here this
year than there have been since 1836, when
Tholuck was at the hight of his usefulness and
popularity. Nearly 1,100 students this semester are attending lectures; and the buildings
for hospital purposes and the advantage of
medical students are advancing to completion

and will make Halle one of the best medical’
schools in Germany,
There were 700 theological students in 1836, but there are not so
many now ; law, medicine and philosophy hav-.

The

new

rector,

Prof.

Meier, discourse on a legal topic which had
the merit of being obscure to all but German
lawyers, The students’ ¢“ Gesang-verein” contributed the musical part of the ceremony and
did their work well.
I was never present at

a quieter university
or

Cambridge

no

ceremonial.
large meeting

could go off so sedately.
the Lord Rector

was

At

At Oxford
of

students

Glasgow, when

installed,

the

Common

Hall would ring with deafening shouts.

Here

| there was no applause, no shouting, no noise
atl; the students reserved their five for their

“ Verbindungen” in the cvening.

cerned.

The courage of oue’s opinions may be:

shown more by calmness and reasonable con-sideration than by impetuosity and irrepressi=ble assertion.
It requires no little self*eom-straint to bold up when one’s own parts is:
rushing breathlessly forward.
Hows few. mem.
are brave enough in everything, without head:
or personal reflection, to express exactly tite-

judgment to which their own minds lead thems...
‘however it may embarrass their interests or af
fect their relation to their best friends. How
readily we are swept on out of our bearings by

the currents created around us, Nobly heroic
and Christian is he who Jooks thoughtfally
upon every movement around

A German

wants his glass of beer before him ere he ean
applaud. The rector’s installation was celebrated at the respective students’ unions until
the small hours of the morning.
‘There are about 100 professors at Halle, and
they discourse upon almost every imaginable
subject. Music, ancient and modern languages, law, gospel, medicine,, criticism, exegesis,

him, and, whem.

his judgment and conscience have clearly given
their verdict, says, in the spirit of the great
Reformer,‘ Here I stand; I ean do nothing dif—
ferent; so help me God! ”—Zion’s Herald. .
~4-0

EXCHANGE NOTES AND QUOTES.
Every moral system
man a new heart will

ure.—Christian

which can not give to-be and must be a fail-

Intelligencer.

Do not send for your pastor to come home
during his vacation if ydu possibly can belgr

‘it.— Congregationalist.
People who are indisposed to the enforee—
ment of Sunday laws need sometimes to be

talked to by a man of plain common sense,—
Baptist Weekly.
:
The world

judges us better

than we

know.

for though its hands may feel the: bands of
Esau, its ears distinguish the voice of Jucob.— 8. 8. Times.
In truth, the differences

Volkmunn, reviewed the events of the univer-

ing the larger share.

Theological Wnions im

It does not require much courage: to. join =
crowd in shouting on some favorite movement:
It is not always a mark of honesty or bravery to
use the most.vigorous and violent language im
defense of a popular measure.
The cheapest
form of notoriety is that which arises: fromm
making one’s self conspicuous by the disagree
able noise which he occasions.
It sometimes:
requires much more cooi intrepidity to weigh
carefully a subject, and do justice to» ull eom-

July 15,1879.

in

very

&

such pomp of costume, song and speech-making as seems to the German mind
suited to
such an occasion. The retiring rector, Prof.
spoke of chauges

though

of course com--

Germany.
The theology in Halle, one is glad:
to find, is evangelical and orthodox, if some-what broad; and I suppose with the social
customs of the country itis bad manners te.
quarrel.
THOMAS GOADBY...

Saturduy last was a high day at the University. The new rector was installed with

sity year,

a matier

bined in the Students’

LETTER FROM GERMANY.
HALLE, GERMANY,

rising to greet
he leaves, his

health being drunk with applause; but heplaces himself in close relation with his pupils, .
debating with them, conversing with them, .
indulging in festivity with them,—than is the
custom of English and Scotch . professors. I
|
am not quite sure that the influence of this.
friendly intercourse is not beneficial both toprofessors and students.
But beer and the--

from .inside, and believe that there are
those amongst us who will yet come to
God's altar bringing large gifts to consecrate to his service.

endow-

is this to be accounted

time?

of

ed, and agree with the constant assurance

additional

are likely to endure it,if left undisturbed,
for a hundred years to come. But how

least for the hundreth

complaint, have done it for a hundred
years, or more, and, for what I can see,

or

its

apiece to worthy institutions and wellmanaged societies. How much good a
few such generous donations would do!
What encouragement would they give to
the hard-working, patiently-toiling men
who from early manhood to mature age
have been tugging at heavy loads and
bending under burdens not-easy to bear !

crowds do endure it patiently and without

course,

towards

ment fund by three subscriptions, one of
$50,000 from J. H. Deane, and two of
$25,000 each from J. B. Trevor and J.
Milbank.— Exchange.

cational forces?

————

Where is that

saints on earth could not be translated
into it. The time and territory of the
kingdom, are fixed by the Word of &od.
There is no chance for mistake about it.
The facts are clearly and repeatedly stat-

$100,000

the church and

forces that mold society?
No doubt some of these are intending
to do just the thing we are speaking of,

MISSION WORK.

worldly prosperity or adversity should
grow less and less far apart in him who of the Lord, before the crucifixion, that

possessions. Itis only novices that exclaim in wonderment at rich gifts. We
by no means condemn the use of the most

dig-

Rice, sent out by the American Board in 1812
at hand. Even before he began his pubThe charter of the East-India Company was
lic ministry, John the Baptist preached,
about to be renewed, and for five years the
«Repent ye, for the kingdom of heaven faith is feebler which loses sight of a per- Tosition, in elocution, or in general schol- controversy had been raging in England beis at hand.” No sooner had the baptism sonal Lord, the moment he ceases to be arship is an open question.’ In either tween the friends and enemies of missions, as
and the temptation passed, than Jesus visible to the natural eye. Does he be- case, exact justice to the college, and at to whether the directors of the Company
himself began to teach, * The kingdom of come a mere influence, impersonal, fan- the same time to the individual members should be allowed for another twenty years to
heaven is at hand.”
Matt. 4:17.
The ciful, by rising to the realm of the spirit- of the class is not of easy attainment, exclude the gospel and education from India.
It was during the hight-of this confroversy
very first time he sent out his twelve ual and gloritied? Sensuous appearings are ‘since superiority’ and merit are far from that Judson and his colleagues arrived.
apostles, he charged them, ‘‘ As ye go, abnormal accommodations to infirm vis- being always coincident.
To select a
In 1847, the entire Bible was publihsed in the
preach, saying, The kingdom of heaven ion. When‘ we see him as he is,” * we given number of speakers by lot, as was Mahratta language, spoken by some twelve
is at hand.” Matt. 10:7. So constantly shall be like him,”or we could notsee him the practice at Dartmouth forty years millions of people.
A million a month in China are dying withwas the near advent of the kingdom pro- But we shall have been changed then ; he ago, is liable to even more serious objecout God.
claimed, that the Pharisees even demandtion.
That
it
behooves
the
college
au|
will be just as he now is. 1s he personWe believe Christian men and women might
ed of him, ** when the kingdom of God al, or a mere influence.
Are his com- thorities to shorten these exercises there save enough in the simple article of dress, makshould come.” Luke 17:20. And ‘‘Joseph ings, ** as he is,” or in sensuous form ? can be no doubt. There is as little doubt, ing themselves all the more comfortable in the
of Aramathea, an honorable counselor, Is he visible to the natural eye, ‘ as he ‘that is worthy of their serious attention, process, to support ninety thousand missionawaited for the kingdom of God,” Mark is?” His glorified being is spiritual, om- how this can be done in justice to all ries continuously, and thus evangelize the
world in a dozen vears.—Bap. Miss. Mag.
15:43; and all of his disciples expected nipresent,
personal; his kingdom is parties concerned, not overlooking even
¢¢ that the kingdom of God should imme- spiritual, including all saints inearth
the
gratification
of
all
personally
interand
WHAT WE Do. What we do for Christ, not
diately appear,” Luke 19:11. They had heaven; his “ coming in his kingdom,” ested ** aunts and cousins.”
what we say about him,is the one only pregross ideas of kingdom, expecting it to corresponds with hisewn spiritual nature,
P.S. Since writing the above, my at- vailing weapon left to usin these times. We
be local, formal, carnal, because they did the nature of his kingdom,and the work he tention has been called to a reference to need not write less books to advance our relignot understand Christ, but he did assure has in hand. Did the comiug of the king- the subject in question in the last number ion, but we must plant more missions. Prothem plainly thatits advent was immi- dom, and the coming of the Son of Man, of the Star. 1 will neither change nor fessors and critics, masters of sacred rhetoric
nent, and they were so excited over the in his kingdom, begin according to his add anything on that account, but simply and logic, speaking from their chairs of learning, are important helpers; but, as the tide
prospect, as to ¢ontend for the best po- word, or did the word fail ?
say, that I have had no intention formally runs now, they are not to be compared with
sitions around the throne. Matt. 20:21.
Is the mention of the coming of the to argue the question at all, but only to missionaries of the cross standing fast in their
And even the thief on the cross was im- kingdom, and the coming of Christ, by respond to certain reflections cast on the lot along the shifting skirmish-line between
pressed with the prevalent sentiment and the apostles, as yet in the future, yet to ordinary Commencement. programme by the Christian and the heathen worlds, or with
prayed, * Lord, remember
me when be expected, a difficulty ? Why should it way of denunciation and ridicule.—J. ¥. godly men and women who take up Christ’s
work among the poor, the sick, the forsaken,
thou comest into thy kingdom.”
Luke be? The event is continuous, filling the
QUEL i Jb.G5 fo ps pase red
the outcast,—and for the simple reason that,
23:42.
Thus, all who gave heed, to whole of the ‘* last days;” is past, preswhile the others are analyzing and describing
the Saviour's words believed
that the ent and fucure, and hence is so spoken
the Master’s will, these are doing it. The
CONDUCTED
BY REV.
G. C. WATERMAN,
°
coming of the King in his kingdom was of in Scripture. It is proper to pray,
kingdom of God is always stronger in its doers
WHERE ARE THEY?
near. ‘¢ Verily I say unto you, there be “ Thy kingdom come,” till it all has
than in its sayers,— The Missionary.
some standing here which shall not taste come, till the reign is complete, the war
6 8b
Rochester
University
has secured

deserts. We should deem it unnatural if
the kingdom would have been impossible
they did not use extraordinary language
if
it did not then exist.
Christ could not
in relating their grateful thanks for the
‘be
truthfully
described
as
reigning if the
life-saving beverage. But would it not
kingdom
was
yet
to
come.
Butthe whole
be equally unnatural to use ecstatic phrasscope of the Scriptures agree with Paul's
es every time a person drank cold water?
We have been led to this thought from words, ** He must reign, ti'l he hath put
hearing the superlative and ecstatic lan- all enemies under his feet.” If he then

guage adopted by some of those who are

er and glory, with all the attendant

in

human

lot ave: -

very far from being so great as the vulgar,
th
ignorant, the inexperienced imagine.— Chris. tian Leader.
Each: denomination will first become Broads!
enough to embrace the members of any other.
and then as they approach and touch they wild
melt together, like kindred drops of purs wa-

ter.— Independent.

:

A long step forward has been taken in fate
years in the establishment of summer comma
nities on religious principles, like the resorts.

whieh dot a'good portion of the Jersey consi.
Our denominations are waking up alse to ihe
peeessity of providing for their peeple durime:
their absence from accustomed places of wor—
ship, and af least in ‘the more popular resosts
church

edifices or

pavilions are springing op...

where the Christian can meet those of his ow,
faith, and

worship

God according

to familiawr

forms.—~ Il. Christian Weekly.
To those

who

reccive Gods call! fir amy

work or trial, and obey it, the gift.of the Spirik.
is assured. We need not go ob a warfare mi:
How easily God” cant sop-our own charges.
plement human weakness and: ignorance by:
pouring the power, snd wisdomof the Spirit
into the frail vessel of clay!. And how woa— -

derfully he quickens and. develops
of the soul that lies submissively

the powers :
in his hands. .

— Evangelical Messanger. .
The Boston Tiaveller exclaims third the
early closing movement of the churolies ism.
success.” There is a good deal said just now:
about vacation religion, but it'refers to these:
who are off on vacations. Meeting-houses dio ~
not go off on vacations, but some of them tales

a religious nap where they are.
lieve

W#-dbnt

be-

in shutting. up thie houseof God.

We cut this from the Morning Star, the ex—
cellent Fréewill Baptist paper of Dover, N.H.,.
with endorsement.
We, too, ‘ don’t beliews
in shutting up:;the house of God ”” any more fn

dog days than in:December.— Watch- Tower.

philosophy, logic, vaccination, evolution, ag-

Religion ‘“made easy;” piety ““witliond ms

riculture, craniology,—such are some of the
topics that meet the eye on the list of lectures.

teacher;” *‘ royal roads” to heaven ;—these
are as pure quackery as are the methods
ed”
secular teaching to which these phrases apply.

Not that there is any odd mixture of topics in
the progranme—the German mind delights in
scientific classification and all subjects

are

ar-

and which excite only the dontempt of ewesy
true scholar.. If: religion is to hold: and. lead)
men in thie world, it must grapple them in
some more earnest way, thaw as if’ ine soft smd

ranged under the four schools of Theology,
Law, Medicine and Philosophy.
In the depurtments in which I bave most interest, Theology and Philosophy, I find several excellent
proféssors. Dr. Schlottmann discourses well
on David Strauss; Dr. Beyschlag on the life

gushing dalliance.. There is no real. religiom
without “ fear;” and even that *‘ perfect love™"

of our Lord; Dr. Kaehler on theological ethics

and wise angel,.but the bad pyar and

the feel.

who veils not his face in the presence

of God...

and the whole scope and range of theological
study# Dr, Erdmann, too, expounds his psy-

which ‘“casts.out fear”
holier form.of reverence.

— Standards

is only a higher ami
It is not

the pure

-
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termsof salvation are alike to all, and |
Departoent.
S.
S.
:
A
A
that all alike are galled to accept them,
EES
Sabbath-School Lesson.--Aug. 17, | Wasa secret which-the Jews had never | °
discovered ;

(For

‘Questions

THE

see

David and

2 weg

.

.
.

ARMOR.

2 Sam..22:31-37,

Rev, 19:5-—16,

house, and there address them.

Soldiers of Christ.
2Tim. 2:1-14.
Success in warfare.
1 Cor. 9:20-27.

did,

Christian deeds of valor. 1 Thess.) bil—24.
Christian armor, Eph. 6:10—20.

GOLDEN

of

TEXT:

Ged,

against

Put on

that ye may

the

be

whole

dble

fearlessly

speaking

of

whose sake he was imprisoned.
on the whole armor of God.

armor

to

the wiles of the devil,”

it

was

a

|

stand

Verse

Erugstans.

This he

Him

for

He had

‘The evidence is well nigh

conclusive that this epistle was written at

11,

Rome, and near the close of Paul's first
| imprisonment, probably A. D. 62. It was
Eph. 6310-20,
written atabout the same time with the
Notes and Hints.
Epistles to the Colossians, Philemon, and
** Finally.” The conclusion of the let- the Philippians, which, with the one we
ter is thus announced.
are now considering, make up what is
“ My brethren.” These words are not | sometimes called the third group of the
found in the oldest manuscripts of the Pauline writings.
New Testament, and should be omitted.
It was addressed to the churchat Eph+¢ Strong in the Lord.”
* Be strengthen- esus, the words *‘¢ which are at Ephesus” |
ed in the Lord” is the more accurate ren- (1:1), rejected by some scholars, being
dering. To be strongin the Lord is to received by others, whose opinion is of |
have strong faith in him, strong love to equal weight,as genuine. The church at |
him, and to have strong determination Ephesus was founded by Paul, who twice |
to do and dare for him.
:
visited the city, first on his way from
*¢ Power of his might.”
This is anoth- Corinth to Jerusalem, at the close of the |
er way of saying ** in his power,” or, ** in second missionary tour, and again on the

his might.”

God

is

the

source of the

Christian's power, as Christ taught when
. he said, ‘¢ Without me, ye can do noth-

ing.” So, too, Paul said, ** I can do all
things through Christ which strengtheneth me.”
“ Whole

armor

of

God.”

Thisis

an

who

are

armor which God gives to those

It i3 an arto be soldiers in his cause.
mor, too, which, like that of the ‘warrior |

of Paul's day, wholly : protected the

per-|

sons wearing it.

““ Wiles of the devil.” His siratagems and |
The |
artifices for destroying the soul.
great enemy to holiness of heart has
many
ways of alluring us into sin.
“¢ Wrestle not.”» The
better translation
is, *“ To us, the struggle is not against
flesh and blood.” The warfare of the
Christian is spiritual.
+ Flesh and blood.” Enemies in human
form.
Principalities . . . powers.”

These

are the chiefs

The first denotes
-second.

a

of Satan's

highe~

forces.

rank than the,

“¢ Rulers of the darkness of this world.”
Rulers

of the moral

darkness

that vice,

crime and idolatry cause.
Paul atiributes human wickedness to evil spirits,
and puts evil men under the sway of
such spirits.

:

‘« Spiritual wickedness in high places: iy

Translated

ghatfer thus: The

spiritual

powers ofevil in heavenly places.” Paul
"speaks of the forces of Satan asin the
air or sky.
See Chapt. 2:2.
Against
these invisible, active, pestilent forces the
Christian soldier has to fight.
¢¢ Take

unto you.” That is, put on.
“In the
evil day.” The evil day of temptation.
“‘ Having done all to stand.”
Having
-done all before the fight and in the fight,
everything

necessary to drive off the foe,

stand firm without faltering.
“Stand therefore.” Stand ready for resistance or attack.
** Girt about with
truth.” The better translation is, ¢* Having girded your loins about.” The girdle
kept the armor in place, and helped support the sword. The truth here meant is
that of the gospel of Christ. Without
knowing the gospel, the disciple is unable
to meet Satan. ‘‘Breast-plate of righteousness.”
The breast-plate protected the
lungs and heart, and, hence, was

a most

important part of the armor.
So righteousness is to the disciple an indispensa.
ble quality. Having that he can resist all
foes.
Having on your
« Your feet shod.”
feet, we should say.
* Preparation of
the gospel of peace.”
By preparation is
meant readiness for service.
This is se-

cured by the gospel which puts man, by
faith, into
a state of peace with God. On
the feet of the Christian should be the
sandals of readiness to serve the Master.

Irenwus, Clement of Alexandria, Origen,

shield

of faith.”

A Paul counts

9. Hortatory and

this as most important for the safety and
service of the Christian.
shield here referred to was
kind, was oblong or oval in

The ancient
of the larger
shape,

was

from three to four feet long, and was attached to the left arm.
Such a shield to
the heart is faith.
<< Quench all the fiery darts.” The reference is to darts tipped with some inflammable substance, and shot burning
against the enemy. The fierce and dead-

ly nature of

Satan's

assaults are thus

shown ; and faith in Christ is the element
that renders them harmless.
“ Of the wicked.” {Of the wicked one.
<¢ The helmet of salvation.” : The helmet
protected the head, and ‘when it hada
visor, protected also the face.
The consciousness of salvation by Christ profects

the believer from the blows of Satan.
Shr Sward, of the, Spirit.” The word of
Godis so ‘called. The Spirit uses the
word of God for converting and saving
men,

By it the disciple can

Satan even as our Saviour did.
“Praying always.”

ward

off

Not every instant,

but whenever we pray. ‘* In the Spirit.”
© Under the influence of the Spirit.

LC

Watching thereunto.”

That

is, let

ng go together; or
and praying
watchi
as the Spirit prompts,
pray
to
hing
watc
Paul wished the
“ And for me.”
prayers of his brethren ; yet only that he

might be helped to preach boldly.

|

‘BY PROF. J.J. BUTLER, D.D.

practical. ~ Chaps.

8S. S. Teacher.
sme

Some

sincerity.

pray,

hymn,

another

words of instruction and ceunsel are
spoken. A timid boy or girl is invited to
speak, if so disposed. Every child is interested, the hour is gone buttoo soon,
and all look with pleasing anticipation
for the next meeting.

Another

cherished

great

seven years ofage to be a

yearnings

Christian,

at

but

nobody knew anything about it, or took
any notice of his little soul-thirstings,
and so. his precious years of childifood,
went on in sin. Several Christian ladies
could vividly recall
religious impres-

neglected, but cherished

and

trained

by

and do not think:

me

irreverent

if

THE RELATION OF OHILDHOOD
TO RELIGION.

most

whieh used to creep into my young

The

morning

service in

one

of our

table, from whose

company

I was

ment in the church they
cases;
never entering

same subject was carried into the evening
prayer-meeting, and developed through
the exercises by two very interesting feat~

ing lives.

ures.

whilg the

the children to their own sweet thoughts

young disciples of the churchiwere silent,in

of life, and they will go straight to heav-

family duties. Redeem it wholly from
«« plaiting of hair and putting on of apparel.” Redeem it wholly frem vaig conversation. How very much the power
of4he minister's preaching depends.on

to the youth

of the congregation, to ** remember their
Creator in the days of their youth.” The

It

was

noticeable that

out.

Ah !no one knows

Ihad

almost

the

written,

of years of effort.
A church has not only some claims ever after upon those it leads to Christ, but
ic has a direct claim upon those who are

Young Men were never Li 80 numerous, aggressive and useful as to-day. The

volume

contains full stendgraphi¢dceount

of their recent

at Baltimore.

International ‘Convention

Mr.

Moody

was president,

His remarkable addresses are given, which

sent home the 500 delegates instrasted and
stimulated for their work.

Careful tabu.

lated reports” are given of over’ 1,000
American Associations, with pamés of
officers and 600 societies in 'Earope and
other parts of ‘the world. Sixty of the

American Associations own buildings.
The ‘entire property in the hand§ of
these Associations is equal to $3,000,000.
The total membership numbers over 100,-

000, and the societies now: have in there
employ

141 General

Secretaries,’ as the

young men are called

who are the

exec.

utive managing officers of the associa.
tions,
In this Year Book, also, we notice
a full report of the important work of the
International Committee, who exercise an
advisory supervision of the work;and have,
besides their home secretary,
traveling
secretaries at the West and South, a third
among the 10,000 college
students,
a
fourth among German -speakisg
young
men, & fifth among the 800,000 railroad
men, and a sixth among the colored young
men.
Very recently the committee have taken
in hand, by the instruction of the convention, a work in. behalf of commercial
travelers,of whom it is estimated there are
as many as 100,000 in this country.
The
extended work of this commitree is no inconsiderable feature of these sociaties of
American youtig Miéu.
It has reached its

present proportions

by

slow

development since 1866,
mittee was first located

and

steady

when the comin New
York,

of Halifax.
Among
York city are Cephas

Wm. E. Dodge,

the members in New
Brainerd, Chairman,

Jr. Morris K.

nelius Vanderbilt,

Jesup,

James Stokes,

Cor-

Jr.,

and

Libbey, Jr., Joseph Hardie, of Selma,
with them in the great doctrines of free- | Ala, Russell
Sturgis Jr., of Boston,
will, one baptism, open communion, and James McCormick, of Harrisburg, are also
congregational church government, which among its members.
:
uo present disturbance or trouble can set
Stimulated by tke example and work of
aside, and which will not be released by | this American committee, the World's

Wm.

the Master who looks to it that hi$ people | Conference of these Associations,
at
keep the least of his commandments to Geneva,
last
August,
appointed
a
Central International’
committee
with
do them,
3
Meanwhile,

the discipline, self-control,

humility and Christian courtesy which the
church of their choice would dev slop is
still wanting in their lives,
| Thege quarrels often originate over
ministers whose time of usefulness is lim-

lovely

ited,

in view of the majority, to one, two

orthree- years, but-who are especially
dear for special reusons to a few.
These
féw, if changes are frequent, make many.

Now, it is not for me to say

that often

the majority are not wrong, but if yon
believe in congregational government, they
can not be as wrong and do as much injory as can be doue in bolting. The case
is not one where the wrong done to a
minister (who can be cared for by Christ)
ought to endanger the cause of Christ
and the doctrines of Christ you are pledged to defend.
Perhaps the next shepherd of the sheep
sent by, the great Shepherd finds in you a
stumbling

block;

you

do

him

(and his

cause as well as yours) a greater injury by your course than the majority have
done some. other man. - What, then, does

one wrong make your sin less?

BY

REV.

head-quarters

at

this committee has

managing and

Geneva.

Already

secured

visiting

a competent

in

Mr.

Charles Fermand,
of Geneva.
He
present at the Baltimore convention,

secretary

was
and

the proceedings contain the saecount he
gave
of the work
of this committee
upor the continent of Europe.
After

visiting the:

becoming

American

acquainted

associations

with

their

and

meth.

ods
and agencies, Mr.
Fermand
returned early this month to his own fleld in
Europe. A thoughtful glance through this
volume of over 200 pages, bright with the
record of an aggressive Christian work
for young men, excites the hope that this
work, wide and beneficent as it already
is In its infancy, is destined to bless
far greater multitudes of young men, in
all “lands, than have yet been brought
within the reach of its influence.
Bae

no

Se

THE CHINESE TRACT
A
hai,

SOCIETY.

correspondent writing from ShangChina, speaks of the first annual

meeting of the Chinese Tract

Society

as

a great success.
It isthe first thing of
the kind in the Empire.
The meeting was

held in Shanghai, commencingon the 4th
of May and lasting four days.

On Sunday

the first sermon on behalf’ of the Society
was preached in Chinese by the Rev. Mr.
Woo, a faithful and earnest pastor of the

Episcopalian church. © On Monday there
‘was a general meeting conducted in the

OALL ON THEM.
A. H. MORRELL,

I refer especially to those members of
the church residing in places remote
from the church of their choice and sel‘dom favored to meet their own brethren,

vernacular, in the London Mission church.
Five of the native pastors and ‘assistants
spoke with great earnestness of the importance of organizing auxiliary Secieties
in connection with all the native churches and of the need of faithful, devoted, unpaid tract distributers to go through each

Those who are frequently enjoying the
opportunity of ‘seeing the ministers of neighborhood monthly, or oftener, and
their parish, or brethren and sisters they seek by all means to bring the people to
highly esteem, can not understand the
feelings of others deprived of such privileges. They may be greatly cheered and
encouraged by such calls.

Moreover, the

advantages are mutnal on both sides and
also for the general good.
O00.

leave

!
the presence of this all-important theme, en.
the more mature and the aged disciples,
| But, alas! as the little: ones come up
whose number was unusually large at from their play-days to more mature life,
the preparing of the hearer’s . heart,
If this meeting, were intensely stirred by religious subjects take a new aspect, the
you come up to the church with your the topic, and earnest words came with life of a missionary grows ‘less ‘and less
mind crowded with trifles and puffed up unusual force from their hearts, ripened to be desired, except as ‘itis fanned to |
with vanity—what can ministers do? andenriched by long years of experience. enthusiasm again, in a few regenerate
They. ean do nothing but beat the air, 1{ Nor wasthis, a strange feature of the meet- sonls scattered here and there. PreachWhat else ean they do if there be nothing| | ing,for who should more fittingly guide the 'ing and prayer-meetings become servbefore them but air to beat at? ‘Tt will ' rhesitating
|
and untried footsteps of: the. ices’ of duty and custom, rather ‘than
make a sotind, and that is'all. T fear that young, than the aged Christian who has aceasions
of’ pleasure; baptisih, is often
many of my dear, people. spend more time safely, taken the: Jong journey
j
of life until a long-delayed rite in the Christian’s exon the Sabbath morning in putting veils mear its triumphant close.
perience, and all the spontaneous, but
“on their faces than in taking the veil off
THe second, special feature of the oec- repressed, yearnings of childhood, “‘ to be
their hearts—more time in trying to make easion, seemed iike one: of those sudden good,” are swept out of many hearts in
‘themselves appear before men what they inspirations which sometimes sweep a after years, by religious doubts and the
are nof,than in frying to make themselves company ‘into a new field of thought, al- ever-thickening cares of life.
appear before God what they are.—Rev. though it might have been a previous ini] there not something significant in
W. Arnot.
Remember?”
said
the
tention of the leader, to direct the brief | y hat word,
]
experiences of the speakers back to the preacher, on this oceasion of which I' have
they first written. ¢ If these little souls come
If you propose to serve Gqd at all, days of their childhood, when
of the subject of religion. straight from God, must the children
think
to
began
have the manliness tc begin his servIs it surprising that, with hardly a mo- wander away from home, until they forice now.
+

enter, in many
into the
new

A880

OIATIONS.
4%.
Weve Just received from the Inter.
national Committee of the Young Men's
Christian Associations, their Association
Year Book for 1870—80. It is the largest
and most Ie
1 ihe of
of the \series,
showing that the’ socfet
ristian

church relations heartily and doing little
comparatively for the cause.
where the convention has kept
it ever
In the meantime, a church precious in since. It has corresponding members in
the eyes of men and God, whose work is | every State, and in every province of Cuannot done and can not be done for centuries, | ada, as well as in Syria, Japan and Austrawhose doctrines are in harmony with | lia, countries where these societies on the
théir own, wanes and loses much of its American plan, are getting a foothold.
power, and perhaps dies and leaves a gap But the committee itself consists of 23
in the line of defense and aggressive members, 9 of whom are located in N. Y.
effort not easily filled. For a new church city; 2 are in Canada, Hon. John McDon8. McClean.
in a large village or city is always a work ald, of Toronto, and John

shut

it.

been

their mem-

bonds and separate themselves from their

heart

thoughts which lie pent up in the heart of
childhood. Perhaps cothing is less understood, and less appreciated, than the
germs of future promise which are
closely folded in these young and grow-

devoted to an earnest plea

had

in keeping

church relations, ‘woitlg in most cases, for
the sake of peace, to the very churches
which take all rule and authority out of
their hands. Nor is their going the worst
of it. They are a still more foreign ele-

when Christians dré'w around the sacred

BY IDA HAZELTON.

need them,

bers. Tbe yielding, forgiving, courteous
and pliant spirit ‘is of slow growth, and
many, after a short trial, prefer the dead
uniformity of some church ruled by bishops or elders, to a church where the majority rules.
Rather than submit to havi ing their
views and opinions about ministers’ staying or going or some other trifle (I say
trifle comparatively), they will burst all

timent of isolation and lonely yearnings

churches, on a Setont Sabbath,

The note struck then is likely to give

the ih, of their

much difficulty, when they are young and

I in-

Tue Hour BEFORE You
Go,
TO
CHurcH. Ihave in my eye. at. present
the hour before you go to ‘church on the
Sabbath forenoon. Iam’ anxious about
tone to your spirits all the day.
Redeem
it. Redeem it as much a8 you cen from

Even now in

Pictures.dornet exist; perely, in men- | should seem ja strange subject {for of |; ;/ THE VALDE OF CHUROH LIFE.
tal conception. They are not all on’ can- contemplation? Now that our attention
' BY EV. J. Cy STEELE.
ire
vas in art galleries.
The best moral is called to it, do we not remember how
scenes are sometimes presented only in tender our little hearts were in regard to "A good church, of Jesus Christ in a
the events of real life, Let us give a the subject, and do we not believe sin- large village or gity may live from five
fow.
cerely, that, if carefully guided,
we hundred to five thousand years. Its inNumber one, a group of children fiom
might even then have been born into the fluence may grow stronger and better
six to twelve years of age, in a, confer- kingdom? . This seemed to be the convic- and more wide~spread for centuries.
ence room.
Their faces are beaming tion of many of these Christians, who, at The doctrines it is pledged to sustain may
are quiet, composed, and this meeting,allowed us to look back with not only permeate the village or city, but
they
joy,
with
happy. Their leader, a young lady, op them down the years to’ their childhood extend over much space around.
Its
taking her place,is greeted warmly by all. days. One had resolved to be good at members at any given time are pledged
She sings with them a familiar hymn,and the age of seven, and had. adopted a life by their vows, made to’'men and God, to
all bow in the grateful offering of prayer. of daily prayer nntil, one day, a beloved stand by her interests, defend her docThen the exercises are varied and easy. and older sister,in impatievce at. some trines, advocate’ her views and help the
Now a brief Scripture passage is read boyish misdemeanor of her little brother, church to live for the good she has done,
and explained, then some of the children had told him that ‘* suchactions did not is doing and expects to do during all the
speak of the love of the Saviour, of the accord very well with praying,” and then course of her long life.
Bible, the Sunday-school, of their desire he ubandened all efforts at being good,
Churches of the congregational order,
to be Christians, all in simplicity .and and suspended his praying for the time.
like the Freewill Baptist churches, find

Tertullian, and the traditions of the an-. every. hopeful instrumentality. ~~ The clude baptism, 1am only writing: facts,
cient church are convincing.
The inter- final harvest will depend very much on and these should convince us that the
nal evidence of Pauline origin is equally this sowing and culture.
little men and women are far more = obdecisive, The objections of De Wette, who
What shall be sald of the millions of serving and reflective than we think for,
regards it as an expansion of the Epistle children wholly without the pale of the oftentimes, and their attitude . toward reto the Colossians, the work of some gifted “church and of the Sabbath-school, loung- ligion is much more natural and more
“scholar of the apostles, and ‘of Bauer, ing in the streets, or straying in the easily controlled in" childhood than in
¢ who finds in it the ideas and diction of fields?
Who will hunt them up and mature life. Is there anything, do we
Gnostic and Montanistic times,” have bring them in ? No more important think, in the quiet and solemn ceremonies
been fully and satisfactorily answered.
of the communion service, to attract the
work devolves on’ Christians.
The letter consists of two parts :
buoyant heart of childhood ? And yet,
pri
pe fp er———
1. Doctrinal. Chaps. 1—3.
I have not to this day forgotten the sens
4—6.—National

A

ran

o MEN'S Oh

0

,

Se

hesitation,

pe nf
should date their first
sions” back to the en
ol
od ing Jesus.
andseven ? Yet, is it not still more sur-| youth,”
prising that we so far forget “our own
childhood experience
that this fact

Number two is a scene on a beautiful sions at the ageof five years.
Another
lake shore. Hundreds of people sur- earnest speaker feared that many parround it. Among them another group ents discouraged their children from
of children.
Praise, prayer, and a brie(
thoughts of religion, because they thought
address. Then the pastor leads down they were too young to understand them,
third tour; when he spent three years in into the water one and another of the lit- or that they would not continue faithful
the place, going from house to house, | tle ones until ten of them are baptized in if they commenced the ' Christian life.
warning men night and day with tears. the name of the Father,and of the Son,and Yet, as the speaker thought, it would do
Acts 20:31. It was in this city that he of the Holy Ghost. There are many ten- the little ones no harm to think upon this
was exposed to great personal danger der hearts and moist eyes, and many feel sunject however crudely, or to commence
from a tumult raised by Demetrius and that there is no lovelier scene on earth.
Christian life, even though they failed at
Same number there is in the charch, the first attempt.
the silversmiths,
whose trade in the
shrines of Di:na his preaching threatened at close of the sermon, and before the
Well, one would be inclined to think
to break up (Acts 19:233—31); here he Communion service. The same group of that we had never been children, when
gained a signal triumph over the sorcer- children stand in front of the pulpit, the
they note what strange ideas we enterers and those who practiced magic arts pastor addresses them, gives them the
tain of childhood, after we have drifted
hand
of
Christian
fellowship,
and
wel(Acts 19:17—20) ; from the elders of this
away with the tide of years from its goldeh he parted at Miletus w hen ¢ on his comes to the privileges and duties of
en springtime. What an eager curiosity
Christ's disciples.
Acts 20:18—
way to Jerusalem.
we had about religious matters in those
These
are
not
fancy
pictares,
but
drawn
The epistle grew out of the Tove the
days!
How sweetly and confidingly
s
from
real
life,
in
our
recent
experience
writer felt for the believers at Ephesus,
we
might
have placed our hand
in the
and was perhaps suggested by the mission in the F. Baptist church at Hillsdale, Mich.
Shepherd's hand, and been guided by
We
presume
they
find
a
parallel
in
the
ex|
of Tychicus and Onesimus to Colosse and
Philemon. — Eph. 6:21; Col —4:7=9; perience of —other -ehurehes;— we could him through the dangerous paths—of
| youth! How much of warped life, and
wish in many ‘more.
Philemon 12.
We
are
not
doing
enough
for
the
‘dear
|
bitter tears of repentance,™~and hours of
In thought, expression and practical
despondency it might have spared us had
were
Jesus
of
words
children.
Those
warning, this letter resembles that to the |
Colossians, with which it should be faith- very significant: ‘ Suffer little children | we earlier known the hopefulness of the
fully compared.
It isone of the most to come unto-me, and forbid them not; , | Christi an’s faith and hope.
But the children are too young to unimportant and sublime of the epistles,and for of such is tle kingdom. of heaven.’
is full of consoling truth for all the chil- Of the millions of children who throng the | derstand these things, and yet, I fancy it
room
regularly
and would surprise us, although it should not,
dren of God.
It has been called ‘ the | Sunday-school
promptly,
a large proportion scarcely | if we could know what sweet
thoughts
epistle of the grace of God.”
* Tt was
designed,” says Ellicott, to set forth the ever attend on public worship or, hear a | and yearnings for the good and true
origin and development of the church of gospel sermon. So it ought not to be. there are in children’s hearts. - Why,
Christ, and to display to the Christian Why may they not attend with their. par- they choose these very things, which are
dwellers under the shadow of the great ents and older brothers and sisters? It suppesed to be altogether
too deep for
temple of Diana the unity and beauty of is the duty of the pastor, in the pulpit and their comprehension, as the subject of
that transcendently more glorious spiritu- elsewhere, to feed the lambs of his flock their happiest and merriest playtime!
as well as the sheep: © [lis ministrations
al temple (2:20) of which Chris® himself
When I was a child, incredible as it may
was the chief corner-stone, and the saints would be more effective, if better adapted seem, we used. to play, with great enthusiasm, ‘* be a missionary!”
Probably
portions of the superstructure.”
Accord- to the young.
There should be more children’s. prayer not & grown person in the neighborhood
ing to Prof. Mulligan, its purpose is to
set forth the glory of Christ in a united and conference meetings, the influence entertained the slightest notion, that we
of the Sabbath-school should be more di- children knew what ¢‘jnissions” meant;
church, i. e , a church in which both Jew
rected to their moral and spiritual wants, It was a dry suhject, then;it was ome of
and Gentile are one ia their Lord.
to lead them directly to the Saviour. the ‘* hard words,” they thought, and not
The lack: of greetings and personal
notices in this epistle has often been re- ‘We should have more faith in early con- atall within the capacity of a child's intelferred to as something remarkable, but versions, in the exhortations and promis- lect. Nevertheless, in the golden hour
The
Dean Alford calls attentionto the fact that es so abundant in the Scriptures, and full of childhood, we played missions.
none are found in tbe Second Epistle to of encouragement to the young. Very life of a missionary was tinted with all
Timothy, or the Epistles to the Galatians, coon these children will be the men and the roseate hue of youthful fancies, and
women of society, and their early lives never a thought of sacrifice or toil had
Colossians, Philemon or in First and SecSo we
ond Thessalonians.
Their presence or will determine the character of théir ma- dimmed its bright . anticipation.
were quite determined that when we
absence in any epistle must therefore be ture years.
due to the choice of the writer.
| But it is not enough that they begin grew to be men and women, we would
The testimonies of antiquity to. the au- well. The children need long and ear- be missionaries every one.
thenticity and genuineness of this epistle nest culture, until confirmed in faith and
Yes, and the children play preaching,
are very strong.
The statements of ripened for heaven. Oh, let them never be they play meetings, funerals, weddings,

;
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THE LITTLE OHILDREN.

|

that becttuse he was an apostle of Christ
he had been put in chains.
:
As I ought to speak.” He, though a
prisoner, could call the people to his

1 Sam, 17.

The Lord our Captain,

to them,

« Ambassador in bonds. Yiterally, “in
a chain.”
He was chained to a Roman
soldier. . He calls attention to the fact

Papers.)
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Deliverance.
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hence,

‘mystery. n
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CHURCH ATTENDANCE IN ENGLAND.
® The Christian Union thus speaks of a
recent phase of religipus life in England:
‘¢ The matter. of .church , attend-

ance

is,

attracting

considerable

atten

Christ. On Tuesday the board of trustees met, the Rt. Rev. 8. I. J. Schereschewsky presiding. ‘The Rev. Dr. Allen, of the

Southern Methodist church, the

Rev.

D.

C. McCoy, of the Presbyterian,and the Rev.

W.

Scarborough, of the English Wesley-

an, were elected to fill vacancies
board. On Wednesday there was

meeting of foreigners and

on the
a large

English-speak-

ing Chinese in the Temperance Hall where,
among

the speakers,

were several educated

Chinese who plead the cause of their
countrymen eloquently. One of the most

hopeful features of this mew

organization

tion in England. * A visit to fifteen church- is the part the natives take in) it.
One
es belonging to thé: Establishment in the
half of the trustees are natives, whose
east of London, disclosed the fact that in
sympathies are thus enlisted. If the peoall these edifices, with a seating capacity ple will not come to the chapel, some one
of 14,478, there were present exactly 905
must seek them at their, homes, and for

persons. In four churchs, of the Establishment in Rotherhithe, only 156 persons ere

in

attendance.

Many

of these churches

are built with reference to the poot -popilation

gathered

‘around them,

and the

Church’ Times déclares that their present
‘condition is ‘something appalling.”
On
the other hand, a recent count in eleven
Nonconformist churches of the size and

location

showed the presence

of

5,500

worshipers.
These
figures
are very
suggestive, and in the correspondence on

the subject to which.

the ‘London

has opened its columns,

they

have

Times
been

skillfully used as arguments for disestablishment.”

this, from deor to door visitation, the natives have u peculiar ‘adaptation and fit-

ness. The 'varieus missionary organizations are using them more und more as
paid agents, bat in an unpaid voluntary
service they will have still greater advantage. While the annual meeting was in

progress, a letter was

received from the

London Religious Tract Society containing a promise of assistance to the amount
of £100. A few days later a letter came
from the American Tract Society of New
York, containing a bill of exchange which
realized $432.54.
Native writers have al-

ready prepared several tracts to be pub-

lished by the new society, and the names
of twenty missionaries, of various denominations, is a guarantee for the character
“of the publications.

Thou hast often heard before,

In the former days of darkness,
In the time of need of yore.

liberal to a

Then hast never ceased to be,
Singe at first a humble sinner

timents ; and others

And thy voice is ever sounding,—
‘** Oh, ye weary, come to me.”
With my sorrow and my care;
Hear my mourning supplication,
Cast not out my humble prayer,
not on a greater burden

han thy feeble child cun bear.

[¢) ny God! rebuke the tempter,

t not unbelief prevail;

feeble servant,

That my weak fuith may not fail,
Nor my soul let go her anchor
hen the waves aud storms assail.

communion.

it will be only

O Redeemer! shall one perish
Who has looked to thee for nid?
Let me see thee, Jet me hear thee,

well-known

Through the gloomy midnight shade;

es.

All ing loneliness is o'er,

widely known

When the light of hfe I see;
Whom besides in earth or heaven

Should my beart desire but thee?
~~Selected.
---b
>

OPEN COMMUNION AMONG BAPTISTS.

XY.

words,

the

Ividependent speaks editorially on this
subject as follows :
That there has been during the past
few years a gradual and silent change of
attitude in the Baptist denomipation in
favor of a more liberal construction is
indicated by the following considerations:
1. There has been a perceptible modification in the forms of invitation from
Baptist pulpits. The logical and formerly almost, if’ not quite, universal phraseology was: ** All members in good and
regular standing
of churches of the
same faith and order are invited to remain and partake with us.” This was
changed to read ** all members of sister
churches,”

and,

in

explanation

of the

change of form, it was usual to acknowl-

Jon-

gan,

\ ew

ian,

Corand

edge the double meaning of the

phrase.

‘While the Baptist might say’ by * sister

churches” was intended only Close-communion Baptist churches, it allowed
others to give the phrase a larger ‘interpretation. Then came the custom of in-

viting all * baptized believers,” by which

ma,
ton,
also

k of
rld’s

was meant all immersed members of
Pedobaptist churches. -At present, especially in city churches, the prevailing
custom is simply to announce the Supper,
without any inviiation whatever. Poise
custom is approved on grounds variant
from each other. It suits those Baptists
who say that the right of participation is
limited to the members of each particular

Baptist

church;

for

maintain that the members

tist church have no right

these

persons

of one

Bap-

to commune

with another, It suits those Close-communion Baptists who think it needless to
give 4 monthly prominence to what they

regard as the well-known views of Bap-

tists, or who are willing to allow every
man to assume the responsibility of deciding whether or not he wishes or is in-

clined

Rev.

sleythe

large
peakhere,
cated
their
most
ation
One
hose
peoone
1 for
3

na-

| fitnizae

as

ntary
lvan-

nomacter

to partake.

belongs to
and

plac-

authentic

case.

whose

Within

name

Baptists

throughout

a

is a

and

is

time

of

the country,

at the

one of ‘the largest Baptist churches in the

dread the path no longer

And though lights of earth are fading,
I can gaze on tearlessly,
‘When the glory that excelleth,

poy:

which

and who was the pastor

When thyself has gone before.

the
old.

by the presumption on the

delicacy

household word among

And the tempter’s dark suggestions
Can oppress my soul no more;

tra-

If this statement, is denied,

few months a pastor,

For when feeling thou art near me,

introductory

sup-

But, as an instance, it may suffice to

mention one

“It is I! be not afraid.”

a few

though

any attempt
to indicate names

Let me hear thy voice of comfort,—

After

who,

orting by their votes 'proseriptive resoutions, do so regretfully and only under
the pressure of a necessity of saving
their reputation for orthodoxy.
7. Still further, it is getting to be generally understood that much of this platform and newspaper talk about the necessity of enforcing ¢¢ the glorious principle” of close communion is conventional.
It is a singular fact that the Open-communionists are quite as regular in their
practice as the very men who are doing
so much loud talking in favor of close

Then I fear not to approach thee

I shall

Some

acquiescent in the growth of liberal sen-

Kell before thee trustingly ;

for me, thy

greater or less degree.

are pronounced in their theories of’ liberty on the subject; others are perfectly

For a present help in trouble

Pra

the

eyes of the few crusaders to the surprising discovery that, from California to
Maine, in all our principal cities and
towns, there is a growing
number of influential ministers and laymen whe are

all in sorrow,

It suits the views of

land, asked one of his deacons to go and
request a recognized Congregational minister to take a seat with the communicants. And yet this pastor is the author
of magnificent resolutions declarative of
the principle of close communion and
the most vigorous prosecutor of.4 recent
movenient to vstracise an Open-communion pastor and church. Numerous other
instances of similar inconsistency between public utterances and private conduct are well known.
8. The fact that a minister is liberal in
his sympathies operates no longer as a
bar to settlement as pastor of a nominally close-communion church. The most
that is asked of him is that he shall not
agitate the question. A notable example of this spirit may be mentioned.
Five years
ago, a
Baptist minister
assumed charge
of a congregation
formed on the union platform, in which
immersion was not demanded

of

58

men that utter them.

ago,

opened

v

a can-

didate for membership.
Within the past
two years this same minister has been
called to the pastorate of a prominent
Baptist church, with the distinct understanding that his opinions are unchanged.
9. On the other hand, 'a minister who
has figured somewhat as a crusader in|
behalf of close communion was, in being
called to one of the most important Baptist churches, notified by the leading
brethren that it was their wish that he
abstain from attempting a rigid enforcement of the theory. He promised to
comply.

10. Within a few months a young man

was ordained in one of our larger cities
by a council composed of leading representatives of Baptist opinion, despite his
frank avowal of open-communion opinions ; and that too without opposition.

"

4

and

RL

But these are

defenders

‘ion, and it is

jE

aN

who figure most prominently

nents

under

men

as the expo-

of close commun-

the

inspiration of

these opinions that they led in the late
crusade against open communion and
rejoiced in the failure of that movement.

We do not now say that this growing

change of attitude
logical, nor that it
consistency. It is
speculation, nor of

is as yet particularly
concerns itself about
the outgrowth not of
denominational pride ;

but of that fraternal

Christian

sentiment,

which Baptists feel no less than any other
denomination. It must grow, for it is Christian, and theories of the church and its
ceremonies must adaptthemselves thereto ;

and we should not wonder if,in develop-

ing out of their fraternal practice their
eccesiastical theory, Baptists, might yet

be the teachers of OO
the church.
0-0

HARVESTING
IN THE WEST.
Any

one

of our

farmers, with

few ex-

tions, who stands in a Western wheat
field of 2000 acres.for the first time, witRessing the operation of harvesting, can
not fail to be deeply impressed by the
wonderful celerity with which four or
five men with machinery and horses will
reap, bind and stack this immense piece
of grain. These four or flve men actually.do as much as a hundred of their kind
could do with the old-fashioned ¢* cradle”
and ‘the strav band by hand, which is
largely used by our farmers even yet—
still, they have

reason in part for it, be-

cause the average field of wheat in Ohio
is nut over twenty or thirty acres, few
have pieces of 100 acres, and many, a
great

many,

do» not

sow more

than

ten

was

i0.

WE SAT
a

———

Educational,

poses home and foreign, are nicely

por-

tioned out among the one hundred and four

different conferences, and each is told just

what it ought to

give.

For the North-

east Conference the amount is $20,000;
Providence Conference is $12,000; Phil-

adelphia,

$46,000, has

the

largest,

~

ih HAMPTON INSTINY ION
NeW Ham
¢
n,
N,
.
B.
Meserve,
h.
D.
principal, with eight associate voachors, | Regular
8 of stu
r both gexes. Connected with
the Institution is the best commercial college in
New England.
Te!
hy a Spocialty.
Best
teacher of Penmansh 1) fn” tne State.
Expenses
less than in any other of like grade. Four terns
of 10 weeks each. Kall Term Begins August 25,

1879.

and.

tramps”
and

are men who

follow

the

start in

harvest

North.

Some keep on the line of the rivers, while
others drive in wagons across the country. They work in Texas until her harvest

is

sowed, then

they

strike for

Mississippi river and there take
North; when they reach a point
the wheat has not been cut, they
disembark and at oncego to work.
ishing here, they go again farther

the

a boat
where
there
FinNorth,

80 keeping on until Minnesota is reached,

ceasing only when the
wheat on" the Red river
cut.. Other men of this
wagons at the Rio Grande

Arizona, $50, the smallest.

Bishop Whipple has called a conference for next October, to meet at Daven-

missionary work.
sota, Kansas,

The bishops of Minne-

Nebraska,

The

time

will

7ta-10th, and the place

vision will be made

be

for 3,000

; LASELL

Pro-

President of the Board, will preside at the

main meeting, assisted by the Hon. Wm.
E. Dodge in the auxiliary gatherings.
Jobn Dunn, Jr., Esq., of Syracuse, is
Committee of Arrange-

ments. - Representatives of the Board are
now on their way home from mission
fields from all parts of the world, and a
conference of unusual interest is expected.
— Christian Union.

The

native

FOR YOUNG

SN

Term
ad.

the present year have increased by $140,-

Pleasant,
. For sale by ail a

The THoruin
gressive.

from $2 to $2.50 Jer

eighteen mem-

as its pastor.—Baptist.
Cherry street Baptist church,

Philadel-

eth anniversary of its organization. The
pastor,Rev. T. Doughty
Miller,gave a detailed history of the church, with its vari-

fees,

only

$156

a year.

arship for Commercial couse, unlimited
Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.

Schol-

time, $30.

USTIN ACADEMY.—Center Strafferd, N. H.
Rooms for self-boarding and board in private
wmilies at reasonable rates. Two full courses,
English and Classical.
For further information
address the Principal, Rev. 8. C. KIMBALL, A. M.

A

Expenses low.

debt of $20,000 has

off $26,000

For further

LATIN

informatoin

COLLEY,

A. M., Principal, with

of its

A first-class

begins

school.

Three

complete

courses

tion for doing thorough work in Academic Instruction. No primary instruction. With three carefully arranged courses of study. The Classical,
Seminary and English Course. * For full catalogue.
address the Principal.

Catholic

papers in America.

Rev. Dr. J. Dennison bas resigned the
presidency of Baker University, Baldwin
City, Kansas.
The
church

corner
stone of the Moravian
in New Dorp, Staten Tslind, was

in

further

THEOLOGICAL

information

the

arficulars, address

1A YES,

and 10,475 members ; and that during last
year there were contributed—For Foreign

the

principal,

or

held

in

size

is the

Third

of New

York,

Rio

Grande, Gallia

postage, 9 cents.

contains

by

usages

the

a brief statement

Pres-

in church-building.

and

i8 a confession

the “doctrines

our

eral

It 18 published

25 cents;
>

by au-

pose

of 17 articles of faith and a de.

sirable church covenant.

Minister's Manual,
just issued,
designed especially for ministers.
but useful tor? all charch members. It contains
Scripture Selections for more than thirty different
occasions; Order of Exercises for ten or a dozen:
different megtivge) Formulas and Suggestions.
Thé Rules of Order are comprehensive,
and yet
very concise and well ai1anged; stating in fifteen
Jages all the important parliamentary rules of des.

ELIHU

iberative

cents;

bodies.

Price, Flexible

:

are the

same

76 ~

)
as

those

paper covers, 10 cents.
Sabbath School

Co., Ohio,

Leather,

3

Rules of Order,
in

3

the

Manual,

thick

stioi Books
children.

[,essONs for Every Sunday, ,18, postage ,02
SToRrY of Jesus,
Ji
S02
» WONDERFUL Works of Jesus, 15,
“
02.

EST VIRGINIA
COLLEGE.—Flemington,
Taylor Co., West Virginia. This Institution
offers to students important and peculiar advantaes. For particular information, send for a circu.
r to Rev. W. COLEGROVE, A. M., President.

of

of

denomination,

are for adults and

which Rev. David Gregg is pastor, numbering 301.—N. Y. Observer.
3

Conference

form at the close

thorwy of the General Conference.
tage, 1 cent,
:
Our Faith and Covenant

See. Trustees.

A.M,

of the General

The Treatise

COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
Missions, $6,681; Home Missions, $1,- R&Co., GRANDE
Ohio. The college Jear consists of four
967 ; work among the Freedmen, $2,688: terms of ten weeks each. Fall term beginsA
ug. 26.
The courses
of study are
the
Normal,
National Reform, $1,727;
Educational
Commercial,
College
Preparatory
and
two
College
Fund, $1,826 ; Church Erection, $19,067 ; courses, viz. : €lassical and ScientificPastors” Salaries, $78,431.
The largest
Board, (including room rent) $2,15 per week.
church is that in Pittsburgh, Pa.. of For further informatioh appiy to A. A. MouL-

TON,

all the questions

of every session, and the hound volumes embrace
the pr
dings of the first sixteen sessions. 75
cents;

W. Lebanon, Me., July 25, 1878,

which Rev. A. M. Milligan is pastor,
numbering 330 members ; and the second

:
postage?

10 cents.

are published in pamphlet

formed Presbyterian Church, which re
EBANON ACADEMY-—Pupils fitted for busicently convened in New York city, state
ness, scientific schools or the best colleges.
that the entire body consists of 115 church- |J. W. H 'UTCHINS, A. B., Principal. For further
es, 109 ministers, 532 elders, 300 deacons,

a»
04”

Theology

The Minutes

ident, O. B. CHENEY, D. D, or Prof. JOHN Ful.
LONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
J. A. HOWE, Sec.

of the Re-

n
»

$1.60 postage, 12 cents.

SCHOOL.

address

$1 00.

afdectrinal theology, and the author’s views
are those generally accepted by the denomination.

IRVING B. SMITH.

—For

edge,

post,
10 cents.
”
05
”

- .50
-'50

discusses briefly, but clearly,

condi-

HITESTOWN SEMINARY.—This Institution
is one of the largest and best in the State.
Terms moderate. Send for Cathlogie.
J. 8. GARDNER,
Principal,
Whitestown, Oneida Co., N. Y.
ATES COLLEGE

-

$0.75; postage.

cts.
Butler's

Co., New

better

2.00,

8% cts;

mons and Lectures.
Price 75 cents,
.
The Church Member's Book
2
is a valuable little work, and every
Christian
Foul be benefited by reatingit. 25 cts; postage

WW

laid more than one hundred and six years

ago.
The minutes of the Synod

history.

of

1,460 members.

This schoel was never

Gilt,

Memoir of George T'. Day.
contains a Narrative of his
Life, Letters, Ser.

Lyndonville, Vt.

York.

Turkey

Morocco,

The History of the Freewill Baptists
covers the first half century o! our existence,
from 1780 to 1830. It describes with considerable
detail, the early events of our denominational

English and

Wyoming

1.57;

Bmall,

Christian Baptism
a book of 113 pages, Price 25 cts.;

Send for Catalogue.
Address,
I. W. SANBORN, Sec. & Treas.

IKE SEMINARY.—Pike,

charge

cents.

as-

Classical.

100 Roman

Daniel Jackson,
«
. John Stevens,
- -

26, 1879

study,—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’

Gilt,

Biographies of
David Marks, - - - $1.00,
William Burr, - - 50

8.

competent

August

If the order

The Book of Worship
only
a few copies left, All gilt

No Scituate, R. I.

Fall term

of

till the time of their

postage, 10 cents.

APHAM INSTITUTE.—North Scituate, BR. I.
For particulars address the Principal.
25]
v8. STOCKBRIDGE.

BROWN,
sistants.

Morocco

Postage 9 cents each.

Lewiston, Me.

INSTITUTE.—J.

in New york

o

be wa
$330
2 «2

postage 4 cents,

debt during the’last three years, and has
now about $9,900 to provide for.
The Third Presbyterian church, Chicago, Rev. Dr. Kittredge pastor, numbers
There are nearly

co, $1.10;

ad-

Principal.

SCHOOL.—The special work

LITERARY

?

100 copiesto one address for $6,00.

lege, and every effort is made to do this in as thorough a manner as possible. . Expenses are moderate. Send for a Catalogue.
:
A. M. JONES, Sec.,

YNDON

es, i

end Bie

should

will be at the rate of $7.00 per hundred. Paymen in advance. Discontinued when time expires. Sample copies sent f-ee.
The Psabmod td
is the denominational Hymn Book, exiensively used. Large book, in Sheep, $1.00; Moroc-

of the school is to prepare the students for col.

The Congregational church at Leominpaid

communications,

is for less than (our montks at a time, the

Studenis in this vicinity give us
Lizzie

ICHOLS

been reduced to $4,700. Four young men
licensed by this church are now successful pastors—Rev. Ananias Brown, Balti-

ster, Mass., has

patronage.

‘
paper of eight

It 3s able, Niarary

of the International Series, for both adults
and children, are rien
monthly, at the rate of

REEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY, Wa.
TERBURY CENTER, VT.
Two courses of study. Instruetions thorough.

your

us

union with the Freewill
Baptists. $1.00.
The Little Star and Myrtle
are Sabbath-school papers, printed alternate
weeks, on superior
paper,
utifully illustrated
Both papers are of the same size, but the LITTLE
STAR is for an older class of readers than the
MYRTLE.
Terms:
le copy, each, 35 cents.
Packages of ten or more to one address, each, ~
«
+
808 cents
Payment always in advance, discontinued when
time ux pives; and no commission allewed on money sent,
Sample copies sent free.
Lesson Papers

For Catalogue address,
D. W. C. DURGIN, President,
Hillsdale, Mich.
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The Memorials of the Free Baptisls
ve the rise and progress of this body

ous changes, etc., showing that now in its

seventieth year it has greater prosperity
spiritually than ever before, having just
passed through a prosperous season, adding some eighty persons, mostly youag,
to the church. This church is celebrated
for ‘long pastorates, the present pastor

Relief is

dvance
am
Postage is paid by the publisher,

Board, $2 to

Room, 40 to 75 cents a week.

Pain

(dressed to Dover, N; H.
Terms per year .
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Thorough and cheap. Finest coll
in the
Northwest.
ition, incidental

$2.25 a week.

and

8
.
Sure 3d Cheap

8 a large ro

week. Rooms from $2 to $4 per term,
Tuition
and room rent frée to thos preparing for the
ministry.
Summer term begins May 6; Fall term Sept. 2;
Winter term Nov. 25.
For further jpformation address the Principal.

Moray

Cure

Freewill Baptist Publications.

Board, including

and

bers, has been organized at Bloomfield,
Mich., and the Rev. G. H. Femur will act

they have sowed that of southern Kansas,

best of harvest hands, and soon, when they
have finished their season’s work amonge

Hop Cough

hghird

fluences.
buildings
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“That low, nervous fever, want of sleep:
and w
calls for Hop Bitters.”

ILLSDALE COLLEGE.—Michigan. Collegiate, Scientific, Theological, Commercial, Pre-

ber 500.

Hop Bitters,

Mass.

Rev. T. F'. MILLETT, Principal, with competent

Africa

nations and churches in that section num-

being the fourth.

.

Christians

of South

A Baptist church, with

for it weak-

and beauty.”

;

churches

“Don't physic and physic,

that build up continually.”

assistants. College Prepargtory, Normal, Classical
and Scientific course of study for both sexes.
rent,

Sweetest Breath

“Physicians of all schools use and
recommend Hop Bitters. Test them.”
“Ilealth js beauty and Joy—Hop Bitters

SEMINARY.

room

Blod,

WOMEN,

Auburndale,

ARSONFIELD

“The Richest

and Fairest Skin ion Bitters,”

ens and destroys, but take

AINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield,
Maine, , College Preparatory, Normal, Classical, Scientific courses of study for both sexes.
Full board of teachers. Expenses low.
Winter
. Summer term bepine Monday, Apr. 14,
Fall term begins
Monday, Aug. 18, 1879. Send
to the Secretary for a Catalogue.

delegates,

and three churches have been engaged
for the various-exercises, The Rev. Dr.
Mark Hopkins, of Williams College,

chairman of the

“Spring

- Hogton privileges, with delightful suburban home.
Special care of health, manners and morals of
growing girls,
Some reductions in prices for
next year, which begins Sept. 18th. For Cata.
logues address
. C.
BRAGDON, Princifal,
:
t

October

Syracuse.

17, 7879.

Ridgeville, Indiana.

Missouri, Niob-

rara, and Iowa, whose sees respectively
border on the Missouri, will participate,
The arrangements for the next aunual
meeting of the American Board of Commissioners of Foreign Mission# have been
announced.

Winter Term begins Nov.

IDGEVILLE
COLLEGE.—The Fall
will commence August 26, For catalogue
5 ‘the Secretary,
© Wa,

port, Iowa, to discuss the subject of border

broad fields of
and Dakota are more; Rev. B. T. Moore, Wilmington,
class get into Del. ; Rev. J. R. Banks, Indian Territoand work right ry; and Rev. H. H. Mitchell (late of
through North overland.
Hundreds ang. Crozer), Albany, N. ¥.—N.- ¥. Observer.{
hundreds of their white-tented vehicles ~ ‘One of the most widely-known Baptist
may be seen forging thrcugh Kansas to- ministers of New Jersey, Rev. J. M. Carday. They have cut the crop of Texas, penter, has fallen heir to $20,000.
they are at work on those of middle Kansas to-day, and the eyes of the Nebraska
farmers are anxiously turned to the southern horizon every evening, eagerly looking for the white topped wagons of the
Bohemian harvesters, who are the very

A bt

* A little Hop Bitters saves big doctor
bills and long sickness.”
Te
“That ‘invalid wife, mother, sister or
child can be made the picture of health
with Hop Bitters,”
‘
“When worn down and ready to take
your bed, Hop Bitters is what you need.” |

Term Begins Feb.
2,
18 ). Summer Term begins
Apr. 19, 1880. Summer Term closes June 26.
Send
for Catalogue to
REV. A, B, MESERVEY, Principal.

phia, Pa., recently celebrated the seventi-

Texas

SAT

PROVERBS,

tle subject to homestead the laws, and,
second, on the ‘-wheat-harvest tramps.’

These

A

T

000 as compare: with the sum contribut- |
ed during the same period of 1878.
The $670,000 which the Methodists aim
to raise the present year for mission pur- :

or twelve, and it plainly would not pay
to purchase machinery for so small an extent of work. One of the strange fashions
which mark the Western wheat harvest is
the peculiar class of people upon whom
the remote dwellers on the frontier depend upon to aid them in gathering their
grain. They rely, first, upon the emigrants who come into the country to set-

the purple hills of Dakota, they will disappear just as the wind listeth,
11. And itis a significant fact that,
What revelations our improved machinwhile there has been considerable thunder inthe sky, in the form of resolutions, ery of the harvest is yet destined to work
platform speeches, editorial whipping-in, upon the vast wheat fields of Southern
anonymous correspondence; yet there Russia and Roumania! where he imyield is nearly all gathhas not of late vears occurred a single: mense aggregate
1
instance of an appeal
to the only tribu- ‘ered at aSEIT e¥penditare and waste
nal known to Baptist polity. True, the of physical toil—with rude reaping hooks
Long Island Baptist Association expelled and .scythes; threshed out by the flail or
the Lee-Avenue Baptist church, and trodden out by the hoofs of cattle. Yet
might have rejected the Marcy-Avenue with all of these bungling customs in the
Baptist church if their case had come to way and in vogue, Russia exports nearly
a vote ; yet their action was a flagrant vio- as much wheat as we.do.. When she
lation of a fundamental principle of Bap- comes to adopt our methods, then we
tist order. Itis well known that Associa- shall bave to stir ourselves if we wish to

are merely the individual opinions of the

Tr
x.
—

have now a membership of 50,000 men paratory, Music and Art
Departments. Elective
of religious inand women, and the missionaries of all -studies. . Admits both sexes.

the Open-communionists, who feel that
the rightof a believer in Christ to
par- tions can not try a church or a minister, lead the list, which we do now, as the
take does not depend upon an invitation. nor in any just way deprive either of great feeder of the world.—Cleveland
i
In a few instances an iavitation has been their official standing in the denomina. Herald.
givento all who believe themselves to tion. Itis the recognition of a council
RELIGIOUS
MISOELLANY.
have been baptized ; but, inasmuch as it that gives status to a church and a minhar come from persons who are reputed ister ; and only by the calling of a counThe only
German Reformed church in
cil and the summoning of an accused New England is in Boston. Rev. L. B.
*¢ sound,” it has not excited attention.
2. The custom of interrogating
candi- party to a similar tribunal, in composi- Schwartz is its pastor.
dates for membership as to their views tion of which both parties have a voice
There are 3,450 Roman Catholic bishand intentions concerning close commun- and before which both may plead, can
ion has fallen into almost universal de- either a church or a minister be reached. .ops, priests and chaplains in Ireland.
The Interior says: ‘ The ratio of gifts
| And not until the verdict of disfellowship
suetude,
3. Equally obsolete is the attempt to has been pronounced by such a council to foreign missions of the several evandenominations in this country is
preveat a Pedobaptist from participating can either church or minister be placed gelical
people. The Presin a Baptist church. Time was when a outside the pale of the Baptist denomina- complimentary to our
byterians (North, South and United) lead
;
stranger would be interrogated, and any tion.
But no such council has been called of with the sum, for the year, $562,000.
Pedobaptist or member of any church
not close-communion would be requested late years to try an Open-communionist. Next follow the Congregationalists, givto retire.
Madame Feller, a sainted It is true editors and wire-workers may ing $457,000. (But they give more per
injure the reputations and curtail the in- capit® than any other denomination.)
Open-commurion Baptist, was ordered
out of her seatin a Baptist church. Now fluence of ministers and churches ; associ- Then came the great Methodist Church,
Baptists, $242,000 ; Epissucha one can remain without remon- ations may arbitarily refuse membership with $342,000;
Reforined
Church,
strance, and po deacon will withhold the to churches; but they can not deprive copalian, $90,000;
elements ; and, if he is so fortunate as to either one or the other of denominational $55,000. "The Methodists and Baptists
sit by the side of Dr. Bright, he will: be standing. A church recognized by a together, who outnumber us five to'one,
only aboutas much as our people
sureof a courteous recognition, Mem- Baptist council is a Baptist church wheth- give
0 »
bers of Baptist churches are permitied er it belongs to a Baptist association or
Mr, McKay has traveled through. alto usk their Visiting Pedobaptist friends not. Membership in~an association is
Eg!
moss the entire island of Formosa. He
to remdin ; and no longer ig either party purely optional.
‘Why, then, do not these staunch de- has twenty trained native preachers and
subjected, in that supreme moment of
devotion, to the painful nécessity of de- fenders of Baptist principles put into fifteen chapels. ' Twenty-seven ‘persons
ciding whether the friend shall
‘go out operation the agencies demanded- by the have been baptized lately, and there are
while his'host remains, or whether the principles they so = loudly insist: upon two hundred and fifty-five members, with
host'shall turn his" back too upon the maintaining ? Why do they not call a eleven elders and five deacons.
table, for the sake of showing ‘courtesy council on the Lee-Avenue church,and put
Mr. Spurgeon is thinking of adding to
it out of the denomination? Why do ‘his other religious and philanthropic ento his friend.
4: Instances are constantly occurring they not call a council on Dr. Jeffery, terprises au orphanage for girls.
in which ‘members ' of Baptist churches and depose him from the Baptist ministry? |, The First Congregational church in
are knowa to have participated in Pedo- Dr. Bright said, years ago, that Dr. Jef- Chicago suspended from his post as Sunbaptist churches, and yet the instance in fery could not be ordained, with his pres- day school teacher a Mr. Turner for
recent years of a case of discipline on ent views. It is feasible for Dr, Bright to teaching a probation after death,
call a council, and Dr. Jeffery is under
this account is unknown.
;
Professor A. F. Fleet has resigned the
5. There is a growing number of -laity, stood to express his willingness to unite
residency of the Baptist Female College,
who, while submitting to the rule of pro- in the call; and, if condemned by a propph
Mo., and becomes Professor
hibition for the sake of peace, regret that erly constituted .council, is reported to
thereis such a rule, In private conver- have said that he will either change his of Greek in the University of Missouri.
Professor J. F. Lanneau, recently the
sation they are free to declare their sym- opinions or consent to be deposed.
On many accounts it might be_ well to President of Alabama Female College*
pathy with a liberal construction, and it
As the presence of this influence for near- have a representative council pass upon succeeds him.
The Bangor Theological Seminary has
;
ly all Baptist churches, which restrains the issue and decide, for example :
he prosecution of a more rigorous poli1. Whether it is Becessary fog a Bap- recently received large additions to its
cy.
Belligerent advocates of proscrip- tist minister to subscribe to Dr. Bright's endowment fund, Mrs. Stone, of Malden,
tion, While fortified by the prestige of position—namely, that ‘¢Pedobaptists having given $10,000, Benjamin Sewall,
formal declarations, " are now in the are a grand muster against the Lord- of Boston, $5,000, and other parties $9,minority in most of the Baptist churches. ship of Jesus.”
000, for that purpose.
2. Whether the Rev. D. C. Hughes exQuite recently a Baptist church, whose
Andover Theological Seminary has depastor is well known as a strenuous advo- presses the Baptist conviction in his re- cided to take a step that will tend to raise
cate of @*vigorous crushing
out of open cent statement to the effect that, in par- the standard of scholarship among
the
commuuion—a church in this city which taking of the Lord’s Supper, Pedobap- students. No students, except college
is an ‘acknowledeed representative of tists commit spiritual adultery with Jesus graduates, are hereafter to be' received
Baptist, feeling—dismissed
without a Chrst.
without a thorough examination. Ifany
word of remonstrance to another Baptist
3. Whether Dr. Sarles is baptistically enter after the beginning of Junior year
church a gentleman and lady whose chil- orthodox in saying that Pedobaptists in they must passs an examination in the
celebrating the Supper commit sin.
dren had been sprinkled, in the presence,
studies passed over by the class into
too, of uw deacon of that church, and the | Dr. Jeff ry is understood to have de-- which they wish (o enter
superintendent of its Sunday-school, who nounced the former statement as ‘¢ the
inquiry shows that iu the late
had accepted an invitation to attend the sum of all uncharitableness,” and the warCareful
between Russia and Turkey, 292
ceremony. Of course, it is not claimed second as ‘¢ blasphemy,” and the lat- churches, ten monasteries and twenty
fallacy.”
And
that the cburch would endorse by formal ter a * metaphysical
were destroyed on the south side
action such a departure from Baptist yet the authors of these statements de- schools
of
the
Balkans.
' The destruction in other
practice; but this fact does show the clare that Dr. Jeffery is not a Baptist.
growing unwillingness of Baptists to en- Will either of them call a council on the sections was even greater.
The Roman Italie says: The contribuforce a rigid construction of their opin- above issues ?
ions on ceremonies.
It may be said that the above utterances tions of Peter's Pence for the first half of

6. While the policy of ostracism

A

Butler's Commentary
by the same author,—Prot. J. J. Butler, cons -

tains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the

A Word

TILTON

to Doubters,

There is a good old English maxim
teaches

us

to ‘‘ believe

that

every man honest

until we know him to be a villain.”

COLLEGIATE

other on Acts, Romans and- Corinthians.
If is an
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family
reading. §1.0": postage, 12 cents,
The Register
:
contains, in addition to the usual Calendar,
the names of all Freewill Baptist churches, ar-

INSTITUTE.—Wil-

ton, Muscatine Co., Iowa. Special arrangements for the coming
year.
For particulars address the Secretary, A. O.
MuDpGE, Wilton Junction, Iowa.

Amer-

ican custom seems to have reversed this
law and appears to make every man a vil-|

ranged in tneir appropriate Quarterly and Year|

ADVERTISEMENTS

lain until he has proved himself an honest
man. As with people, so with things.

meetings, with their statistics; the names of all
ministers and their post-office addresses, officers .
of our benevolent societies, an
account of own

literary institutions. obituaries of

GOLD and Silver, Chromo Cards, with name,
in our markets can h
1 fancy case, luc. Atna Card Ce. Clintonlay claim to popular favor upon ictrinsic ville, Ct.
13t23
merit and value alone.
Continued popu11 A YEAR and expenses to agents. Outfit
larity, therefore, is proof positive of inFree. Address P. 0. VICKERY, Augusta,
trinsic excellence.
Dr. Pierce’s Family
e,
y
Remedies are far more popular to-day than
b
Perfumed
Cards,
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Lily,
Flora],
Snowever before. The people have tested them
flake, étc., 10c.
Game of Authors, Jac, i
and know them to be genuiue rémedies for M. Smith, Chintonville, Ct.
1324
the discases they are recommended to cure.
The Golden Medical Discovery and Purgative

Pellets

are the

the

also proprietor,
who

have

Pierce

is recommended

tested its virtues

reliable remedy
form.

for catarrh

is

as

a safe and

in

its

Denominational,

until I

got

Hop
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It

is

worth

the

cenis; postage, 2 cents.
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FAIRBANKS & Co., 46 Madison St., Chicago,
Ill,
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Between CHICAGO and COUNCIL B LUFFS and OMAHA, connectin,
Bluffs in Union Depot, with te Vaion Pacific R. R. and Burlington &
THE ONLY COMPANL THAT OWNS AND OPERATES
nnecting at Cameron with

& Co., Hillsdale, Mich.

D. LoTHROP
Mass,

& CO.,

32 Franklin St.,Boston,

Atchison Kansas
with Atchison,
Central,

Pacific,

« RIMBALL,
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¥
.
\
at Chicago with Railroads for all points East and South, and at Council

ssouri River R. R. in Nebraska,
ka,

This is

A THROUGH LINE BE TWEEN CHICAGO
AND KANSAS.
Hannibal & Bt. Joseph R. R. and in Union Depot at Beverly with Kansas City, St. Aco Council Bluffs A%.: ab
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any Missouri Pacific
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Pacific
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For sale also by
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is a brief historical statement, &c. Publigh
ed by order of the General Conference, and for
gratuitous distaib-ution,
;
The above named books are gold by the dozen,
at 20 per cent. dicount for cash with thé order,
or on receiving
the books,
Send your
orders to
‘

A

Bitters,

and now I am a boy again. My blood and
kidoeys are all right, and I am as active as
a man of 80, although Iam 72, and I have
no doubt it will do as well for others of

my

which contains a historical statement, and
a brief notice of our doctrinal basis,church polAly and institutions,
The Racred Melody
is a small book of 225 hymns and several
tunes selectea especially for prayer meetings.
30

worst

It is Worth A Trial.
“1 was troubled for many years with
Kidney Complaint, Gravel, &c.; my blood
became thin; I was dull and inactive;
could hardly crawl about, and was an old
worn out man all over, and could get nothing to help me,

Tracts
;
were not stereotyped till within the last tew
years, and we can furnish only the following: 7
cts. per dozen ;50 cts. per hundred.
!

This fine gngiuving is of two sizes, 9 x 12 inches,
25 cents; 12 x 13 inches, 35 cents: For Sale at the
MORNING STAR OFFICE.
Any one wishing to
take a quantity, to sell at Quarterly and Yearly
Meetings can obtain them at a large .discount b
applying to W. O. SAYLES, 10
WALL ST, N. Y.,
the cash accompanying the order.
21tf
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Favorite Prescription, as a never-fail-

‘search

tures ” Twenty-two lectures on the most imborgapt points of Bible study, 1.00; postage, 9
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ing remedy for Female Diseases, would
have alone secured to its discoverer the
fame he has so richly won.
‘Dr. Sage’s

Catarth. Remedy, of whieh Dr.

lent book for all who would

STEEL ENGRAVING

best-alterative, tonic;

and cathartic remedies that can be used
in chronié ‘diseases of the stomach and
liver.
The - world-wide
popularity
of

deceased min:

isters; &c.,
Pivce, 10 cents a copy; 96 a
dozen, $7 a hundred. Postage, 1 cent per copy.
Lectures
ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE; an excel.
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O my God! I come once more,
Lifting up the sad petition
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years

and has resulted in driving out a few disgusted and sensitive persons and reclaim-
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of the painter's art.

originals by Rubens,
hither by

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 6, 1879.
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Son

"Editor, and

all

EDITORIAL

be

CORRESPONDENCE.
PARIS,

numerous

was

de

invited

Medicis

to

whether

the.

subject

be the symbolical history of Queen Marie's
career, or the holy face of the Virgin, or
the Crucifixion of Christ with its spearwound and nail-prints and the grand agony
of the face mingled with that inexpressible look of triumph and submis
The contrast between the coloring of Rubens and that of Rembrandt and Raphael

letters

«aoa Business, remittances of money, &c., should
addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

“*-

who

Marie

are never wanting,

Editor.

AM communications designed for publication

sshouid be addressed to the

Queen

are

adorn her palace. His gorgeous coloring
and the evidences of his luxurious fancy

———

MOSHER,

Here

FRANCE, July 3, 1879.

"We speak first of the drinking habits of
Paris, because they were the first characteristics of Paris life that attracted our at-

is

here

quite

noticeable.

No

pictures

ever embody that remarkable sweetness
ttemtiom.
In the eafés, on the sidewalks,
and loveliness that Raphael puts into his
ibepexath awnings in the parks, in the res- faces, but both upon his and upon Remtamrants, the hotels and nearly every- brandt's there is always that fine, indetwhere one finds at all hours of the day scribable halo, as though the golden light
tand night up to widnight thousands of of the sun was suffusing all their canvas.
people, of all agés and both sexes, sitting It is this golden light and especially the
by little tables, in groups or singly, sip- inexpressible sweetness of expression in
ping their wine and usually chatting mer- Raphael's pictures that impressed us most
..rily with some friend or acquaintance. of anything in the gallery and that still
The quantities of wine thus consumed are remains a blessed and grateful influence,
immense. We passed by the sheds,a few His picture of the Holy Family is the emdays since, where all the wine that is bodiment cf holy affection, purity and
brought into the city is kept in bond be- perfect happiness, just to gaze upon which
fore being sold for consumption. Without ought to make one better the "remainder
. exaggeration, there were acres of ground of life. In this connection we recall Mucovered with large casks and tierces of rillo’s Conception of the Virgin, a picture
wine aggregating hundreds of thousands of singularly entrancing and absorbing
“of gallons and this only for the Paris beauty. The whole form oft he Virgin
-manket, the supply being kept good by Mary, but particularly the exalted and
Jong lines of canal boats that bring it into ravished expression of her uplifted face,
the city from the wine-producing districts catch the ‘attention of the
most in.asitis needed. The cheapness of the different beholder. The artist evidently
ordinary grades enables almost every- drew his inspiration from Rev. 12: 1.
‘body to use it, and it takes the place of
The directors of the Louvre paid $123,000
water in most families and at nearly all
for this picture alone. Space fails us to
-of the hotels and public eating places.
speak of Titian's pictures, whose EntombIndeed, the quantity.of water consumed
ment of Christ and ** Jupiter and AuMope”
“for drinking purposes by the two million
are noticeable specimens; or of Paul
:inhabiiants of Paris is small as compared
Veronese’s remarkable painting of The
swith that used in our large American
Marriage at Cana, in which the artist has
«cities. The dinner of the laboring man
-consists of a loaf of bread and a bottle of introduced himself and several other fatwine. and wine is everywhere the com- mous artists as furnishing the music; or
umon drink. But still Paris is not a of Correggio’s and Guido’s beautiful rep«drunken city. It is bright and gay and resentations of the human form; or of
«effervescent, and when it is stirred by a Poussin's portraits and landscapes ; .or of
Proud'hon’s remarkable picture of Crime
(passion 4s a most fierce and reckless city,

pursued by Justice,
of

‘hut the signs and accompaniments
<irmekenness do not appear here as they
appear in the whiskey drinking quarters
=f our-American cities. But we neither
:zpdiogize for nor uphold this use of wine.
It is bad in itself and in its influence,

paintings by David and Gros and Vernet,
or of many others, especially in, the Luxembourg, by artists unknown to fame but
who have left here some really worthy
productions.
Speaking of these pictures naturally recalls an excursion that we made the other
day to Versailles, the present seat of the
French government, the headquarters of
the German army during the siege of Paris
in 1870, but especially famous as the
scene where Louis XIV. practiced that
unrivaled extravagance in expenditure
that caused the tax-burdened people to
revolt and brought on the r®volution.
Hundreds of millions of money were spent
and many thousand men employed in cutting away a forest here and planting
another there, leveling hills, excavating
valleys, constructing
artificial ponds,
making numerous and elaborate fountains
—it costs $2000 to play the fountains a
single hour—laying out and adorning the
grounds about the palace in the most ar-

and

we see in it a cause of that physical de:generacy of the French that is admitted
-fy all eandid people.
We were about to speak of the French
“Sunday, but there is no Sunday here.
The day that came between last Saturday

and Monday was no different from

the

other days, unless it was in the increased
.gayety-ef the people. | Trade went on as
aisual. Not only the provision stores but
shops and stores of nearly all kinds were.
open 8s on

any

other

.day.

There

was

i hosse-racing at one of the parks and bal- loon. ascensions at the court of the Tuil-

- eries, and picnics down the river at St.
+ Cloud,

and crowds

in

the

picture gal-

leries, and almost

nobody in the

¢harches,

after

which,

grand

morning

mass

‘were practieally deserted for the rest of
the day, excepting the visits of occasional

tistic manner, and in the

Saint. This is a Catholie country, it must
be remembered,
und it is thus that Cathol-

fhe masses.

for the

spiritual welfare

Its massive

There are of course Protes-

“tant churches here—a few ‘of them-—and

the eity,—and

found

only

of it all

marble

staircases,

its

great

halls with vaulted frescoed ceiling and
walls adorned with mirrors and rich in
gilding, its elaborate chimney-piece, its

of

paneled and

-. they maintain such observance of the Sab‘hath as they can. We went into a little
©Caxgregational chapel near the Madeleine
in the evening,—the only Congregational
schurch in

midst

erecting a palace that for sumptuousness
and elegance is almost without an equal.

+. penitents to bow. before the effigy of some
. dcism cares

or of the historical

polished

oaken

floors, its

gorgeous chapel and theater opening out
of the royal apartments--these are the
representatives of his magnificent tastes
and love of display.

a

But it was the pictures that are now

seore or two of people assembled for
rworship, while there was mingled with

hung in the palace, which is always Oper

to the public, that we set out to speak of.

: the preacher’s voice the ring of glasses

STAR, AUGUST

where lie the remains of Abelard and
Heloise, Racine, Marshal Ney with only
an ivy-covered iron fence to mark his
grave, and Victor Cousin, and Thiers,and

many other famous persons. Paris is
immense.
We have seen only its outside, and are well aware

that

this

letter

is atthe best but superficial. But we
have seen enough to understand something of the attraction that it has for its
people, as well as something of the nature
of its citizens that will allow their passions
to flame up almost in a moment and enact
the scenes, like those of the several revolutions and of the last commune, that are
so great a reproach to them.—G. ¥. M.

THE PRAYER-MEETING.

the Lord spake often one to another;”
and, still later, «where two or three are
gathered together in My name, there am
I in the midst of them; ” and, then, on

to Emmaus, something

re-

sembling a modern prayer-meeting was
holden, and the hearts of the two disci-

ples were kindled by the sweet and
discourse of their undiscerned
There are also distinct allusions to
erings of the disciples for prayer:
bly on the day of Pentecost, when
was imprisoned and the doors were

lofty
Lord.
gathnotaPeter
open-

ed to him by angelic hands; and others
which need not be mentioned.
Yet it remains true that the prayer-meeting— as
we now regard it—is largely a growth;
its genesis is in the twofold idea of the
Divine recognition of a human need; its
growth,

like

other

natural

things,

has

been by the development of a germ.
The idea of the modern prayer-meeting,
considering it broadly, is twofold : it is a
meeting for worship and also for the edification of the church. It is better to
consider this as one idea with a twofold
aspect ; since, worship will resunlt in the
edification

of

the

church, and

1

6, 1S79.

one

of

them

having

white

whatever

her life, and

no-

life

spot

where

the

heroic

Swiss Guard was butchered in protecting
her. It'wasin memory of this Guard

tigeable.

Of the threé features of Paris

the

that

that the famous Thorwaldsen lion is
carved at Lucerne.
:
;
;
We must not speak in detail of an. en-

swe have been most interested in—its so“dl and moral and artistic—the last is by
ar the richest and most satisfactory. Not
#0 mention the sculptured adornments of

joyable visit to St. Cloud, the favorite re-

its mumerous parks with their great varieity of fountains and’ shady avenues and
Mower bordered walks, the galleries ‘of
whe Luxembourg and the Louvre combine

sort cf Napoleon III. and where he was
living when he went out to fight the Prussians ; nor of a visit to the famous Gobelins tapestry works where those wonderful pictures and living colors are woven

he Alargest and mostfr data
varie od collection of by men who sit at the back of their work
Mainti g, sculpture,
zes, ceramics, and rarely
see it until it is finished; nor
ancient Egyptian flies “mementoes of of a pilgrimageto the tomb of Bonaparte
.
:
i
”
gan,
|
woyslty and of the earlier ages of civiliza-

and to the monument that marks the spot:

. [Bat the Luxembourg gallery is the least

where his faithful Marshal Ney was shot
by the Bourbons; nor of our meditations

ion of any two galleries in the world.

daspertant, only as one would study the
avorks of living artists. In the Louvre is
swork for the study und admiration of al-

‘mest a life-time.

on the spot where the guillotine

and a few good

«apies of the master-pieces, its. collection

all do their work outdoors,

«of statuary is not remarkable unless for its

in the parks,

wariety ; but the pictures that are hung in

A

3

5

while

bare-headed,

their children

play

about them nor of a lingering walk
through the Pere Lachaise cemetery,

_gerofusion
on its walls contain many gems
a

its

seen it by gas light—the gayest and most
brilliant city in the world; nor of the outdoor life of its people—the women neatly

Excepting the original

«fthe Venus of Milo

did

bloody work ; nor of Paris as we have

1

.

=

.

'

‘When a man is - willing to wait and
work eleven years in collecting and are
ranging facts concerning an abuse, then
we have reason to believe that his heart
is in his benevolent

labors.

:

A name that is frequently coming to
notice in English newspaper paragraphs
is that of George Smith, of Coalville, a
man connected
with the business of
brick-making from childhood.
Personally knowing of the hardships of children
‘in this kind of work, he set himself to reform this evil, and, as we have intimated,

worked eleven yeurs collecting and arranging facts; . then published ‘a book
which created great excitement throughout England, by the

statement that

000 or 60,000 children were employed
the brick-fields,

many

of them

50,-

in

worked

from fourteen to sixteen hours a day.
The result wasan act of Parliament which
sent 10,000 children from the brickyards
to the schools.
This work accomplished, he undertook
the elevating of the canal peoplebf the
empire, whose condition was deplorable,
there being 100,000 living on the canal
boats, in the lowest possible conditions,
herding like beasts.
By his efforts an

alities, and civilities which cover

tion of the church.
Some people hold the notion that the
prayer-meeting is a place for religious
work; and their conception of “religious
work is that it is to speak and pray in the
social meetings of the church. While
speaking and praying in the social meetings is a good thing in itself and conducive to the growth of the individual who
practices it, it is nevertheless degrading
to regard such exercises as work strictly
speaking. It may be a very difficult
thing for some diffident persons to speak
or pray in public, but let us not belittle
the idea of cross-beariag by making such

it can to go into an open trial before the
church as the first step.
My opinion on the second question is,
that the church is not the party, nor a
party in any trial, and as such should ‘not
explain charges. If parties can not
agree, the church may and should decide
how it understands the charges, and require the parties to proceed accordingly.

All the church has to do is to hear
is right and best

committees

up nat-

doctrines that is tyranny, and there is an
independence of the States thatis national
anarchy. A hobgoblin may be made out
of either extreme, and the believers on
either side are not slow in discovering the
hobgoblin of the other side. It is best

not to be frightened out of one’s sense by
either specter, but to look

tendencies of the day
what seems to be for
the country, without
the carrying out of a
ories,

calmly

at

the

and act according lo
the best interests of
too much regard to
certain set of the-

to

be done.

Church

or individuals may

terms, the wrong claimed

bring

all

believe

in

BRIEF
Among

with

preacher

peo-

advertises that his

serthons

puts our centennials in the background.

Lord

It

the eighteen hundredth. anniversary
The New York Times notes the

discourag-

ing fact that * the number of people whe expect to get rich by investing a few dollars in

lottery-tickets, or in the Wall-street gambling
dens, seems to increase daily,”

.

We.are requested to state that no more back

numbers of the Missionary
furnished.

Helper

can

be

Those sending new subscgibers are

requested to have them commence with Sept.,
and send ten cents for the remainder of the
year,
Poor

hard,

Massachusetts,

we

know

it must

be

** A bitter canvass is to again convulse

Massachusetts, precipitated by General Butler
and a clique of disgruntled Republican politi.
cians for private interest or personal revenge,”
says the Boston Transcript.
Whatever the business men may think of the
outlook before them, the Baptists are éxpeeting increased prosperity in religious work.
Else how can we account for the action at the
late meeting of their Missionary Union, requesting the churches to increase their contributions by twenty per cent.?

An incident which occurred

in Michigan

a

few days ago leads the New York Observer to
suy: ‘* Wee believe it to be right to shoot burglars. They come to kill if it be necessary to
enable them to steal, and to kill them {is selfdefense,
But be very careful to shoot the

burglar and not your wife.”

Lord

ih

The Interior, of Chicago, and Central Bap-

tist, of St. Louis, take vacations this summer,
the former one week, August 7, and the

two

unchristian

conduct are preferred againgt'a member,
should the person have a hearing before
the church to answer those charges, or
should they be accepted as true, entered
upon the records and the person become
a subject of discipline?
2d. If the charges are not specific,and
the accused member calls for an explanation that they may be understood, is it
‘the duty of the church to give the explanation, or should the
person that preterred the charges make the explanation?
I am asked to answer these questions
in the Star. 1 begin by saying that each
inspiration, for communion with the un- ——Tne
national custom of holding church is independent, and has a right to
seen, Christian work is almost altogether wakes in Ireland is receiving a check . at manage its own affairs as it may judge to
outside of the prayer-meeting, while the the hands of the sanitary authorities. A be best; also that ‘circumstances alter
prayer-meeting is a place where plans man has been prosecuted by the Dublin
cases,” and what may be right under some
are to be talked over and agreed upon, Public Health Committee for holding a circumstances may be wrong under others.
where the discouraged are to be inspired wake on the body of a child who died of And yet no church~hasa right to do
again, where the sorrowing are to be small pox. It was said that a person who wrong, and no circumstances should be
comforted, and where all are to be pre- attended the wake has since died of the forced out of their proper position or inpared for, work. Is this not really a bet same disease. The habit of expensive
fluence, to tell for or against a member.
ter conception of the nature and purpose and elaborate funerals among us is hardly
I think it is not generally best to make
of the social meeting.of the ehurch than less reprehensible on other grounds than
a record of charges when preferred, as
that which makes it really the place that of public health. It is encouraging to they may not be sustained, and it is worse
where the church is.fo do its work?
note that clergymen in some places are than useless to burden the records with
It may not be improper to close this deciding that it is better not to preach groundless charges, and unjust to the
article ¥
that
article with the suggestion
that pastors funeral sermons, but to hold memorial member innocently accused. If charges
|| give a great deal of time and study to services in churches afterwards if desired. are received by the church, the clerk will
the prayer-meeting. Young minds are Let us have more simplicity andless pub- state that fact, I would say in general
to be molded there for the future; the licity in the sad rites with which the terms, without specifying what they. are.
growth of a whole life is to be determined bodies of the precious ones are looked The papers containing them should be
largely by influences set in operation in upon for the last timé on earth.
carefilly filed, and when the question is:
the prayer-meeting.
ve
sek
ai
:
decided, the record should state the rehe
:
——FRIENDS of law, order and decency sults and say the charges were not sus57 THE two boarding-houses of Storer are rejoicing over the refusal of the Presi- tained, and that should be the end of the
College are turned to good account dur- dent to pardon D. M. Bennett, who was record ; or, if wrong appears, it should
ing vacation, .as they are occupied by convicted on the 5th of June last in the then state the facts. One of the best ways
summer-boarders from - Washington and Circuit Court for the Southern District of to dispose of a difficulty between members

August
to

latter

7.

The

it found

work

the

well

last
next

December, by the Baptist papers and also all
the religious papers of the country, to publish
fifty papers instead of fifty-two for 1880, and
that each paper take its vacation at such times

as may best suit

its convenience.

onds the motion? Fellow editors

Who
and

sec-

proprie-

tors what say ye to it? Our idea would

be

to

expend as much on fifty papers as is now expended on fifty-two, so that the subscribers
would gain rather than lose.”

Benominational Hetos.

It should not be lost sight of that the

QUESTIONS.

and

to move that an announcement be made

we made on this quoted sentence, but we

were men of greater mark. The same
thing substantially may be claimed to exist in other departments of professional
life. Let it not be forgotten that we are
a great and growing people every way
not excepting those whom the Morning
Star represeuts.
;

31

year, does not propose to take one this year, at
the same time saying that it “ will be happy

are glad to supplement them with the following paragraph from the Watch- Tower :

when, as is claimed, these who wore them

July

experiment of a vacation

“‘ the present generation of Doctors of Di-

number of men in the ministry is largely
increased from what it was at the period
referred to, when D. D's were fewer, and

weeks,

Standard, of Chicago, although

vinity must certainly pass away, before
the degree can again assume its old time
respectability and be what a man can be
truly thankful for,” We can hardly bring
ourselves to recant the brief comments

of

is

of the

destruction of Pompeii.

D's conferred on clergymen this summer put a good deal of truth into the
statement of the New York 7¥mes that

charges

who

to decoy

is that of a Chicago

never execed twenty minutes in length.
There is a celebration to be observed at
Naples this month, which in the point of time

1% THERE is ‘a sharp lookout kept on
the Watch-Tower. The paper is rightly
named.
In a recent issue of the Star we

When

inducements whic

ple into their churches

a.

1st.

NOTES.

the claptrap

certain clergymen use in trying

pean Powers, was to rescue Turkey from
ier old antagonist, Russia, and, as the reward of this service, was to become the

facts intimately connected
Beaconsfield's doings.

been

other side, the accused should not quibble and try to defeat investigation ‘by
raising false issues,
I. D. STEWAR™T,

the artificial and hollow politeness which
neither deeeives nor improves its votaries
and its victims,
:

don't

have

just what the complaint is, and on the

make you free” of shams, worldliness and

——THEY

to

done. Or a committee or individual may
not be satisfied that wrong has been done,
and yet may state the reports in circulation and ask the church to inquire into the
facts, and so relieve itself from reproach.
On one side, the charges should speeify

Beaconsfield in England. One London
paper heads an article, ‘Lord Beaconsfield as a Sham ;” and goes on to say that
the insignificant outcome of his highact was passed in 1877 providing for the sounding utterances shows the truth of
registration of every boat, and fixing the what was once said of him, that ** he was
number of persons allowed to dwell on not a statesman, but the prospectus of a
board and enforcing sanitary laws. Many statesman.” Here is a little more from
came to the help of Mr. Smith, missions the same source :
The most conspicuous proof of his utter
were begun and means for the helping
failure to realize the ambitious but hazy
of these people started.
conceptions which please his vanity and
Mr. Smith has spent thousands of flatter his self-conceit is, we need hardly
pounds from his own pocket and given say, farnished by the complete colapse
up a profitable business that he night of his policy in the East of Europe, in
Through
devote his time to the work, and the Asia Minor and in Egypt.
the cloud of words in which he envelops |
movement that has been on footin promhis ideas it is not difficult to perceive that
inent circles to give him a testimonial of he commenced with a great scheme, by
his philanthropic labors, however pleas- which England, at the head of the Euro-

——THERE is centralization in political

both

sides, ascertain the facts and decide what

ural and accepted facts are positively inJjurious to the whole tone of society. The
‘‘not at home” sent to the door by the
servaut, the ‘charmed to see you" as a
greeting to the greatest bores, whom one
wishes away, the overstrained fastidiousness that urges us to the use of nice terms,
all tend to the debasing of language and
the weakening of our own characters.
In this connection the following words of
Wordsworth are worth remembering :
A few strong instincts and a few plain
rules should govern us, and among them
one ought, if possible, to cherish an undying love of truth, not abstract truth,
but the every-day article, “Which *¢shall

referred to the fact that the number of D.

the edifica-

through its

official koard or a special committee, than

He says that | charges against members, and they should
the use of little affectations, coaventionbe in writing, and specify in precise

But, then, Mr. Bergh is not so * cranky,”
after all, as some would have us believe.

tends to

In nine cases out of ten a church can

do very much better sérvice

hé’also calls * white lies.”

virtual ruler of ‘Asia Minor, and—by the
aid of that little transaction in Suez
Canal shares—the master of Egypt.
Not
one ‘of these things, however came to
pass.
Of course the government papers talk
differently, but it is a difficult task they
have before them to make agreeable to
the English mind some very disagreeable

which

as

before the church, when it can be avoid-

ed.

anarticle under the caption of «Social
{ Lieg.” which in the course of his article

conduces to the upbuilding of Christian
character is essentially worship.
If we are to consider these two phases of the prayer-meeting separately, it
may be remarked that worship is offered ingit may be to him, can not compare
throogh prayer and the hymns of praise with the true glory of standing with such
that are sung. Prayer is not merely ado- men as Plimpsol and Lawson, and the
ration, but even supplication implies hu- great English philanthropists of the age.
TR
Se
ih G0, Sh J
mility on the part of the suppliant and is
worshipful. All prayer is directly or inOURRENT TOPICS.
directly subservient to worship. . And in- ——THE Detroit Free® Press thinks that
deed the same is true of the whole range «New York has a wonderful amount of
of hymnology. Ifa hymn does not direct- patience when it puts up with that man
ly bear up our ascriptions of praise to Bergh and his cranky notions.” When a
God, it nevertheless does this indirectly person well proves the genuineness of his
and is therefore a means of worship.
| philanthropic motives, human nature, as
It is, however, to the related purpose of bad as it is represented, will put up with
the social meeting that we desire more a good deal from him. Verily, the merespecially to direct the attention of our ciful do obtain mercy even in this. world.
readers, that

is to refer it to a committee, impartial

can be selected, and not go into a trial

——A WRITER in the Boston ddvertiser has
hit on the head a prevailing popular evil in

They do not compare in point of merit small service as words can render the
«and
the mepny tones of the much larger with those in the Louvre, but they are in- substance, the acme, of a cross-bearing
*
———
.
“company that was drinking its wine at teresting especially as preserving the life.
—THE
Jowa
liquor
sellers
are
at
work
he little tables on the sidewalk at the en- history of Louis XIV.'s reign, and. com- The prayer-meeting is a place of rest
tizsmee-of the chapel. Voltaire is the the- memorating the career-of the first Napo- and refreshment for the work that lies be- in earnest. They assembled in State
@logian of the French, and their moral leon, as well as representing scenes in yond it. The prayer-meeting is an oasis, convention at Des Moines on Wednesday,
phitosophy still bears the suggestion of the lives of many others of the French n green and beautiful spot in the midst of with one hundred delegates from thirty
his sneer. . But Paris is rich in churches. kings. Several of the historical pieces a parched and dreary desert. The trav- counties, They declare for a liberal law,
and pledge all the members of the organThe Madeleine, stately and grand, and
by David and Vernet, especially the ' Bat- eler hot, dusty, thirsty and weary, comes
cmboee building was interrupted by: a tle of Wagram by the latter with the well off the burning sands upon the green ization to work for Jicense men, irrespectrhalfrdewen revolutions; Notre Dame, one known portrait of Napoleon in the fore- grass and under the grateful shade with a ive of party, for members of the LegislaHe drinks the ture, A State organization was perfected,
of the famous Cathedrals of the continent, ground, and theCoronation of Napoleon and glad and glowing heart.
‘whese-chapels.are filled with images of Josephine at Notre Dame by the former, cool, refreshing water ; he rests beneath a constitution and by-laws adopted, and
‘Saints and-cundles burning before conse- are equal in execution to the memorable the overarching trees; he forgets the measures taken to organize subordinate
heat, the dust, the blistering winds, the lodges in every county in the State. How
«erated altars; St. Germaine, from whose
scenes that they portray. ‘But death came
scorching sands in the cool and grateful many temperance people will there be
\tewer vung out the signal for the terrible
to the splendid Louis, as it comes to all
‘who wiil vote for prohibition **irrespectmassacre of the Huguenots, and St. Sul- men. The gorgeous bed-chamber in the retreats of the oasis.
Piece with its massive facade, and the
So does the weary Christian toiler, aft- ive of party?” We are simply asking
palace where he died is still shown, and
ter a day of hard work, a day of contact this question, without going into the sub* Pantheon more like a heathen temple
80 are the apartments of the unfortunate
“than a church; and Ste. Chapelle, and
with the forces of the world, a day in ject whether it is justifiable to take party
Marie Antoinette with the narrow stairwhich he bas had bitter experience of into consideration as well as the temperTErinity and St. Kustache, and a score of
case by which she escaped the French
others, only suggest the wealth invested
the effects of sin, come up to the prayer- ance cause,
mob that broke into the palace seeking
in buildings of this kind,and make the abmeeting for rest, for encouragement, for

‘sence of spiritual worship still more

|

to those residing in southern cities.
Sole pe tn ul

eb

\

New York, on the charge of sending obboarders, and the other colored.
The ap- scene matter through the mails,
After
plications are so numerous that many
six weeks careful consideration of the
have been refused, and Washington peo- subject the President decided he would
ple are urging the arrangement of streets not interfere with the case, and Bennett
and lots on the farm, at the top of Boliver goes to Albany for thirteen months. The
Hights for summer cottages. The nar- effort made by the friends of Bennett was,
row opening between the two mountains, it is said, one of the most extraordinary in
Loudon and Maryland Hights, through the annals of petitions for pardons. The
which the Potomac, the canal, railroad
Attorney-General received petitions from
and carriage road pass, causes a breeze all parts of the country, signed by nearly
usually through the gap that makes a res- one hundred and fifty thousand people.
idence on the highlands of Harper's Fer- Mr. Comstock and his co-laborers may
ry truly desirable in the summer months take fresh courage.
elsewhere,

5

4
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GEORGE SMITH..

The prayer-meeeting is the thermometer of the church and with great accuracy
records its variant degree of spiritual
warmth. The average prayer
- meeting
reveals the average life of the church.
It is not probable that what we denominate a prayer
- meeting has had a very
long existence, though something akin to
the modern social meeting was certainly
known several hundred years before
Christ's. advent; for ‘they that feared

that journey

A

A

|

Johnson Hill, Poland, Me.
This is the highest land between Portland
and Pleasant Mountain. From ‘this summit
are distinctly seen nine ponds

of water,

us crystal, skirted on all sides
unsurpassed beauty.
These

clear

by forests of
woods invite

many & hunter, while the waters

are stocked

with excellent fish. Under a clear sky, 4 part
of Portland is distinctly visible, with its bharbor and magnificent islands, The landscape
view even to the naked eye, is both grand and
sublimely elevating,
:
Polund hills are becomiag a favorite resort
of jaded intellects, weary and worn invalids,
from both near and far-off cities, who find
themselves at length rejuvinated and restored,
by pure air, pure water, good com
and
worship of Him who made all things.
On Johnson Hill, thirty-nine years ago, was
born the first political anti-slavery movement

in Poland.” The town bad been for many
years, if not always, strongly Democratic in
its politics, numbering four to one of Whigs,
and invulnerable to every attack that could

made by any opposition.

be

Immediately follow-

ing the closing church service of the Sabbath,
by Rev. Jumes Libby, N. Keen, Esq., then a
young man, rose and announced from the gal-

lery of the church, that there would be a
meeting the following Saturday, for all who
desired to send an anti-slavery representative
to the next Legislature of the State, ‘Seven

voters appeared

at

the

nomination, and at the

meeting,
ensuing

candidate received six votes.

°

made their
election, the

This movement

created mueh opposition and excitement in the

,church and outside, and was

the

occasion

of

much ridicule and blackguardism.
Before many years had passed, the despised
few became many, the dwarf had grown to
manly proportions.
Accessions were almost
daily made to their numbers, especially from

the ranks of the Whigs,until Poland was about
to be wrested from Democratic rule. About
this time Hon. Luther Perkins, with several
other conscientious and stalwart citizens of the
Hill, bringing large recruits with them from
both the Democratic and Whig parties, under
the new name of Freesoilers, carried the elec~
tion, and since that eventful time, the majority

vote of the town has been, without relaxation
or change,

for

liberty,

temperance

and

hu-

manity. The first and only anti-slavery paper 'taken in town thirty-seven years ago, was the
Liberty Standard published at Rockland, Me. ,
afterward changed to the Portland Inquirer
edited by Austin Willey, Esq., subsequently
|
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enant meeting, Bro. Edger was
erator, and

Bro.

H.

A.

chosen mod-

Stone, clerk.
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meeting then adjourned till after sermon, Sunday morning.

{

Bro, Edger preached a warm, stirring ser.of similar aged persons ever immersed at any
mon from Romans 12:1. Then we proceeded
one time it is believed in the State.
f to organize the church as follows:
After
Alfred Keen, now about thirty years of age, careful examination it was found that sevenhas for the last fifteen years, been one of the teen were present, nearly all having letters
greatest sufferers known, at least in this sec. from I. Baptist churches that were in harmotion. For the last eight and & half’ years,he has ny with F. Baptist usages, The * Articles
not risen from his bed to sit at all. His limbs of Faith” and church covenant were, read by
are twisted out of shape, and distorted in Rev. A. M. Totman and unanimously adopted.
every muscle, by incessant and dreadful pain, The Bible was presented as the only rule of
which lasted many years. Though hopelessly faith and practice by Bro. Edger, who also
extended the right hand

prostrated, and made helpless for life, and tor-

of fellowship.

Con-

M. Totman.

Two

tured by excruciating distress, which has fol-

secrating prayer

lowed him so many long and weary years, he
is a model of ‘patience and resignation to the
Divine will. He both sees and feels the ever-

were received in'o this new shurch, 8s nonresident members Rev. T, Davis and wife, of

Jasting arms of the dear Father beneath
‘Behold the patience of Alfred and never

In his 79th year, his mother being a sister of
Benjamin Randall, founder of the F, = Baptist denomination.
The church chose A. M.

York, Neb, one of our old pioneer ministers,

him.
more

«complain! Learn what God can do for those
who trust him! “ Many are the afflictions of
the righteous but the Lord
of them all.”

delivers

them

Totman
Isaman

out

lowship on the banks

Frank
their

of the water before

large gathering of people.
Thus we start with one more Freewill

the last six weeks,

not passing a single house, of whatever

as their pastor, and brethren
and Joseph
Tompkins,

faith,

or no faith, in this entire section; and best of
all, warmly welcomed by all, whether saint or
sinner.
This extensive visiting has been a
service of some labor and fatigue, but much
needed and much enjoyed, as well as appre
ciated by those visited. Last Sunday we were

aot a little surprised, to see in the gathering

a

J. 8. BURGESS.

Call ol

ka for our beloved Zion. We expect to have
a Q. M, soon. ‘Pray for us.

Our Church at Indian Falls, N.Y.
In the

midst

of beautiful

seenery,

western part of Genesee Co.,

is

the

at a session of the Monroe Q. M., a church was
nine

members,

membership soon increased to fifteen.

From

the outset, there were peculiar obstacles to be
overcome, but still the faithful band toiled on,
trusting in Israel's God.
For nearly a year,

they were without regular preaching, but Rev.
D. M. L. Rollin came once

or

twice

and

en-

«couraged the * little flock” by a faithful presentation of the word.

In April, 1870, the church

engaged Rev. J. F. Smith,

now

of Nova

Sco-

"tia, as pastor,
He labored faithfully one year,
preaching every alternate Sabbath,
Near the

close of his pastorate, quite an

extensive

re-

vival was enjoyed, the pastor being assisted
by Rev. L. Johnson, who became the next

pastor.

The church now

numbered

twenty-

nine.
Bro. J. remained with the church one
vear. The years I1872--"75, were years
of
mingled sunshine and
shadow.
Sometimes
with preaching, sometimes without,
sometimes ia prosperity but oftener in trials, a few
kept up their courage and faith, praying for
better days. Beginning in May, 1876, Rev. O
B. Buffum preached
very
acceptably
six

months.

During all these years,

had worshiped

dwellings.

the church

in the school-house or

private

But near the first of 1877, they be-

ganto plan to erect

a church.

Dea.

went to work and in a short time

Hopki

raised over

a thousand dollars, The work of building
was begun with great zeal and ‘continued until
the treasury was exhausted. = About this time,
several members were added to the church.
Rev. D. M. L. Rollin, like Haggai and Zechariah of old, came over occasionally and en-

couraged the

builders

by

excellent preaching, In

bis gratuitous

the

and

spring of 1878,

Rev. H. N. Plumb became the first resident
pastor. He entered upon his work with com
anendable zeal both in preaching and in trying
to raise funds for the church.
Scarcely had he

«commenced his labors when

his faithful com-

panion was taken sick and required his almost

constant care. Still Bro. P. continued to
preach but the work of raising means was
unavoidably neglected. But the trustees de‘cided to go on with the building, hoping to
raise the required amount at the dedication.
Sept. 7, the house being completed at a cost of
about $2,000 the
dedicatory sermon
was
preached by Rev. D. M. Stuart. At that time
$500 were raised and it was expected that the
balance would be provided for in

a few

days,

but through the failure of some to fulfill their
promises, there still remains a debt of $350.
Jan. 25, Sister Plumb wus taken to her heavenly home, and soon after, Bro. P. began a protracted meeting, which resulted in the conversion of several souls. In the midst of his
work, Bro.

P.

was

prostrated

by

sickness,

and, despairing of being able to preach again
for some time, recommended the church to
employ Rev. Geo. Donnocker for the ensuing
year.

Bro. D. began his work May

1, and

is

still earnestly at work, preaching to good congregations on the Sabbath and keeping up several out-appolntments fom which much good
is anticipated. At one of these places a flourishing 8. 8. has been organized.
8. 8. is prospering finely, being

The home
at present

superinteaded by Bro. I. H. Walker.
the debt could be lifted from

the

outlook would be very bright.

'If only

church,

the

The people. at

the Falls have already sacrified much, still they

.hopeto do a little more,

But

anust have outside aid.

they

need

and

The Genesee Y. M,

at

its lust session, recommended the pastors of
the several churches to make a special effort to
raise funds for this objest. + The church is

very grateful'for the interest the Y. M. munifested in its welfui® and hopes its resolution
will be speedily carried out. Contributions

from other churches would also he thankfully
received.

The church

and

pastor

desjre

prayess of God's people that success

may

the

at-

tend their efforts and many sinners bo brough
t

from darkness to light.
EE

fTTO Gs

Aurora, Neb.
Last Sunday, July 20, was a good day for
wus here in Neb,
The expected time came.
‘On Saturday, 19th inst, we, a few ¥F,

tist brethren and sisters, met

Ww,

Bap-

together for

«covenant meeting and church organization.
We enjoyed a .precious season in eovenant
meeting.
The old characteristic of Freewill
Baptists

was

and ran down
present.

manifest;

tears

filled

over the cheeksof

It was a good time, Rev.

ger, of Central City, and
of Montello,
Wis., were

Bro.

the eyes,

nearly all
W. H,

Ed-

C. Greenfield,

present.

After

A. M. TorMAN.

cov

upbuilding

of a

have

contributed
- to

the

|

$370; special collection for Myrtle Hall, by the
$3.46;

$17.15; for

for Ioreign

Rev.F. L. Wiley will long be remembered hy.
our church as the chief human instrument in
in

time have

Our church edifice is b4 feet long by 61 feet

The tower is of the Grecian style of ar-

chitecture, and rises 120 feet from the ground.

windows

are

of

a paper published annually by the Free Baptist Society of St. Johnsbury, Vi., the first
number of which is at hand.
It is a twelve
page paper stitched and cut, and by ne means
simply valuable as an advertising mediom.
It

contains a variety of original and selected mat-

give below.

The distinction between

enthu-

siasm and

fanaticism is well illustrated

in an

article by Rev.
will show ;

C. S. Frost,

as

this

paragraph

Enthusiasm is that ardor of mind essential
to a successful propagation of truth. Without
it science amd the Christian religion would
bave made little advance.
Newton displaved
enthusiasm in his study of nature.
William
Llyod Garrison manifested enthusiasm in bis
efforts to overthrow slavery.
Yet he was no
funatic.
The fanatics composed that bloodSinsty mob which would have shut Garrison's
mouth and destroyed his printing press, By a
rope he was dragged through the streets of Bos-

ton.

Why this uct of violence?

Because

the

advocates of slavery well knew the cursed institution could not bear the light of a sober,
free, intelligent discussion.
But how did

Gurrison

appear

before

that mob?

Bowin

reverently, be said to'a friend close by, * Shall

we give

blow

for blow,

and

array sword

against sword?”
‘‘ God forbid!”
Is ‘this the
langukge of fanatichm?
No; but of a calm,
resolute mind, fired with enthusiasm
in the
cause of human freedom.
The following is the historical sketch of the
church to which reference has been made:
A council appointed by the conference of the
Wheelock Quarterly Meeting,as its August session, 1869, consisting of Revs. L. B. Tasker,
Ww. L. Noyes,and F. L. Wiley, met at the house
of Francis Switzer, Nov. 10, of the same year,
and after the usual preliminaries, organized,

the Free Baptist church of St. Johnsbury, consisting of only seventeen members.
Rev. L,

B. Tasker, of Lyndon, was chosen temporary
pastor, but the church was supplied a greater
New
pant of the time with preaching from
ampton, N. H., till May 3, 1870, A. W. Jefthe pulpit for
ferson supplying
several consecutive weeks.
Rev. W, L. Noyes, now of Lyndon Center,
became in May, 1870, the first regular pastor.
Duri»g the year, eleven were added to the
membership. - It was also during this year

that the church moved its meetings from’ the
Y. M. C. A. rooms in Union block to the hall
In 1871, seven
in the Caledonian bullaing.
more were added to the church. 1n 1872,Rey.
Mr. Noyes resigned his pastorate, and a call
was extended to, and accepted by, Rev. Isanc

Hyatt, now of East Hamlin,

During

N.” Y.

the first year of Bro. Hyatl’s pastorate one
In 1873,the church
died and nine were added,

was legally incorporated, and a lot\purchased
on the corner of Main and Prospéct streets
a view
with

to

building

thereon

house

a

variously

colored

was neatly furnished by the

society

owship to seven good

stained

about

a

yearago. The finish of the vestry refleets credit
onthe taste and skill of, Bro. John Chubb, who

died some three years ago.
Our

?

present membership

dred and forty.

numbers one

Six have

i

hun-

been added the

past

year by baptism, and three by letter.
In looking back overthe past year, we can
not but feel to say: * Iitherto the Lord hath
helped us.” He has raised up for us many
friends, whom we thank for their kelp in our

time of great need ; and may our church,

with

others in the village, enjoy in the yeurs
come great refreshings from the presence
the Lord.

to
of

of

worship when suitable funds should be obtaintained, Fourteen were added to the church
this year. It were unjust not to mention here
Bro. Hyntt as deserving of great eredit for his
perseverance in raising funds with which to

Carr

baptiz«d

two young ladies and added them to the first
Mapleton church.
Notwithstanding the rain,
there was a good attendance, the meeting was
beld in the new starch factory.
They bave a
new meeting-house up and boarded, but lack
funds to finish-it.— Help will be gratefully re=
ceived.
New

Hampshire.

The pastorate of the church at North Barnstead will be vueant about the. middle of this
month.
Correspondence
is solicited. © Ad-

dress, ¢ Pulpit: Supply

Committee,”

North

Barustead, N. H.
Two persons “were

baptized,

July

27,

and

three received into the Olneyville church.
New

York.

The Fairport church hasextended a call to
Bro. T. H. Stacy (graduate of Bates), and he
bas accepted the call, and expects to enter
upon his work about the first of Sept. The
Quarterly Meeting will be pleased with the

addition of Bro. Stacy to the ministerial force,
«ese Rev. J. Kittle has returned from Pa. to
his old field of labor,and is preaching with vig-

or and faith to the Murry and Gajnes churches.«+«The East Kendale church is in a prosperous condition under the pastorate of Rev. J.
B. Randall. Bro, R. has just taken possession

of a nice new parsonage, which he labored
hard to secure, and the church and community
bave done a good thieg in furnishing the
means... Rochester Q. M. holds its Sept.
term with the East Kendall chuech....Rev. C.

A. Hilton, of Parma, is seeking rest in a short
vacation, that he may be prepared for another
year’s vigorous work in Parma, where he has
been successful in the past in winning souls to
the Master....The Penfield church ate eneouraged to renew their efforts in the cause of
God.
Their
congregations
are large and
largely increasing, the S, S. is larger than ever
before, while the preaching is listened to with
deep interest.
Rev. L. E. Bates has much improved in
health.
The resident membership of the Free
Baptist church here is small, but well united;
and is growing in grace. The Potter church
has passed through many trials since the days
Marks went over these hills proclaiming the
power of’ God, and winning so many to Christ,
but there are a faithful few living for God
and humanity,
Our prayer-meetings are good,
and our last covenant meeting was one of rich

blessing, the best since we have been in: Potter. One young lady came many miles to say
she was decided to be a Christian. Rev, L, E.

There has been a slow, steady gain for two

tember of the same year a call was extended to,
and accepted by, Rev. O. Roys, who entered

years, not so much in numbers as in Christian
strength.
}

on his pastorate in Nov. In 1875, some sixt
were added to the church as the fruitof the

reat revival in St. Johnsbury in the winter of

two

young

women

recently.

Pennsylvania.

Rev. J. W. Hills

writes

from

Bellevernon,

4 and ’76. The matter of church building
had so far succeeded, since its inauguration in
as to admit of the dedication of the
the spring,

¢ You are aware that camp-meetings are not
usual with us as a people. But we purpose to.

man preaching the dedicatory sermon,and sever-

woods.
We have a beautiful grove and the
work of preparation is going on at a commend-’
able rate at this writing, The seats are put.
up and the preacher’s stand is ready. And we
have a stand of suflicient dimensions to aceommodate a large number of preaching brethren.

hold one here at Bellevernon and see what
vestry in
cember, 1875. The exercises were |
Lord will do for us at our meeting in
of u varied charcater, Rev. Joanathan Wood-

al clergymen

with

of the place participating

he church,
surprised, and

cheering and- timely remarks,
on this occasion, was huppily

thankfully, too, by floral contributions

and a

& Co.
"The year 1876 witnessed the addition

of nine

check for $300 from Messrs. E. & T. Fairbanks

more members.
In June, 1877, Bro. Rovs
closed his pastorate,
and Rev. J. S. Burgess
acted as pastor, and also as agent to solicit
funds with which to complete the upper
part
of the church building; for, up to this time,
we had been holding our religious services in
the vestry.
It is enough to say that Bro.
Burgess? firm beliefin ‘‘ the doctrine of perseverance” in. begging, won for him and the
*charch success in raising the desired amount,
The audience room was dedicated in December, 1877, Bro. Burgess preaching the sermon.
and Rev. M. C. Henderson offering the dedi-

ealiry prayer.

In January, 1878, Bro. C. 8. Frost, then of
Bates Theological School, was called to become

pastor when he should have finished his 'preparatory studies, which he did in June of
the same year, and entered formally, alter his

ordination in August,on the pastorate of the
church.
The pulpit, during the interim between January and July, was supplied by: various clergymen.
:
That there have been mistakes in connection with the building of our church no one
will deny ; but that they were intentional we
trust no one will affirm.
It was a mistake, as
we now see, to have built so near the street;
and yet, perhaps the mistake
is pardonable on the ground suggested by the Rev. Edward T'. Fairbanks at the dedication of our,
vestry,
Said Mr. Fairbanks on that ouvcusion,

substantially us follows: ** The Free

Baptists

it seems, have built very near the street, anc
in so doing they may have been prompted by
the thought
that Te the people would not
come to them, they would
go out into the

street and take the people.”

gestion, brethren,

o well to heed.

and oue

Not a bad

which

Let us, then,

we

“ go out

sug.

would

into

the
the

It is built strong and will admit of heavy physical as well as much brain pressure; and we
hope to see it well filled. Should the spiritual
feeling rise to & point to require it, hearty
amens, and loud hallalujahs to the Lord. of
hosts will not endanger the stand or the encampment,
Having
sure footing and the
Leavens for our sounding‘board, ho one: will
need to restrain the overflowing of a full soul.
Laborers of former years ‘will be welcomed
and strangers be made to feel: at- home.
Sev=-

era) brethren have been invited and we

these

and prosperous future. For location and influence no church in the West is of more importance. For self-sacrificing efforts to sustain
the cause no band of brethren and sisters can
well surpass them,
May
them richly.—A. J. DAVIS.

the

Master

bless

The Quarterly Meeting reported in Iast num-

ber of the Star as the Union (Mich.), is a Q.
M. recently organized,

and

St. Joseph Valley Y. M.

belonging

Its correct

the Michigan Union Q, M.
in transposing the words.

to the
mame

‘is

It was our mistake

meetings at Coalshurg, seventeen railes above
Charleston, with a good degree of success. A
church was formed, numbering six members,
being the first Freewill Baptist church organized up the Kanawha Valley. Two persons
stand as candidates for baptism, and the pros-

pect is that more

will

soon

be added

to the

church.
The people are eager to hear the
Word, and our sentiments are well received.
It is expected that ere long a house of worship
will be erected, measures having already been
taken to raise funds. This part of the State,
bordering en the mountains, presents a large
and inviting field of usefulness, which should
be cultivated and occupied by Freewill Baptists. It is good home missionary ground, and

if the men and

means

could

be raised, the

labor would, no doubt, be crowned

swith signal

interests,

The

churches at a distance will, we

brethren
humbly

Quarterly Mestings.
Fox RIvER Q. M.—Held its last session with
the North Plato church, June 20—22.
Rev. J.
P. Prickett was chosen
moderator.
There
was a fair attendance and a good meeting.
All
the churches reported by letter and delegation.
According to the reports given each church
felt the need of earnest work and a desire for
greater prosperity in the work of the Lord.
A
harmonious spirit prevailed
throughout
the meeting.
Next session will be held with the Blackberry church, Sept. 19—21.
CHAS. A. BAKER, Clerk pro tem.
UNITY Q. M.—Held its June
the church at Plymouth Village.

at present has no pastor.

session with
This church

Most of the

church-

es were represented by letters and delegates.
We were favored with the labors and cheered
by the presence of Rev. J. Boyd and Rev.
Jacob Couliard, the latter is now traveling as an itinerant in Eastern Maire. Our
rayer i> that their labors in time to come as
in time past may be attended with glorious results. Their presence and preaching was interesting to all. We trust a profitable season
was enjoyed.
Chose us Delegates to Y. M.,
Rev. W. Andrews, Jos. Higgins; Substitutes,
Rev. J. Young, Jobn Whitcomb.
Next session with the Thorndike church.
;
JOSEPH HIGGINS, Clerk,
Prospect Q.
with the
Brooks
reported by letter,
gates,
We were
and labors of Rev.

ville Q. M.,

which

M.—Ileld its June session
church.
All the churches
and most of them by. delefavored with the presence
James Small, of the Mont-

were

thankfully

received.

The religious services were spiritual, and, we
trust, profitable to all. The license of I. Deering and Alvin Ayer was renewed.
Cor. Messengers were chosen as follows: To Montville,
Isaac Deering; Unity, Isaac Watts
; Ellsworth,
William Ford.
Rev. Wm. Ford was appointed delegate to Y. M.

Next session with

the

Jackson

church,

at,

Jackson Village, Sept. 27—29
i
J. N. ROBERTSON, Clerk.
HENNEPIN (Minn.) Q. M.—Held
its last
session with the church at Castle Rock, June

6—8. The number of delegates was small, but
all the churches were reported by letter, and
the session was one of interest. Preaching by

Revs. A. A. Smith, J. S. Staples, and C. L.
Russell.
Our people having no church building in which to meet, the brethren of the

¢ Evangelical Association” (German), generously
offered their convenient house, which
was accepted, and on Sunday, P. M., they sat
down with us at the table of our ¢ One Lord.”
Next session will be held at Crystal Lake,
Sept, 1214.
J. 8. STAPLES, Clerk.
WATERVILLE
(Me.)
Q. M.--Held its June
sesdfon with the South
Norridgewoek church.
Most of the churches were represented by letters or delegates.
The business was done with
dispatch.
The meetings of the whole session
were interesting and spiritual, Preaching by
Revs.
L. Given, A. J.
Buker, I. N. Bates and
others:
The whole was spiritual and earnest
and caljulated to-inspire more vigor.and enerinto the hearts of hearers. Revs. L. Given,
. Preble, and G. W. Farnham were chosen
as delegates to Yearly Meeting,
A collection
of $15.10 was taken for Home State Missions.
The meeting was interesting in all of its exercises. May the Lord bless us with more of the
same interest and good feeling,
Next session with 2nd Clinton church, at
Pishons Ferry.
G. w. FARNHAM, Clerk.

Business Fotrees.
West’s Liver Pills cure Sick Headache.

unity of the Holy Spirit, and here is our
strength. With the Holy Spirit we become

Opening sermon

Friday eveningby A. G. Brande,
A. G.BRANDE, Clerk.
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disease in its various forms.
Sufferers who
have tried everything else
without relief, can rely upon being
- cured hy using Pond’s Extract.
(ih
2
All nevralgic pains of the
Ne u ralgia. hed, stomach or bowels,
are speedily enred hy t:e free use of the

1.00

1.15

Ad-

17 Wall Street,
1y42-

.
THE GREAT
4
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DESTROYER
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SPECIFIC
FOR INFLAMMATORY DISEASES
AND HEMORRHAGES.
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2,00
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Diphtheria
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investors.

Publishers,

POND’S EXTRACT.

NY.

20,00
10.00
/

Physi1yl6

Co., Boston, Proprietors

Oliver—

3.81

Resident

Skin, Indigestion, Jaundice, Biliousness,
Colds,
Suppressions, ete.. Send 25 cents bv mail and get
a box. For sale by all druggists, CASWELL & -

Books rorwarded.
BY MAIL.
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Boston, Mass.
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Liver and Biliary organs.
unsurpassed ; safe

Money Letters Received.
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These pills are purely vegetable, being made of
the resinoids, cr active principles of those
plants which investigation has proved to be the
most reliable and specific for all diseases of the

from the churches for our Benevolent Societies should
be sent) Lewiston, Me.
52t

J L Meloon—J

6.00
2.00

15.00
5.00

CONSTIPATION.

Addresses,

(to whom
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Complete History of Wall Street Finance, condress Baxter
New York.

Per order of Lx. Com.

Post-Office

Rev.
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A private, first class institution for

&c:, 298 Shawmut

Also,

All money contributed
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DR. THOMAS B. SANBORN,
cian. Send stamp for circulars.

before

THE F. B. Education Society will meet at thesame
time and place as above, and attendants be provided
for in the same manner.
N. B. There will be no meeting of the Iowa Y. M., it
having become conselidated with the Northern, and
to be represented in the Oct. meeting.
N. W.Bixsy,
§
3t31
O.E. BAKER,
}

should

+80

6.00

18.00
7.00
10 00:

the treatment of all Brain Sickness, Spinal and
Nervous Diseases, Paralysis, Epilepsy, Hysteria,

rail will stop on the C. & N. W., at Stanwood, 29 miles
east
of Cedar Rapids, where teas willbe in readiness
to convey them. Or, taking train at Marion, will stop
at Olin. Allshould arrive as soon as on Thursday, the
2nd.

1
Mills
Y
Main

HOME

INVALIDS.

Courses of lectures

Brethren

3.00

‘

ADVERTISEMENTS,

Institute.

the 3d,

Int.

22.00

Lewiston, Me. Aug, 1.

THE consolidated Y. M, ot F. B , of Iowa, is {0 meet
with the pleasant H ill church , Jones Co ..Oct. 3—5,come
at 10, A, M,,of

P.on N,

Rec'd by Treas

will be delivered by members of the college faculty and
others. A large attendance is desired.
D.W. C. DURGIN,
)
R.DUNN,
>. Com.
J.J.BUTLER,
Hillsdale, July 25, 1879.
3131

mencing

2.81

FUND,

Betsey J Brown Harrisville RI
Geo H Parsons Phoenix N Y
R C Stanley Lewiston Me
Phillips’ Miss Soc Bates
Col
B F Hayes Lewiston Main
StMe

The next session of the Ministers' Institute, under
the auspices of the Western Education Society, will
be held at Hillsdale College, Mich., commencing Sept.
ven days.

4

448.24 465.58 . 127.9
N. FERNALD, F. Sec.
:

SCHOOL

J B Lash Bloomville 0
Jacob Rhodedo

CENTRAL ILLINOIS Y. M. will be held at Ashley,
111, beginning on Friday before the 1st Sabbath in
September, Ministers’ Conterence to begin on Wednesday before.
2t32
G.A. GORDON, Clerk.

continuing

21.63

85.00
6.46

721

!

j

125.00

M H Hartshorn do
M 8S Robbins do

their arrival. Those desiring teams prev ided for them
wil meno) that fact.
;
PER ORDER.
21:
7

Ministers’

17 41

100.00
10,00
10.60
400
2.00
2.40
5.00
5,10

John M Rowe Broadway O

PERSONS visiting by rail the Penobscot Y. M., tobe
held at Bangor, Me,, Avg. 19, may procure tickets tor
one and one-third: fare for the round trip, over the
Maine Central R. R., or any
of its branches, at an
station within the limits of the Y. M., also at Portland,
Lewiston and Augusta, There will be reduced rates
over all other R. R's ranning into Bangor.
All per=
sons intending to be in attendance at said meeting are
requested to send their names and post-cffice address
to Mr.O.P. Frost, Bangor. Me., at the earliest oppor:
may

5.00
6.00
2.80

ton Main St Me

OHIO RIVER Y. M. will convene at the California
church, Pike Co., Olio, on Aug.8. All coming to the
Y.M. will come on the cars lo Beavertown, Pike Co,,
and conveyance will be there to meet all who wish to
come,
both on Friday and Saturday morning.
A. CRABTREE, Pastor.

homes

£0.
1.00
100
10

A H Bache'ler Manchester
Mrs H A Litehtield Lewis-

Programme of auniversary exercises of the Vermont
Y.M.: Missions, Rev, A. M1. Freeman, alternate, Rev,
R. W. Collins: Sabbath-schools. Rev, C, S. Frost, alternate, Rev. A. D. Jones: Church Extension, Rev. L.
Sargent. alternate, 8, W, Cowell; Temperance, Rev.O.
PER ORDER.
.
Roys, alternate, A.J Button,
2t

that

1.80

Con.

ME, CENTRAL Y.M.MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE will
be held at the North St. church in Bath .Sept.2, at 2, p.
M.
Bt3L
L. GIVEN, Clerk.

turity,

1.00
5.00

40

E.

BIBLE

from all the rest of

1.04

*

5.00

.

Lewiston, Aug.1,

KANSAS & SoUTHERN NEB. Y. vw. willbe held with
the Salem churchin Salem
Q. M.. beginning Sept. 5,
at 2 P. M. Assignments for the ministers of the Northe
ern Kansas & Southern Nebraska Y. M:
Kasay, Original Sin, J, Palmer.
Tmputed
Righteousness, K. R.
Davis. Sabbath-schools, J. Bates. Justification, C.
Smith, Repentance, I. Marks,
Hew to Promote
Revivals, J.
Westley, Conditions of Infant Salvation, R,

A sketch ofsermon

15.00

R I Miss Soc R I

CHENANGO Q. M,, So. Fenton church at Chenango
Forks, Aug.22,at 71-2, P.M, A
Worden,of Columbus, to preach the opening sermon. OC. E, Brockway, of Norwich,
to deliver the NS. 8S, address,
Let
therebea full delegatinn.
G. R. FOSTER, Clerk.

2.00
|
2.00

400

1.80

Estateof S H Randall Mere4ith
NH
Ch Concord NH

CALHOUN & NO. BRANCH Q. M.. St. Josepl/s River
church fcommencing Friday
evening, Aug
29, with a
sermon by Rev, F. R. Raudall,
Confere ce, Saturday
morning, 8,A. M.
D.P.HATCH, Clerk.

D. Preston.

Rushville I

old note

G. A. GORDON, Clerk.

ROCKINGHAM Q. M., Kigerss
desires a fuliattendance, It is
gers by cars can go to Kittery by
son from Navy
Yard landing th
5 cents,
+ J.

bi
1.00
4.00

Reed by the Treas,
Chuce Lewis Prov R Weh RT
L G Howe Lowell Paige St Mass
E W Porter
do
Ella E Eastman do
A friend
do
Miss Matt
do
Union QM Ky
Hillsdale 2
Mich
Cen Asso
NY

Q. M., Center Straff rd, Aug.19-21,
ii
E.W. RICKER, Clerk.

LOONEY SPRING

00

2.00

1.00

Isane A Drown Peabody Mass
PM Peckham Liberty H itl Ct
HP Fullonton Raymond N H
8S A Roberts
do
FF
“do
Sally Meade Washington
Hights 111
Ch Kingfield Me
J Jennings Brown ing To
June F Stevens Portland Me

WAUPUN Q. M., Grand Prairie, Aug.2), at 2,P..

NH

CELEBRATED the WORLD OVER.

D Taintor

Notices

1 M Norris Plattevitle Wis.
5,00
Phebe Arnalee Pawtucket RI
A friend of missions
100.00
B F Pouley Biackberry Ill
2,00
Mrs J Watson Center Sandwich

trust,

raise the inquiry ¢ Can these bones live? &e,
But let us have faith in God in regard to these
scattered interests, and say as did the prophet
anciently, ¢ O Lord God thou knowest.”
In
answer to prayer we may hear the diving
voice speaking, ¢ Thus saith the Lord God:
Come from the four winds, O brother, and
breathe upon these slain that they may live)
And we humbly trust the Lord is giving to his
people in this neglected field the earnest and

North St. church, Bath,

Ch Ashland N H

and

feel disposed to share with us in the work and
responsibility of this effort. Does the reader

19,

80. RIVER Q. M., Summerset church, Sept. 12,
j
J.KF. HOPKINS, (erk.

23, 1879, and

trust

they will not disappoint us. They are well
aware that for several years past our interests
as a people have been on the decline in this
region.
The object is to energize and make

efficient

a

Island.

purchase the lot upoi} which our beautiful
In 1874, Bro. Hyatt baving
edifice now stands.
resigned, the desk was supplied several months

by Rev, L. B. Tasker, now in heaven. In Sep-

and

success.

Rhode

Bates baptized

persons

to the communion
present and enjoy
earnest prayer is
may have a long

tevs, W. J. Fulton and C. J. Chase, of the
Meigs Q. M., Ohio, recently held a series of

Maine.

Sabbath, July 27, Rev. J. W,

to

days.

West Virginia.

Eastern.
i

strong

very large number came
service.
It was good to be
so precious a season.
Our
that the church in Lansing

Y, M.,

Quarterly Meeting

Days lengthened into weeks, weeks ran into
months, and months into years until nearly six
years went sweeping pleasantly away.
Many
changes have taken place ‘in the society during
the five years of my absence. A number of
the old familiar faces have gone,~—passed over
the river,—and new ones come into the church
to take their places as earnest workers.
The
27th of July was a pleasant and profitable day
for the church.
Their faithful pastor, Bro. H.
Perry, is rendering good service and much
ved by his people.
He gave the hand of fel

But the great eventof the year was the removal of our church debt of $6,700.
For. the
past year we have felt like bonded Baptists, but
now that the debt is off we feel no hesitancy
in proclaiming ourselves Free Baptists. Mrs.
liberating ug from what would
proved the ** bonds of death.”

Eleven years ago I came

Lansing expecting to spend only a few

$21.80

Ladies’ Mission Society, $25.00.

MAINE OENTRAL

bi

Miss Caroline Chase do
A friend Strafford Me
4.00
E Sanborn Fairbank Io
d.00
Ch So Strafford Vi
Fanny Hosmer Bruce Mich
5.00
Mrs M F Robinson Lowell
Paige St Mass
Mrs Mary Hayes Lewiston Main
St Me
Parthena Crawford Horse
Heads NY debt
5.00
DM L Rollin Bvron NY
4)
Ch 2 Fremont N H
75
H W Ames Thompsonville Ct ~~ [00
Wim M les Corydon Town
5.00
Mrs R Davenport Hadley Mich 1.00
Mrs Jane Lewlisdo
1,00
H R Plummer Lanark I11
Lon
Lucinda Prescott do
1.0
N Hine Hickory Md debt
1.00
Ch No Shapleigh Me
500

Sept. d.
3
IOWA STATE Y, M..Pleasant Hill, Jo nes Co, Oct, 3,
NORTHERN KAN. & 80. NEBRASKA Y.2M., Bulem,
Neb, Sept.b,
;
:
CENTRALII, Y. M., Ashley, Sept.b,

Michigan.
1 have just had the pleasure of revisiting my
old field. of labor.

Mission

Bible School in India,

Oro RIVER Y. M., California, Oi, Aug, 8,
PENOBSCOT Y. M. Essex St.,ch.. Baneor, Aug,
VERMONT Y. M., West Topsham, Sept, 11.

se

Ch McHenry 111

Mrs Mary Stevens Unity Me

Yearly Meetings.
WHEN AND WHERE HELD,

Western.

cause of benevolence; children’s mission band,
debt,

half of

Bld
Do, 43
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Himisters and Churches.

ter, the most valuable of which, a brief histor.
ical sketch of the St. Jobnsbury church, we

The

spiritual

band, all of which

The St. Johnsbury Chronicle is the name of

believing that much good would
result from
the organization of
a F. B. church, went to
work to secure that end.
His labors, with
the help of a few other faithful ones, were
abundantly rewarded.
June 13, of that year,
of

to ‘the

church than a live, warm prayer-meeting.
Notwithstanding our financial embuarrassment, we have done something for missions.
There has been organized the Rust year a woman's mission society; also, a children’s mission

The 8t. Johnsbury Chronicle.

growing village of Indian Falls. Here in
1869, Bro. W. B. Hopkins, looking over the
field and seeing the harvest already ripe, and

organized, consisting

good business privileges

Aurora, Neb., July 25.
En

in the

situated

river;

and good farms cheap for cash, some R. R.
land yet, but no government land.
Really,
this is the place for F. Baptists.

We ll

conducive

* New Haven O

-,

Hotices and Jppointments,

the time with the: West Lenox, thurch. The
brethren there have been under heavy trials
and much discouraged, but the prospects are
more encouraging now. On Sabbath, July 27,
four were baptized.
i
.

tended, and a good degree of religious . interest
manifested. Nothing,it s¢ems to us, is more

denomination, than here. But there are so few
to do pioneer work and support. themselves.
O brethren, if we had the Home
Mission oil
to run the machinery, we might have Nebras-

the Missouri

£r and better results.

ority over any other we have ever
used. Our
prayer-meetings, as a rule, huve been well at-

laboring

FREE

For the speedy cure. of Seminal Weakness, Loss
of Manhood,
and all disorders brought on by indiscretionor excess. Anv druggist has the ingredients. Address DAVIDSON & CO., 78 Nassau
8t., New York.
.
1y2t

|

Rev. C. M. Prescott is now

glass, containing numerous emblems representative of great Bible truths.
The vestry is
very commodious and tastefully finished, seat"ing ‘nearly
as many as the audience room
ahove.
Sliding double
doors
scparate the
large vestry from the minister’s study, which

ministers to visit more and they will

larg-

proof of its superi-

The auditorium id inthe form of #n ampbitheater and is capable of seating comfortably
850 persons. The style of finish is Gothic. The

years, Mrs. Hanscomb, who had walked more
than two miles, to attend the meeting, and
said at the close, she didn't “ feel much wearv.” 1 write this last to encourage our young
see

poses, has already given

tist church in the West. The prospect is encouraging, the field is large and none better for
our ministers that have lots of iron and for our

Now let me ask you F. Baptist brethren
who are coming West for homes or business
to come to Hamilton ?Co. We are with our
church-at the county
seat. We have as fine
climate, good water and
good soil, and R. R.
facilities in a few days as you will find west of

which nearly filled the large house on Maguire
Hill, un aged mother in Israel of nearly ninety

vited.”

ent of collect! Bi funds for Sabbath-school pur-

deep.

Bap-

PRESCRIPTION

it we,

like Samson,
are shorn of our locks and hecome weak like the unsanctified. Our meeting
without
its trials;
and
‘yet,
everything
considered, we have had a year of measura- is to commence ou Thursday, Aug. 7. And
ble success, Our choir has
“very much im- | who that shall read this will resolve to come,
proved under the efficient management of and pitch tent with us and in this retired place
our chorister, Mr. H, W. Smith. The new
worship the God of their fathers? All are inplan recently introduced by our superintend-

Subbath-school,

deacons, and H. A. Stone, church clerk.
We
then went to the water where the writer
baptized two, and gave the right hand of fel-

Our meetings of worship on thesa Hills, of
which mention has been made in other articles, are largely attended, well united, and in* creasingly interesting. ‘We have had the pleas.
ure and profit too, of visiting religiously more

than 120 families within

by A.

i ie BEY

mighty and shall prevail, but withont

the highways and hedges and compel them to
come in,”
:
}
To us as a church the past year has not been

The

ny

-

wg

5

THE
«changed to the Portland Press, now the leading Republican paper of the State.
Several years since Rev, James Libby baptized seven residents of this Hill, whose ages
ranged from 75 to 93 years, the largest number

NRL

|

»

to sound health, if such a thing

be

pos-

sible. Sold everywhere, or sentby mail for eight
letter stamps. I. S. JOHNSON & CO., Bangor, Me,
C190

UGUST
.

die

|
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Poetry.

have who go inside; then
sitting here on the steps.”

HE THAT COMETH.
‘Who is the angel that cometh?

Life!

Let us not question what he brings,
Peace or strife!

;

Under the shade of his mighty wings,
One by one,
Are his secrets told;
One by one,

be

them

bright-breasted,

bright-winged

creatures that are up so early spring
:

summer

.

Lit by the rays of each morning sun,
Shall a new flower its petals unfold,

and

mornings, it seems as if nobody

could be up any earlier. And seme of
these moneyed folks and well-dressed
folks you are envying had to sit up late
nights to earn their money. They are

With a mystery hid in its heart of gold.
‘We will arise and go forth to greet him,
Singly, gladly, with one accord—
¢ Blessed is he that cometh
In the name of the Lord!”

eating sweet bread now, to be

Who is the angel that cometh?
Joy!
Look at his glittering rainbow wings ;
No alloy
Lies in the radiant gifts he brings.
Tender and sweet,
He is come to-day,
Tender and sweet ;

sure,

but

relations

ain't

got your own way to make in the world.
You've got to ¢ paddle your own canoe,’
as folks say, and I'd be up and at it; and
then if you want a little rest sometimes,
and feel as if you must have it, why, it
won't hurt you to sit down awhile on the
meeting-house steps.”
Mr. Jonathan Tubs, or ‘Farmer Tubs,”

Soon he will leave us, but though for others

All his brightest treasures
are stored—
¢ Blessed is he that cometh
In the name of the Lord.”
‘Who is the angel that cometh?
Pain!
Let us arise, and go forth to meet him.

are

off.

Now,

bub,

Not in vain
:
Is the summons come for us to greet him.

as he was generally
as a ‘‘ hard-fisted

He will stay
And darken our sun;
He will stay

neighbors said that his heart,

Let us stay still, while his bitter chalice

Slowly into our hearts is poured—
¢ Blessed is he that cometh

_In the name of the Lord!”

and hard with toil, the man

But do not shudder, do net fear;
Hold your breath,
For a kingly presence draweth near;
Cold and bright
Is his flashing steel,
Cold and bright
The smile that comes like a starry light
To calm the terror and grief we feel;

who

“ I'm sorry for you, Sammy,

Then let us, baring our hearts and kneeling,
Sing, while we wait this angel’s sword—
‘ Blessed is he that cometh

In the name of the Lord!”
—Adelaide Anne Procter.
S--O-0-6

THE CHILDREN,
‘When the lessons and tasks are all ended,
And the school for the day is dismissed,
_ And the little ones gather around me
To bid me good night and be kissed ;—
Oh, the little white arms that encircle

My neck in a tender embrace!”
Oh, the smiles, that are halos of heaven,

Shedding sunshine of love on my face!
And when they are gone, I sit dreaming
Of my childhood, too lovely to last;

Of love that my heart will remember,
‘When it wakes to the pulse of the past,
Ere the world and its wickedness made me
A partnerof sorrow and sin;
‘When the glory of God was about me,
And the glory of gladness within.

*

owned

so I am,”

I know it, bub;

but,

as

I just

told

you, there’s a good, as well as a bad,
side to that. 1know your story well.
You had as first-rate a father and mother
as ever a boy had ; but, somehow, when
the folks down here were wanting ’em to
stay and expecting they would, the Lord
was making different calculations; and
all of a sudden they slipped away, first

Oh, my heart grows weak as a woman’s,

And the fountains of feeling will flow,
As I think of the paths, steep and stony,
‘Where the feet of the dear ones must go;
Of the mountains of sin hanging o’er them,
Of the tempest of fate blowing wild!
Oh, there is nothing on earth half so holy

‘As the innocent heart of a child!

one and: then

These are idols of hearts and of households;

the other,—only

a few

weeks apart. Then that poor old widow
took you; and folks all thought she'd be
kind, but she wasn’t. She took to drink,

These are angels of God in disguise;
This sunlight still sleeps in their tresses,

This glory still gleams in their eyes.
Oh, those truants from home and from heaven,

and a wretched life she led you, my

They have made me more manly and mild!
And I know how Jesus could liken

boy ; and now she’s gone,—the Lord have
mercy on her soul ! but it's a good thing
for you she’s gone, though you are all
alone now in that little shanty of hers.
I won't call it a shanty, though, for it’s a

The kingdom of God to a child.
“ I ask not a life for the dear ones
done,

Bus that life may have just enough shadow

tight little frame house.

To temper the glare of the sun.

I would pray God to guard them from evil,
But my prayer would bound back to myself,
Ah! a seraph may pray for a sinner,

The wind may

his

But a sinner must pray for himself.

The twig is so easily bended,
. I have banished the rule and the rod;
I have taughtthem the goodness of knowledge’

They have taught me the goodness of God.
Where I shut them from breaking a rule;

My frown is sufficient correetion,

My love is the law of the school,

to take care of you, left the house to you,
and Seeing you've got Aunt Tabby next
door, so near that you can shake
stove there,

and

the

the winter, and it'll be

To traverse its threshold no more;

| you to saw

hands

There's a good

same

furniture,—

. Ishalljmiss the good-nights and the kisses,
And the gush of their innocent glee,
The group on the green, and the flowers
That are brought every morning to me.

1 shall miss them at noon and at eve,
Their song in the school and the street;
7T shall miss the low hum of their voices,
And the tramp of their delicate feet.

‘When the lessons and tasks are all ended,
And Death says “ the school is dismissed,”
May the little ones gather around me

To bid me good-night “ and be kissed.”
—By Charles Dickens.

Family @arcle.

fine

and spiit it.

too, that the. baker

That meet me each mory at the door

exercise

TIl see

leaves

you

for

to it,

begin moderate, you know.
I'm down
two or three times a week, and whenever
I come, I'll bring you three or four dozen

of those bright red

applesof mine

that

“shine like mahogany, and you ¢an hang
‘em up in the window ; and, my word

for

it, they won’t hang there long, you'll sell
And

you. can

have

some

peanuts and chestnuts, too, in’ the window.

My wife has got some

jars, and I'll fill three
a-sitting

on them steps,—meeting-house
‘steps, to
that,

when it ain’t Sunday, and you ain't wait-

ing to go inside. There you sit, with
your elbows on your knees, and your
‘head bowed over, kind o’ discouraged
like, on your hands; and you won't get
up one peg higher in the world while you

sit there.” 4 lave got to sit somewhers,—haven’t

17" snarled out Sammy Snapple; * might

as wellsit as stand when there ain't the
first thing a fellow can do, and I might
as well sit on meeting-house steps as on

anything else. I wish I had all the mon-

ey and all the good clothes that the folks

* Oh! she

is a woman who has always

lived

alone,

—peculiar, but everybody loves her.”
The months came

and

went;

and

lieve I'd like to do it.

Yes, I

one

"I

think

bethat

Sammy and I would get on splendidly
under the same roof. I've got enough for
both of us, and the fact is I'd like

He’s a brave

to

give

little fellow,

but he's kept store long enough, and now

he and I will keep house together.”
If there is any boy in all the world who
has a comfortable,

snug

home,

with

a

sweet-faced, motherly woman by his side
to comfort and

cheer

him,

that

boy

is

Sammy Snapple. And Aunt Tabby says
that the way Sammy won her heart was
by *‘ keeping store” so bravely all winter.
— Sunday School Times.
©--O-b-0
>

THE SPIDER AND THE BUTTERFLY,
The spider was full of business; he
fastening his
then io that

flower, crossing it at regular distances
with wonderful care; he did not stop to
rest, for Mistress Spider was hungry, and
there was no dinner for her as yet; so he
darted round and

round,

up

and

down,

till at last the web was finished. He retired under a leaf to watch, with all his
eight eyes, for the approach of some
thoughtless insect. The minister and his
little daughter
passed that way, and
seated themselves on the bank to watch
the spider. ¢O papa, I wonder if he will
catch anything!” whispered the child.
She was not long Kept in doubt, for at
that moment a white butterfly was seen
dipping his long proboscis into the depths
of a flower, then flitting in the sunlight
till he came to another, every time getting
nearer and nearer to the. web and the

idle glass

or four of them

with nuts, and you can set ’em up in the
window, and let all the world know that
you are keeping store for a living; so
now, bub, don’t grow

to

them

meeting-

house steps, but stir yourself before
are ten minutes older.”

“And Sammy Snapple

you

did stir himself.

He went.home,—to the little house
was the only spot he could

call

that

home,—

and when Aunt Tabby came over, as she
did, in a few minutes,

to

bring

him

a

rene

y

1879.

a

’
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head against the door, when another perhave: opened

it gracefully,

needs mother petting and caressing,
more thun he
babe.
Then,
stint, and was
The fondness

far

needed it, when he was a
he received kisses without
the sovereign of the circle.
which hallowed the cradle,

the soft compassion which was

so ‘ ready

and

nearer,

straight toward it, thinking what delicate
honey there ‘would be in its painted cup;
but alas! at that very moment its beauti-

ful wings were entangled in the silken
trap, and the spider, starting from its hid-

ing-place, rushed upon its victim. The
butterfly struggled, but it was in vain;
the treacherous threads seemed only to

hold it the tighter, and its enemy,

ap-

proaching cautiously, began to weave
round it a close web, so that it soon hung
hopelessly, unable even to struggle.
All this while the little girl had been
looking on with breathless

interest,

and

now she uttered a low cry.of distress, and
turning to her papa, she exclaimed :

‘Papa, save it, save that poor" butter-

fly!»

The clergyman stretched out his hand,
and began to disentangle the insect; the
frightened spider darted back to his shelter, the web was broken, and the rescued

butterfly once more fluttered feebly in the
sunshine.
‘Iam so glad it is safe,” cried the
on a

*“ My child,” her father replied, * I was

thinking of other snares and- other vie:
tims.”
2
we
¢* Where, papa?”

«I don't understand, papa ; ‘Who makes
them, and why?”
Ae
““Qur great

enemy

makes

them;

my

forget to’ watch, and we call those snares,

to be deplored. It is frequently one of
the intangible causes, which keep children from coming to the Divine Love. A
young man or woman is often willing to
speak to any one rather than

to.

mother,

of the things which concern the spiritual
life. Somewhere, away back in
the
earlier years, there was an hour when
the first stone of separation was laid,
and the first chill of misunderstanding
crept between the two, who were mutually so near and dear.— Margaret E. Sangster, in Congregutionalist.
Housework.
The ignorant are apt to
think that intelligent people who do not
specially court their favor are proud and
¢ stuck up.” The poor fancy that because
they are poor the rich look down upon
them. The obscure think that famous

people must be proud and exclusive because they are famous. This is all fancy.
The ignorant and the wise have but little
in common, and, therelore, can not enjoy
each other’s society to any great extent.
The ignorant would become more weary
in trying to understand the wise than the
wise would become in trying to bring
themselves down to the level of the ignorant. The strain on the poor maa who
tries to keep up with the rich man is far
greater for the poor man than for the
rich. In a word, it is very hard to match
essential inequality.
.
In the abstract all men are born free
and equal, and one man is just as good as
another.

In a sense, one horse is as good

as another. But when we purchase a span
we are careful to have them match each
other in innumerable points, and to have

in hight, in gait, and in spirit. Just so
with intimate associations between people. Now the mistress who holds herself
in all respects equal with her assistant is
at fault somewhere, and the assistant who
expects to stand in all respects on an
equality with her mistress ought to be disappointed. What H. A. meant and what
all intelligent women mean when they offer
homes to domestic employés mustbe this :

that they will treat the employé

kindly,

justly, righteously, and require in return
faithful, cheerful, unvarying performance

of services agreed

They

do not

propose to adopt their employés

upon.

as chil-

dren,or to count them as sisters even, and

yet by long association and confidence the
relation between the employer and the
employed may become almost as intimate
and tender as that between the parent and
child or between two sisters. Only those
who-are foundrs of homes and partners
therein have homes. This is the Divine
plan, and we have nothing to do but acceptit. He or she must suffer a life-long
chill who tries to keep warm : permanently at another's fireside. Society is not to
blame for this. He who dares blame’

here must quarrel with his Maker.—XN. ¥.
Tribune.
India muslin

FASHIONS, STYLES, ETC,

should never be starched.—White peonies
are worn on wide-brimmed hats.—Rattan
furniture appears even in the railway cars.
—Shirrings and lace dre used to finish the
ends of neckties.—Coaching hats are
trimmed with silk scarfs and birds’ heads.

‘—Dandelion seed-balls: are coming

into

fashion 'as hat ornaments.—Colored lin-

used on

underclothing. —The Princess of Wales

spider puts its web whereit can least be

seen, so Satan puts his’ traps where we
think it least likely that we’ should

them; when we

feel least disposed

find

to

think of hidden dangers, then is the time
we should look .out for .them most, for

they are sure not to be far from us; and
when once we fall into them, no power
of our own can save us.”
‘“ What would happen to wus then,
papa?”
The good man looked tenderly at the
child as he replied :
* There is a hand ever ready to help

the helpless, and an ear that always hears
the cry of the distressed ; just as you saw
the poor butterfly, though it could not
help itself, saved by a strength not its

own, so our heavenly

Father

saves those who cryto him.”

hears

and

¢¢ But what must we do to keep from
falling into Satan’s traps?”
To» father looked up and answered :.
“ Walch and ptay, that ye enter not
into temptation. —Early Days.
-0-0-0¢

Hiterary

Bebietw,

.| the poet daughter of Barry
laide Anne Proctor.

wears English point more than any other

lical, Theological and Ecclesiastical Literature, by McClintock & Strong.
Three more
volumes, all of which will appear within the
next three years will compléte this really mag-

nificent work.

Books have multiplied with

up

with

his command

all the departments

Hence, the tendéncy

to

keep

of literature.

to gather
up into compact

form the information which is scattered over
so wide a surface.
Libraries will become
more

and

more

cyclopedic

in

character.

Where this work of collecting and simplifying
is well done,no better

plished.

service can

be

accom.

Among these works we place in first

rank this undertaking of Drs. McClintock

and

inks

are

linden] green

much

worn

in:

lawns and muslins.—Capsof dotted nt for
set under the edge of overskirts

great work, the *“ Dictionary of Christian Antiquities,” and besides presents what ‘can not
be found in either of those publications, a vast
amount of ancient and modern biographical
and ecclesiastical information. The contributors are from among the first scholars of this
and other countries. The work is coneeived
and exeeuted in a large, catholic spirit, and
will be: generously appreciated by Christian

students in all the various denominations,

It

is a library in itself, and no American preacher, nor Sabbath-school teacher, nor, indeed,
any ambitious student of Bible and church his-

tory can afford to shut himself away from the
possession and
The

study of this work.

Harpers have added to

their published

numbers of George Eliot's books the last from
her pen, Impressions of Theophrastus Such,
acurious book,abounding in sharp, sententious

paragraphs, full of wit,

human nature,

of

keen

insight

into

Severe in its tone, somber in

its philosophy,
with little or none of Christian
faith and hopefalness and good cheer in all its
pages. The most vigorous essay, for we may
call these papers such, is that written in vindication of the Jews.
The book is a study, a

study of the author’s character, and philosophy
oflife.

Tt is well worth possessing.

Nothing can exceed in neatness, handiness
and cheapness the Half Hour Series of little
books issited by the Harpers, containing the
best specimens of English literature. Four of

these gems are before us; namely, The Poems
of Goldsmith,
Macaulay's Lord Bacon,
Thackaray’s Four Georges,and John

Chinese

Relations,

by Thomas

or our

W.

Knox,

price twenty cents each, To put into one's
satchel or even side pocket,and to take them
out again for reading in the cars, on the bout,
under the trees, by the sea-shore, or in suy
place where one has a half hour of leisure,
these little Looks will do capital service.

ains, but pale tints

are

out

Linen lap-robes should match
the carriage with which they
used.—Bows of dotted net,
China crape, are the Soming

neck gear.—Gray, white and

of

and

sixty-two

of the

Franklin Square Library from this same publishing house contains volumes one and two

of Justin McCarthy's
History of our own
Times, from the Accession of Queen Victoria

to the Berlin Congress,
the British Frontiers,

and The Zulus and
by Thomas J. Lueas.

We know not where else to look for the history of these great events which make up the
record of England during the present genera.
tion

1

.

tractive and substantial form,
Baptismal

Question,

published

in

are now mingled in the same necklace by
the French jewelers.—Sprays of lillies of
the valley composed the whole of a bonnet shown by a New York milliner.—
Muslin delaines, instead of being combined with pekins in costumes, are united
with dotted stuffs,—Undervests and cuffs
of brown holland, embroidered with gold,

are worn with summer costumes.—The
Duchess of Edinburgh was plump even
when she was a young girl, but now she
ig growing positively fat.—The old-fashioned footstools in the shape of hard

and then he told her all

about

sheriff, cannon or militia.

tivator.

had

no appreciation

of their:

services, Ifthey inherited the joyous spirits
and love of amusement of their mother, pretty Mary Powell, they must have frequently incurred his displeasure. He who had been so.
stern to the shortcomings of his young bride,
probubly showed little induluence to theirs.
One can imagine that the girlish thoughts
strayed pretty often from the lofty themes of
‘ Paradise Lost,” as the girlish heads drooped
over their task, uncheered by a word of loving
encouragement.
wrapped up in

bis

Like many
another man
chosen pursuits, Milton

neglected the love which might have been a
blessing to his declining years, und led a
cheerless life, darkened and solitary, With all
due respect to his transcendent genius, the

greeable man to live with, judged from a wom-

Very different was the intimate snd loving
companionship which existed between Sir
Thomas More and his dsughters.
They were:
three in number, but Margaret, the eldest, was
his hest beloved, and

Studieson

including

a review

Dr, Dale’s * Inquiry into the Usage
tizo,” by Rev. David B. Ford.

of Bap-

This is

a thor-

and lucid form that no English reader, howeyer much unacquainted with the original text
of Scripture and the classical books here appealed to, can mistake either the meaning of

the author, or the cogency of his argument. We
are pleased to notice the spivit of candor and

of Christian courtesy which pervades these
pages. However sharp the contest between
men of opposing, views, bowever deep and

earuest each is in his convictions, it is of utmost moment that a kindly

respect

for

other should rule the controversy.

We

each

are

glad to see that the author feels this necessity,
and so largely observes it. He has done a

good work for all branches of the Christian

church;
for no workso ‘scholarly as this can
fail to be appreciatedby any true man, how-.

ever much he may honestly

differ from

conclusions of the author,

;

the

TR,

Among the books ne eded ‘by tourists, we
name with special commendation
Summer

Vacations at Moosehead Lake and Vicinity,

in death.
“ Dream

little

illustrated

volume

is

with

views of

It is full of just that

informa.

tion that the traveler most needs to know.

TTT

It

clasp'd in her last trance her murdered father’s

bead.”

In accordance with the barbarous cus.

tom ef the age, the

was placed upon
bad

OF

LITERARY

been exposed there

almost forced to the conglusion that a literary

sufficient justification of the stigma which has
class, our American writers
in their

life.

private

above

been

have

Their

happy,

cultured homes are justly their pride, founded
in most

cases

upon

respect and

a true and endearing
with

the household deity.

Bridge.

for

More

After it

fourtesn days his

it, and it was at ber dying request buried in
hec arms.
The only thing which shook the
lofty and serene composure of the statesman

after sentence

had

been

pronounced

against

him, was a parting interview with this favorite duughter.
The name of Margaret Roper

comes down to us indissolubly linked with
that of the father she revered, and she would
have wished no prouder title to fame.— Mattie

P. Halsey, in Christian at Work.
SPENSER.

Spenser's manner of portraiture differs much
from

that

of Chaucer, whom

poetical master,

Ambling

he

names

confidence,

love enshrined as

In the homes across the

water we see, too, more

than

of the poet’s idealof wedded

one

realization

love, where

his

Canterburyward,

with hi¢ eyes on the ground, the earlier poet
could steal sprightly glunces ut-évery member

of the cavalcade—glances which took in the
tuft of hairs upon the Miller's nose, the sparkle
of pins in the Friar’s tippet, and the smooth
forehead and little rosy mouth of Madame

lantine.

Eg-

We should know the wife of Bath, if

we met her, by the wide-parted teeth, the dullness of hearing, the bold laugh, the liberal
tongue; we should expect to see the targelike
hat, the scarlet stockings,
and the shining
shoes. Spenser's gaze dwelt longer on things,
in a more passive luxury of sensation or with
reverence more devout, His powers of observation are, as it were, dissolved in his sense
of beauty, aud this again is taken up into his

To

Chaucer a beautiful woman is a beautiful creature of this good earth, wid is often nothing

more; her heauty

suddenly

slays

the

tender

heart of her lover, or she makes glad the spirit of man,as though with some light, bright

wine.

She

is more

blissful to look on than

‘ the new perjonette tree,” and softer than the

wether’s wool; her mouth is sweet as ‘‘ upp les
laid in hay or heath;” her body is “ gent and
small
as Any weasel,”
For Spenser, behind
each woman made to worship or to love rises a
presebce—womanhood

itself.

Her

this

is of one kin

with the divine wisdom and the divine love.
In the poet of Edward’s reign agay and fumiliar side of chivalry is presented, which

existed

in life and in art and literature along with tliat
chivalry which was the mysticism of human
passion. The more modern poet retains of
chivalry only

tender.

what

While

is exalted,

serious,

heartily a man

the

and

of his own

Elizabethan age—a Protestant age, an age of
awakening science, of a high mundane épirit—

Spencer does n6t break with the past. He does
not, like Cervantes,
w ith remorseful mockery bid
farewell to romance and knight-rrantry. Don
Quixote,dying,begs pardon of his honest squire
for

perverting

his

understanding

and

per-

suading
him to the folly of chivalric adventure ;
he bad been

mad, now

he 1s sane, and

is once

again Alonzo Quixano the Good. For Spenser,

knightly warfare against evil was still the rule
of heroic manhood; the champions of the
great Queen must all be knights-errant. There were
were

giant oppressors
to overthrow, there
deceivers of men to unmask, there were

captive lands and causes to succor; nor could.
a time ever come when truth and justice, and.
purity and gentleness would not be at od-is
with evil and untamed forces in our own
hearts within,and in the broad world without.

= Curnhill Magazine.
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WHITTIER'S

NARRATIVE

Mt. Whittier

POEMS HIS

hus mistaken

little as any American

BEST.

his powers

as:

poet, but he has not al--

ways cultivated them wisely,or he would have
written tea narrative poems where he has
written one. 1 use the word narrative in a
as covering

of poems

a class

which story-telling is tif chief motive,

MEN.

Much has been said and written concerning
the unhappy
marriages of men of letters.
Looking upon one side of the picture, we are

reproach

head of Sir Thomas

London

daughter sueceeded in obtaining possession of

large sense

tl

THE DAUGHTERS

even

Tennyson
alludes to her in his
of Fair Women,”
ax * her who

by Lucius L. Hubbard. = A. Williams & Co.
Maine scenery,

his affection

ofthe invisible beauty, and

of

which has for so many years divided the Christian church.
The author puts the results of
his most painstaking researches into such plain

elaborately

repaid

the

oughly scholarly investigation of the question

quite

she

with an intensity of devotion manifested

beauty of face and limb Is but a manifestation

which

directly. appeal

thies of their readers.

to the

human

of

and

syinpa-

(to draw

Such a poem

is the touch-

an illustration from Mr. Whittier)

Aning ballad of ‘‘ Cassandra Southwick.”
other is** Barclay of Ury.” Mr. Whittier is
the first American poet, I believe, who was
deeply impressed by the inspiration of subjects
like these, and they have amply rewarded the

poetie pains he bas bestowed
am not sure, indeed,

that

his

I

upon

them.

fame

will not

Jiltimatelrest
y upon some three or four: of
them. Sayupon ‘ Maud Muller,” * Skipper
Ireson’s Ride,” and “Telling the Bees,” They
had no prototypes in American poetry, and if
they have had successors,these successors have

who

come from the pen of Mr. Whittier,

is

never 80 much himself as when writing narraMr. Whittigr is
tive and legendary [stories..

one of the few American poets who

have

suc-

husband and wife, alike in tastes and aspirations, *‘ walk the earth yoked in all exercise

ceeded in obtaining the suffrages of the reading

of noble end.”
‘Woman in her wifely churacter has often
called forth the glowing tributes of genius,

respect his work ‘for its sincerity, simplicity
und downright manliness, and average readers
of poetry respect it because they can under--

and has proved her right to be called Heaven’s

stand it.

best gift to man.

There is another rule, how-

ever, in which she has also been intimately

as-

bowl of bread and milk and a piece of
sociated with the master 1ainds of literature,
Iceland is a cold land, but it dg full of square cushions, with tassels at the corn of youthful grace and beauty comes
pie, she found him washing the two front
religious warmth. Thereis a
Bible in ners, are coming in again.—Very small
us with the mention of the poet’s deughters :
windows, to. get ready for “ keepin
Adal sole danghter of my house and
8 ‘every home, and it is faithfully read. red feathers of every shade, from light |
store.” Of course, she wanted to know
art;” of lovely Sura Coleridge, of Longfelscarlet up to garnet, are made into bands
Iceland
has
no
theater,
'
prison,
what had put it into his head to wash
for trimming chip hats.—~dmerican CulW's trio of daughters,“grave Alice and laughwindows,

seemsto have

at-

place.—

pink pearls

of youth, As the amanuenses of their blind
futher, the world owes them a debt of gratitude for their share in his masterpiece, but it
was a labor of duty on their part, and the poet

sacred

‘H. A. Young, Boston, has

long rested upon men of genius, Fortunately,
Asa
there is a'brighter side to the picture.

the linen of
are to be
mixed with
novelty in

pleasures

of the innocent

moral idealism and becomes a part of it.

Numbers fifty-seven

finished

with borders cut in blocks.—Dark or
bright colors may be worn at the mount-

probably

shutoff from many

an’s standpoint.

career is incompatible with domestic happiness.
The married life of Milton, Shakspeare, Dryden, Lord Byron, Bulwer, and Dickens seems

country wear are trimmed with rosettes
of narrow ribbon.—Lace flounces are

In their grave, quiet home they were

great poet must have been an intensely disa-

has also
a ‘large finely-2xecuted map of the lake
region.
’

Chjllicothe.—Willow and

of the motherless daughters of the poet Milton.

approaches this, For most readers and students it holds all that is valuable in Smith’s Bible Dictionary, an: in the continuation of that

the edges of all the stuffs wrought in
India patterns. —Lace shawls are ‘al most

and solferino

Ade-

Strong. . In the nature of religious literature
we know of no work of like character which

publishers. | This handsome

scandalously cheap just now, and’ so are
lace sacques.—1It is said that'the Balmoral
boot may be expected to dome in again
next winter.—Calista Halsey,
the author of
‘Pwo of Us,” was formerly a teacher in

Cornwall,

There is something pathetic in the picture

The great publishing house of the Harper
Brothers is still holding the foremost place in
the work of furdishing American readers with
the solid, standard literature of the present
age. It bas just issued from its prolific press
the seventh volume of the Cye¢lopedia of Bib-

lace.—~The fashionable yellow is combined with violet by French milliners.—
Daisy-strewn carpets are.used for ladies’
parlors and reception rooms.—Good sized
clusters of small artificial flowers can. be
bon
for ten cents.—Gold thread isused

temptations.” The child looked thought- on
¢ Justas the

ful, and her father went on:

SA

money he may have at

The reserve which gradual-

ly builds itself, till it becomes a wall,
between parents and children, is always

ings and embroideries are much

‘They are most dangerous where they
are expected least.” =
0

0 AR

expression.

wish them to be alike in color, in weight,

nearer

|

such tremendous rapidity that it is impossible
for any reader, whatever means of time and

not dream of danger as it sported with a
companion, or folded its delicate wings
for an instant to rest on some blossom.
happy in its ignorance of the hidden snare,
for the web was so placed that only in one
light could its delicate threads be seen.
A convolvulus was growing on the other
side of the web, and the butterfly flew

BAR SG A NIE

in those days, is still in the soul of the
mother, but she is often afraid to give it

no striking differences between them. We

Then again it flitted

WS

3

HOME TOPICS.
A DEPLORING RESERVE.
The big,
clumsy lad, who upsets his tea-cup, and
steps on his sister’s dress, and knocks his
son would

AT

.

The beautiful insect did

watchful spider.

a gaod child, that he may ensnare all those who,

loaf of bread every day. And Tl ‘do
{| more yet than this for you, Sammy, I'll
set you up in business.”
i
:
« Set me up in business!” exclaim
Sammy, and he stared at Farmer Tubs.
*¢ Yes, that's what I mean.
You can

‘em so fast.

SAMMY SNAPPLE,

Others said,

leaf, the pretty creature flew gaily away.
“You look grave, papa; are you not
glad, too?”
;
i

And

I'll send you all the wood you'll need for

Ah! how I shall sigh for the dear ones

door neighbor.

it can’t get in, nor the snow, either.

; such as it is,—that has always heen there.

I shall leave the old house in the Autumn,

day,

child, as, after resting for a moment

from window to window.

My heartis a’ dungeon of darkness,

that

whistle around as much as it ehooses, but
my advice to you is to stay right there,
seeing the poor creature, who, pretended

for

in

but trade’ was pretty brisk all winter.
And who was Aunt Tabby ? Some people called her Sammy Snapple's next-

darted this way and that,
thread now to this leaf,

chick-

wouldnt

continued Mr. Tubs.
‘I'm a kind of
tumbled-up farmer, but folks that expect
to see my heart turned into stone will
have to wait awhile. I want to help you,
and I'll do what I can. I'd take you
right home and keep you for my own,
but you know how it is. Almost everything is harvested ; and, besides, I've got
a whole army of boys of my own, and
the danger is that they'll die of laziness
before the long winter is over, and the
spring work is ready.
So you see,
there’s no good place for you, bub, on
my farm,—not at present, any way. But
there's a place for you somewhere; for
there ain’t any living thing, from a grasshopper to a giant, that hasn't a place,"
though it may take good eyes to tell, at
the first look, just exactly where the
place is.”
‘I haven't a relation in the world,”
again sighed Sammy.
i

He comes to help and to save and heal ;

better

And this was true, or he

his

them had in his heart the tenderest human feelings for all poor waifs and wanderers who came in his way; and Sammy
Snapple was certainly a waif and a wanderer.

‘Who is the angel that cometh?
Death!

the

unlike

meeting-house, and let his wagon-load of
beets and turnips stand half an hour or
‘more, while he talked to Sammy Snapple. . Though the hands were brown

And in that shadow our crowns are won,

none

called, was known
farmer;
but his

have hitched his horses in front of the

Since in the shadow our work is done,

be sure, but

you've

fists, was ** as tender as a spring

en.”

A desolate night, a weary day;

on

him a home.

¢ Besides,

always the best thing a boy can have.
Sometimes the more you have of ’em the

But greet him quickly, he will not stay,

by were heavy purchasers,

Farmer Tubs.

Will hold him in lingering, fond delay ;

“ There you are, again, boy,

interested

day Aunt Tabby said to herself,

worse you

All radiant as others have

so

it ain’t the bread of idleness.”
+ I haven't—a—relation in the world,”
drawled out poor little Sammy Snapple.
¢t And lots of boys haven't,” answered

‘While chains of love on his silver feet

’

it; and she became

¢¢ store,” that she gave him a great many
¢ They didn't earn their clothes a-sit- things that she thought would find “a
ting on meeting-house steps,—did they, ready market,” so that on ‘“ opening day”
bub? I reckon, if you should ask ’em,they there was quite a grand display in the two
wouldn't tell you so. Some of ’em were front windows of ¢ Sammy Snapple’s
early birds, I can tell yon, bub; earlier shanty.”
than robins or orioles, or than any of
Of course, Farmer Tubs and Aunt Tab-

ee
—

:

I wouldn't

6,

| ing Allegra, and Edith with golden hair,”

and

public and of the literary cluss.

Men of letters -

There is not a grown man

and wom-

an in the land who does not readily enter into
the aspiration and discontent of ** Maud Mul-

ler,” and into the glowing patriotism of ‘‘Barbara Frietchie.”

Whether the incident which

is the inspiration of the latter cver

occurred,

is more than doub tful; nevertheless, the po-em is one that the wgrld will not willingly

Henry Stoddard
let die.~Richard
Midsummer Holiday Scribner’s..
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amply did, he
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building,

most

Western States. The

invested

you

Billings.

is he great

goptinned action

men

Sy

Hick

Th te

oh

life long

other good. thiug than

right in the féar of Lh

appoints

)

tl | Fiore

ed,
and
+ Labon
are peegmpligh
If a man all his

steady,

law-—slow,

the great

Action is

Lives

4 That is true, but:Lam far from thinking’ 'depreciatingly of “eroatardd’ who

of it

in

roads "in

as A

rehSbhable,

morbid

'

Adolphus

What

time

did

your

|,

heayy-§ his load
of grief and just how:he sould bear the by brain power,” the invalid said, ** and
burden?

sister

or rath
know, I

of a

In through the thick foliage of Summer
there floated the knell of death. A man

white foam.

of mind, of standing, of wealth, whose
birthplace had been among these oaks

and elms and maples, and who, in early
life, went forth from the quiet hamlet to

of action,

act well his part in the world

had passed away at a season when the
«citizens of his native town were making
preparations for a’celebration of the na-

tion's independence, anticipating his welcome and dignified presence among them,
as honored guest and able speaker. For
he was a loyal lover of his birthplace,

and delighted to revisit it, was interested
in its progress and fmprovements, an ardent admirer of its natural beauties, and
made generous donations for its religious
profit. He was a man of sterling princi-

cloud that flecks the life-sky, and expects
it will darken into a tempest. -There may
be more than the ‘wonted aspect of outer
calmness, and yet a silent woe settles

home; * for I thought he would be sure
to come to eur celebration, he ‘is always
so interested in his native town, but in-

stead, scarce an hour ago, we réad his
death in » newspapey,.and know, pamore.

But we conclude Hig siekhess must Have
here would

A

have been apprised of it."

And the lady spoke with affection’ and
appreciation of his virtues: his business ca-

of a

will never cease to miss and mourn.

had sufferedin losing bim, and also all
his friends and acquaintances,” his native
and,

indeed, the world, for such men as he are
not 80 numerous that they can’ be easily
spared. How much there was to be said
in praise of ms many virtues. Was it not
invidious to speak in any tone save one
of unqualitied praise and approbation?
After a brief silence the invalid responded

Nor

«Fhe

jiuvalid

answered

he, had mever

secioedto her so. much aan of. emotion
as of prineiple.
“ Do you not think that a person in
grief would expect to receive consolation

‘views

doctrinal’

from him?"
+t Yes, I. do.

:
A man of his powers

and

experience would be able to speak words
that should carry comfort and help to one
in trouble.”

« So 1 thought,” returned the lady;
he visited at our house shortly after the
death of my little girl,” and I said, ‘ here

is'one who will speak consoling words to
we.2”

“And did he?”

and: favorite}

He bad a respectfal regard for

“all humanity,
and his influences, Wide and |
strong, Was cas

most decidedly

side
of virtueand truth.”
“This is true” repo

doubly

on the

&

‘Tokio

me that
id feel for
hought
ffering
« ‘Or we
added, in a

his

a mourner for one lovely little girl,now a
year in heaven, her only daughter, her
first born, and her husband went before.
The eloquent face would tell you that hers
was no surface character, there were
+¢ depths below” that would give forth
their deepest response of joy to the call
of mother love, and that would as inevitably wail forth their wildest woe when
death remorselessly cut the cords : which
bound the mother’s heart to her loved

ones. Oh, the rending!: Oh, the agony!
‘Oh, the bleeding,quivering wound ! What
hand could have the tenderness and skill

left alone in the world, to go

to. him

for

‘with antovell” dspect ‘andl: “in’ measured

blood.

/* You have.my sympathy’ in. this
words,
trouble, but I can’t do anything for you.’

with this
Ah guish,? shipjeried; ¢ it is past

my bearing; are there none

to help?”

Some Were afraid to try; others hurt her

more than they helped by their efforts. |

boots,

ed a shock, much as you did,;
and

Her heard
then

said,

1 felt; like'ong who has'béenidealt’d stunping blow. ‘If, Was, more, than passive.
sympathy thit 1 needed then :—active aid,

a vaya lbe] bi
bl

school

of sorrow,

to

ap

proach a strong
depths are broken

nature when all the
up, and heaving in

‘wildest commotion

of bereavement

tears.

‘and

We may say. ‘‘ this is unreason-

able,” but that doesnot silence the mourn-

er; it sounds hard and cruel, very likely.
We may utter the hackneyed phrases of
condolence, but it is doubtful if’
ford the sufferer any relief, and
.. class who set'themselves up for
who will even take the mourner

these afthere is a
consolers,
sharply to

would

have

al-

What

have said of your seeking for comfort from

him and finding none, has brought my
own disappointment fresh to mind. But

we know,

and no

the

doubt

I

from

the

earth

man’s:

touched

feet;

the

stars.

;

General
Fremount’s little © scheme
for
turning the water of the Colorado into the
great desert basin of California and Arizona, and thus making an ipland sea of it, is

held by good engineers to be almost insanely visionary. Gen. Stoneman says:
‘¢ It would take a river 1000 feet wide and
10 feet deep, running at the rate of 5 miles
per hour, 200 years to fill the
basin; and
after it was filled it‘'would require a river
250 wide, 10 feet deep and running at the
rate of five miles an hour, to compensate

for evaporation.— Springfield Republican.
1 once dined ata strange house. in a
strange

country,

among

strangers;

and currents, and *‘ sat
ful looking person, who

then

to differ

with

gentides

upon,” rather

heavily I thought, a gray-haired,

too

thought-

ventured now

hMn.

and

During. these

passages an expression of
amusement
played around the mouth of our host for

which I was unable to account until

after

dinner, when the ¢ sat upon” one left us.
Then quoth mine host to our instructor,
‘Well, you've made a nice idiot of your-

up

corn

game played by eighteen persons who wear
shirts and drawers.
They scatter around
the field and try to catch a cannon-ball cov-

is

shocking.—New York Herald.
Babies in all climates frequently have
the yell-oh! fever.—ZLowell Courier.
Like a lobster, the best law has a certain
objectionable clause.—New Orleans Picayune.

There is a movement at Boston

to

ered with rawhide.

The

game

is

to get

people to pay two shillings to come inside
the fence.
While the game is not played

nowadays, it is pleasant to many to be reminded of it. Old persons, who would
like to read of an ancient game,
can club
for the Janesville paper, whose editor was

buy

the site of the Lowell Institute:,and build a
new theater upon it.
New Zealand has, either open
to traflic

at one time an umpire.— Peck’s

Sun.
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A

SUMMER NOTES.

or in process of construction, 1000 miles of
railway.
(From the New York Mail.)
¢¢ There is no place like Chicago,” says
The American
Association will meet
a Chicago paper,
‘That is so,” and a at ‘Saratoga, Aug. 20Bar
und 21.
lucky thing it is, too.—Buffalo Express.
Mr. William H. Vanderbilt drives the handWhen the time arrives for a baby to
commence eating bread you should break somest horses in Saratoga.
Mr. Warren Leland is spperintending the
it to him gently,—N2w Orleans Picayune.
Editors no more read their own papers | ‘finishing touches to the Long Branch Pier,
"A number of Philadelphia people are spendthan preachers'practice their own preach.
ing or doctors take their own
pills.— ing the summer at Coney Island.
Quincy Modern Argo.
3
Figatiuil Holle
ave forced jhe Congre-

Young

housewife—‘‘ What

little eggs again!

You

them, Jane, to let ‘the hen

set

gational

miserable

really

must
on

it 48,000,000.

vresh

Branch

of

Saretoga,

to

give up

are discussing

the

question

Day J the Branch is likely to receive

a severe

check.

Lord’s

An effort is being made to induce the officers
of the Central railrond to add an extra evening
accommodation’ train between Long Branch
and the summer resorts lying immediately
south. A number of the stockholders of the
roud are said to be interesting themselves in
the movement.

months, only 88 were found to be good
enough physically and morally.
¢* [declare,mother,” said a pretty
little

girl in a pretty little way, "tis too bad { You
always send me to bed when ka I not

What Is Compound Oxygen 1

make. Me; jet. up
wis
Reh

It is a combination of Oxygen and Nitro
gen, the two elements which make up com-

“ Pompey, why is a journey round’ dis

propor.
vital or

moa or atmospheric air, in such
world like a caus tail?” ¢ Well,
I doesn’t json as to render it richer in the
adZaetly see any semblance’
‘¢ twixt the
life-giving element,
This exact

tivo cases.” ~ “Well,den, I spec I'll haVe to
r tell you=r-hekage: it ame fur jbo the.end of

0"

their

Sunday

with vigor, and the desecration of the

during the past three

sleepy, and you always
when I am sleepy.”

nation, so long

gw nw we iA A ARS

months, only four men remain

tained; and its

patient

OA

5

i

‘sought’

in

Irom

that time

We mean that it shall continue to stimulawe the growth of all that is wue aud
good in the daiiy life.

WIIAT WE OFFER.
For §2.20—the twenty cents being tpostage and incidentals that must be pr

paid at this oflice—we offer an eight-pag
paper, fifty-two times a year, each prpor
containing an average of forty columns oi
reading matter, that costs the subscribe
only a fraction over four cents. 1h
reading matter embraces correspondence
from the principal countries of the world,
contributed articles on. topics. of interest
in

ing items of political,

discovery,

investigation

tions of the day, and particularly a de:
partment of Denominational News that
makes the Star indispensable in every
Freewill Dapti-t family.
DENOVINATIONAT,
But, one

principles,

long

and

and

in ‘com-

plete harmony with natural laws and forces.
It assists nature to remove obstructions,and
restores to her the normal control of all her
vital activities. « It is not a medicament,
but a helper.
Qur Treatise on Compound
Oxygen,” in its nature, action, and the results which have followed its administraDrs.
tion, sent free. Address
1112 Girard Street,
Palen,

1

£535

much

for

her,

and

in our general work, and the more encour-

to
of

her

as

usual, she was found insensible, and after a
‘few hours she went to her home in heaven.
Two sons and three daughters survive her,

and most tenderly had they, with other loving
friends, cared for her, Few. mothers of her
age have so nrany tears shed for them.
We
all miss her, but know Ler sorrows are turned
into songs, and hope to meet her again.
Sermon by Rev. L. E. Bates.
A. S..D. BATES.

EDGAR O. YOUNG, of Stafford, N. Y., died
Oct. 6, 1878, aged 40 years.
He was the son of
Rev. Wm, Young, and the eomfortand joy of
his parents and friends.
Although a sufferer

from his infancy, his amiable

disposition

knew

him

best,

Starkey &
Phila, Pa.
“

R.

died in Champlin, Minn, May ‘4, aged 56
years,
Sister Hastings professed
religion
some twenty-five years since, but of herearlier

history the writer is not

informed.

But

on

their removal to Champlin, some nie years
since, her husband and daughter publicly put
on Christ and united with the F. B. church at
Champlin, of which she also became a member. In the death of sister H., Bro. H. loses
a faithful companion, the children a devoted

mother; the

church

and

community

a true

friend, Sister H. was one full of cares, ever
looking after the interests of her husband and

children, but not forgetting her beloved

Zion

in her labors of love. She was a warm frien
to ber pastor md yvife, ever solicitous for

| their

A

aged and decided to prosecute to success
our own personal work. We hope to enlarge this department of the Star, and
make it still more acceptable to our peoBrethren will help us, and the Star

ple.

will be a denominational Newspaper.
TO PASTORS.

The importance of the Star in’ stimulating an interest in the benevolent and religious work of the denomination ean not

be over estimated.

ities as well as spiritual

Will not every minis-

ter interest himself to put the Star into
every family in his parish ? The
would soon be apparent in the

results

fresh

life

and activity of his church. Several pastors who have done such’a work, can bear

witness to the truth of that statement.
SPECIAL

FEATURES.

'the- special

Among

attractions in the

Star are valuable articles from an able.
corps of editorial and special contributors,
sermons, essays, discussions of doctrinal

and

theological

questions,

correspon-

dence, the continuation and enlargement,
of

the

Western

department,

and

the

freshest and best matter in every part of
the paper: Farmers and produce-dealers
will find the latest market reports in its
columns, and advertisers’ will find it a
desirable medium through which to reach
the public.

and

untiring patience secured him «a large place in’
the affection of all who knew him, and it may

well be suid that those wbo

successes

of others, the more interested shall we be

could

morning

report. reaches. us on, this sub-

work, the trials, difficulties and

' Mis, EMELINE, wite'of Dea. CO, EB. Hastings,

combi=
chemists

healing art. :It:is now giving back a partial or full measure of health to thousands
of suffering! men and women who! have
vainly sought for velief in all the means of
cure heretofore within their reach.
It
acts on scientific

too

NEWS,

ject, and all unite in saying that the Star
was never so'successful in gathering denominatianal news as since the present
volume commences, and in this respect
was never so interesting to its readers
generally. The more we know of the

She bad remarkably

Not rising inthe

socidl, educations,

totes and paragraphs on the living qués:

erain the

after

and"

sorrow seemed

health failed.

day, . practic:

benevolent work, a Sunday-school depart-

children,

all they

lite

ment embracing hints on the Internation
al lessons and notes on general Sundayscnool work, Editorials and Editorial

E. Bates.
MRS. ESTHER MAGEE ARMSTRONG died in
Potter Center, N. Y., July'15, aged 97 years.
She lived with her:son,
Mr. D.. Magee, who

mother.

religious

personal and religious ‘information, bous
notices,a department of missipns devolic
especially to the interests of our owt

She experienced religion young, was buptized
and joined the Free Baptist church,
She ever
lived a humble Christian life, and was a faithfal wife, a loving mother and a Kind neighbor,
She was interested in temperance work and |
missions.
Always patient, she lived in’ peace,
esteemed by ‘all. After a’ brief illness, she
sankto rest in Jesus, for he that liveth and
believeth shall never die. Sermon by Rev. L. |

with his faithful wife had done

and

great questions of the

Mis. Dorcas LAFLER died in Potter Cene
ter, N. Y., June 5, nged 67 years. She was
the widow of Rev. Sydney Lafler, who died
three years ago.
Since that time she has heen

for their aged

national

thoughts on experimental religion, anecdotesand facts of interestin sciénce and nat:
ural history, the progress of theArts,latust
news from all parts of the world, embrac-

ed 1) say.in all of life's experience, “The Lord

most affectionately cared for by ber

social,

stories adapted to the entertainment ano
profit of the family circle, the best select
ed and original poems, selections of a te
ligious and literary character presenting
right views of morals as bearing on tlc

Baptist in spirit, and when, twenty-five years

J. H. WALRATH.

iw

tor.

later, she removed to Apalachin, 'N. Y., che
embraced the first opportunity to join the F.
Baptists, In the summer of *77, she came to
live with a son in Juckson, and unied with
the Jackson church.
‘She was ever an active
Christian, and punctual to attend the means of
grace till old age deprived ber of that privilege. Her husband had died twenty-four years
before, and, of a familyof eleven children, she
had tollowed eight to the grave.
Hers was
not a life without sorrows, but she had ledarn-

the just is blessed,

'

as a family visitor and religious instruc-

her Christian

doeth il things well”? She had learned
live, she was ready to die. The memory

On

firm conviction of its inereased usefulness

1873, and

experiment,

for - by

marks the beginning of a new

effective.

a

honor

most appreciated’ his ‘worth.
‘His last days
were bright with ' prospects of future joy,
He, having committed his whole heart: to’ the
Most High, ealmly fell asleep, and we hope to
meet. him on the bright and sunny. shore
where sickness and sorrow. can never be
known, and death be swallowed up of life. >

and pathologists,
has never before been at:

Anperfect set of the first editions of
and
Paintings”
‘¢ Modern
Ruskin’s
« Stones of Venice,” and the ‘ Seven
Lamps of Architecture,” comprising nine

ho

with

08
good health almost to the last, but for two or
three years was: in her second: childhood and
There is one interesting fact in ‘éonnéction. ‘needed
constant care. She was married the
with the watering places this summer—the second time
at the
age of 81, and has been a
supply of young men is very. liberal.
‘widow six yeas, She had jong, heen a ChrisFrom the White Mountains there come glad tian and always seemed delighted to hear singprayers, and to the Jast. said she was
tidings of great joy based on the large arrivals ing and
and. the prosperous’ = condition
of things not afraid todie. Sermon by Rev. L. E. Bates.
Mgs. BETSEY SMITH died in Potter Center,
throughout that region.
N.Y., March 6, aged nearly 72 years.. She
A series of lectures is being deliverad on Sat» had long been a faithful Christian, and was a
urdays at the Redwood Library, Newport, by loved member and mother in the Free Baptist
Rev. C. T. Brooks, the proceeds of which are church here. Husband and ¢hildren bad gone
for the benefit of the library.
before her to the better land.
A daughter
Many cifizens and summer residents of Long, died in California last year, and this sudden

a

little longer,"— Scientific American,
General Walker estimates that the coming census will add ten millions to the
official figures of the population of the

and navy, at Boston,

Sociéty,

church on Philadelphia or

tell

thém

5

In placing the Mornung Star before the
public for another year we do so with a

26,

Mrs. Enza, widow of George Bennett, formerly of New Durham, died in Great Falls,
July 23, aged TL years and 10 months,
Truly
a good woman has fallen, Though a woman
of few words, vet the silent influence of her
apparently spotless life spoke with a voice
that death itself can not silence.
She was @
constant attendant of the: Sabbath-school at
New Durham, where she resided for many
years previous to last February,
She loved
the study of God's Word, and magnified its
precepts by a well-ondered life and godly conversation.
J. 5 NEAL.

by
pasting
this”
‘on.
the bed.roowm
country
seat—-a stump.—O0il
wall and studying it at night.—New York
City Derrick.
3
Bulgaria has entered the Universal Pos- Express.
.
There is a paper at Janesville that contal Union.
Many ladies think soda water soda-li- tinues to publish base-ball news. Base-ball,
it will be remembered by old settlers, is a
cious.—Alta California.
cheap

put

ANNOUNCEMENT ~ FOR. 1879.

MRS. AMELIA E. GALE died. in Jackson,
Mich., June 12, aged 77 Jour and 8 months.
self’; that was Maury !”— Temple Bap.
Sister Gale bad been failing for some time, but
her final sickness was: coinparatively short.
It doesn't take much of a mathematician
to count flies ;but for fear that some of our She had been a faithful pilgrim many years,
readers may not know what a fly is and“ and in her last sickness, though: suffering in
body, gave unmistakable evidence of a mind
how they are weighed, we append the fol- at rest’ in Jesus.
When first the writer met
lowing table,
Green-grocer will find it an her, in ‘Jan. last, her theme was, ¢ Jesus and
«Lxcellent authority for. weighing butter; his precious love ;” nor did she forget the de162 house flies one ounce; 2592 house flies nomination of her choice; its interests and
She experienced
one pound ;269,200 house flies one hundred- -work she dearly cherished.
a hope in Christ when about 14 years of .age,
weight; 5,184,000 house’ flies one
ton.
The
reader may extract some ¢onsolation and united with the Calvinist Baptist church,
in Borodino, N. Y., but she’ was not Close

PARAGRAPHS.
A

Mureh

On Friday

church and
uni Satur«

The Honing Str”

character was so pronounced
and’ her welldirected activity so marked, that no stranger,
even was left to inquire whether she was a
Christian or not. Her life anticipated all such
inquiries. To say nothing of her interest in
thie general work of the college, her concern
for the religious phase of its work, and indeed
her growing interest in ¢verything ‘pertaining
to our denominational growth and usefulness
were prophetic of large personal service in the
coming years.
‘l'o hnman vision these fond
hopes were vain.
But who will venture to
interpret
the ways of God? It wus a marked
feature of ner religious faith that it led her
into the:most implicit trust in the Word of
God.
Questions and mysteries with
which
others would wrestle long and in vain, with
her would find their satisfuctory solution by
reference to the Word of inspiration. She
once said to the writerg
* The sword of the
Spirit, whieh is the Word of God, cuts many
a hard knot which we are unable to untie.”
Suys one who knows more of her private
Christian life than any other,
‘ Two things
impress me especially : first, her habitual refer.
ence of all matters to God in prayer; and
second, her self-examination and prayer for
deeper gracein her own heart.”
Surely, such
u practice demands many imitators. ‘Her funeral services, held in the college church, and
attended by the entire college aud a large concourse of other sorrowing and sympathizing
friends, were conducted by President Durgin,
assisted by Profs. Dunn, Butler and Copp.
On the sume day her remains were removed
for interment to Hudson, where a second service was held, conducted by Rev. Mr, Shanafelt, ber former pastor. Ever since we turned
away from that quiet sleeping place where we
left the precious dead, the words dwelt upon
at the service in the college church, *‘ Your
heart shall live forever,” have been a constant
presence, assuring us that the sad havoc of
death shall be repaired, and that affection can
not die.
Com.

and

listened with admiration to a young
tleman who laid down the law about

graduated

tian worker.

It

body;
went:

young

— Norristown Herald,

«¢ Put out your tongue liftle farther,”
much weight and effect, but he declined
gajd a doctor to a fair invalid.
¢¢ A little
presence
his
of
to speak them. 1 went out
farther still, if you please.’ ‘ Why, docwith a sinking disappointment at heart, ‘tar; do you think & woman’s tongue has no
the first poignancy of my pain renewed, end?”.said the gentle sufferer. ‘‘ An end,
perhaps, madam,” replied the physician,
with increased hopelessiess of any re- “but no cessation.”
{En
J
you

dress for’ grievous wrongs:

was

That is‘too steep.
Why, a mule couldn't
kick that high.
But that he saw stars
we firmly believe.
It is dangerous to fool
around an irascible old German's daughter.

has assumed open rebellion.
a man lof his, knowledge! land of the district is'such that of' four “com.
the-words
had
who
one
to.
‘panies’ of Sepoys employed there four
influence, could, speak

wronged and defrauded me,

my

earth

but we don’t believe he

It requires such a fine-strung nature, |
A disp Actitrom. Calcutta says disturbsuch exquisite delicacy of feeling, and, mother when shé wads ‘a widow, and he. ances in'the Russian districts of - Madras
, tax. on palm’ trees
more than all, a’great ‘heart itself deep- will help jou if you need. | I Was sure Presidency againstthe
The climate
taught in the

in

the

went from under

most invariably begins to tamper with
marriage!
In this "tampering he always§ betrays the charlatan,and sufficiently warns all who are tempted to follow
him to beware of him. There is no better test of anew system or scheme of life
than its relation to Christian marriage.
If it tampers with that, it is always bad
and can by no possibility be good.—idsummer Holiday Seribner,
A UseruL Gap-rry.
Butler is again
going to worry the respectability of

young man, I'buys my égsberience

the tale: with -attention,

* My heatt is bleeding to death

he

workers.

born

hd

ho jus} Yordy with her

CL, BUZZELL.

was married to Prof. Mauck in June, 1877. At
the early age of twelve yeurs she bécame the
subject of deep religious impressions; and ‘she
was looked upon usw real Christine; but it
was not ull her connection with the college, in
1372, that she became an active, earnest, Chris»

under my feet.” Datch fathers wear heavy

remarka-

views,”

the

longer

touched the stars;

| every day.—Every Saturday.
Why is the looking-glass unlike a giddy
most excellent man, but’ his piety was girl ? The one reflects without speaking,
rather of the head than of the heart.”
the 6ther speaks without reflecting.
Judge Barnard, of the New York su«I think that is true,” the’ invalid recourt, refuses an injunction against
turned; ‘my father, also, held the man preme
the building of Brooklyn's elevated road,
who has just died in high esteem, and told and work will begin at once.
!
me if I was ever in great trouble when
Of 321" who wanted to enlist in the army

afresh, and yet the poor sufferer felt as if
her wound must be soothed, some hand

the.

*‘ advanced

with

my soul was no

Phe wisest ian we. ever knew was a
“Jew, who remarked : “I tell you vat it ish,

adviee and aid. Thus I did,andencounter-

to staunch

he considers

country~making:
gf

ito bindit up ? and every awkward attempt
must only aggravate it, and make it bleed

must. be stretched forth

How

I

unemployed.
There
ulemployed to com-

successfally

of eight
ed

1838, and was, therefore, 26 years of age at'the
time of her death; Li the fall of 1870, she -entered the Sophomore classin Hillsdale College

The hero of a (German
story
says he
pressed his burning
lips to
her rosy
mouth, and ‘* she returned my Kiss, and

ble if is that whenever an enthusiast in
religion gets new light, and adopts what

The way some farmers

he was nota bigoted sectarian, though he |
chureh.

MARRIAGE AS A Test.

of Hudson, Mich,” ‘She was

is probable ‘that 500,000 workingmen have
found employment since the 1st of Janvary. The masters in every trade have
more than they can do. The only difficulty they experience is in getting all the
men they wantat the rates of the last few
years.— Chicago Tribune.

ery man after college the gt
ing necessity to think for himself, to
choose for himself, to act for: himself—or
be a barnacle. This argues for his vpportunity to begin to think and act for
himself while in college. « Election of
studies is responsibility. = And the eprlier
the young man comes to feel somewhat of
responsibility, the earlier he begins a
diet of strength.— Sunday Afternoon.

«Bat after all, do you think his was the

religion thateonmes warmfrom the heart?"

!
in a faint voice:
«He was a noble Christian gentieman ;

had ‘his:

| pete

do I call this an unreconciled state, but Massachusetts, by running for Governor.
the inevitable result of deep suffering on We are glad of it. He is a useful gaddeep natures; nor do I call it an undesir- fly who stings into political activity thouable or even an unfortunate thing to have | sandsof the self-styled * better classes”
of that State, who would otherwise prove
the aspect of life thus changed; to have that they are not either * better,” or
it look more grave and solemn,
We
even good, by neglecting their duties as
grow more real and true thus. Trivialities citizens. We wish there was a Ben Butoccupy us less. We sit looser to all tem- ler in every State in the Union.—XN. Y.
Mail.
poral things, seeing how sure our hold
A Bab Lor.
he worst of the bad lot
must be broken, in-one way or other,
the shame and ruin of
that have a habd
sooner or later.
“ doctors,” of both
the weak, are thos
But I have wandered from the bereaved
sexes, who get theiX diplomas from the
They make ok the most benevomother who sat with her invalid friend in devil.
a screen behind
the shades of the summer evening, and lent of the professions
which they hide while
carry on the
spoke of “the good ‘man who had died, most cruel of trades. To-help bodily 4inand his many virtues, till there came at
firmity is the humane occupation : of the
leugth a pause, and; this; young mother true physician; to make profit out of morwho knew, ¢ pain that was passion, and al “lapses is the nefarious employnient
whelming woe,” said, while a tear gather- of these medical ghouls.— Christian Leaders
:
ed, —
:

pacities, far above the common order, his
excellent judgment,his wisdom as a coun
selor, “his untarnished reputation, his
benevolence and high-loned honor, of the
great loss his lovely and ealtured family
town, and the city of his adoption,

center

deep, loving nature which has been sorely rent, and makes the whole life thenceforth, till death brings release, different
from all their life up to the time of the
rending. Something has gone from them
which will never return, and which they

and dignified man the tidings of whose
sudden death passed from lip to lip in
subdued accents 'mid the falling shadows
:
of that sultry July evening.
+] have been getting ready for him today,” remarked a lady, "a relative, to a
sick friend to whom she was thoughtfully
taking a basket of nice varieties of food
with whieh to ‘celebrate the 4h at

or his relatives

very

:

ED

But I doubt if a heart thus

down, down into the

:

LINE

ay

to her feah.

day eve, retired as usual, awoke in the morning, spoke with.her husband, and was found
dead by her dusughter a short time after. Her
record is on high. She leaves one son and
daughter. May they ' follow their ‘mother’s
example as she followed Christ.

words, and the sud probability, around which
hope still lingered, * became the dismal fuer,

any’ longer of ‘the com:

petition
or the
are
not enough

BITS OF OPINION.
Ergctive Stupiks. There is. upon ev-

wildly tossed by the storms of trouble is
ever again just what itwas before. Something it loses of the old buoyant hopeful:
ness and lightsome trust. It gazes apprehensively henceforth af every little

ples,” of unblemished honor, a faithful
{riend, 4 sound adviser, a consistent
All, all of these was the noble
Christian.

heen brief,

solation.”

lows against the sky? The storm must
have its sweep ; ‘it must spend itself, and
at length the vast body of waters will become just as it was before the tempest
tossed it into leagues of breakers and

HARP,

are ‘not ‘afraid

gift hé lacked; he was not a son of con-

when the tempest lashes the oceans bil-

ONE LACK.
BY ZABETH

and virtues he possessed, but the divinest

be

4 She isdead 1” Mrs. Emily Ames Muuck was
the wife of Prof. J, W. Mauck, of Hilisdale
College; and daughter of Mr. Bishop Ames,

BILL
Re
.. The workers in every gaild, and, trade

cord him who has died all the noble traits

struggles with it,—struggles with it alone
as far-as human help is concerned,—alone
goes down with it into the cold, hopeless,
whelming: waters. What can be done

you

full,

her mother for a moment, then asked very
seriously, * Am I thin enough yet; do you
think, to be a mother of a paper doll?”—

“+ As hearts that are hearts must be
ceited presuming. No one knows what a
harrowed,”
the lady interposed.
I acsorrowis to a soul save the soul that

* Tf, amidst all your studies, you do not
Jearn to converse or’ commune with your

her

with you?

should

Ro

She diédin ‘the service.

were in the interestsof the
the eduse she loved. “She worked

sisivar
GULL
dy
[Special.}
.
| On the morning of the 26th of April last,
faces blanched, lips quivered, and tears fell.as,
with startled surprise, the mournful tidings
went round, *¢ Mre. Prof, Mauck is dying!’
No announcement could have been more unlooked for, none more unwelcome,
But n few
hours verified the correctness of these heavy

believe you grow. thinner and thiooer every day!” Annie thoughtfully regarded

they never harrowed his heart.”

It is the most insolent self-con-

what, shall 1 do

NOTICE. . Obituaries.

at the rate of FOUR, CENTS PER
words, VERSES are inadmissinle.

Little Annie plays so hard in these vacation days that she does, not become so
round and rosy as her mother would like.
Not long since, as she was having her Saturday night bath, her mother said, “O

sympathize with others, and this man had
lost children and experienced other trials.”
+ 1 conclnde he mastered his troubles’ Annie, dear,

just what And jost-holy

:

would not purchase it at the expense
straw.— Archbishop Leighton.
ar

his is but afflicting’
the afflicted; it L think his was not the office of consoler.
sounds like.mockery. and.dnsult; the suf- Yet it is said suffering teaches us how to

Dre Yidug

sons who do not patronize the Morning Star, it
is but juss that CARH should accompany,
the copy

a few

question

orbed Christian man. ‘Did we not ‘20 to

shall assume to stand up and tell’ another

edpcate his ¢
en I think that

own selves, whatever you know,
imagine you
er whatever you

PARTICULAR

otal

cheer.

BRIEF and for the public. For the excess over
ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and tor those sent by per-

1 think both’ head’ and | Kitty reach Buffalo?” Evadne' Cecilia—
“Don’t knoty exactly, but’ presume.
she

have hearts.’

| ferer feels outraged,| What hutiin being

should i

this may be an atonement for his neglects.
The greatestavork which thou canst do is
even this—that thou .educatest thy: child

well,.— Luther.

@bituaries.

in

ed a lady arrived
alittle ahead of
No human scheme ean be so @écurately exert myself further in your bebalf.
Many him in life's supremest moments and he train”?
B. C.—$ Changeof air is what
projected, but some little circumstance
could
not
respond,
when
our
need
was,
need, Adolphus; your head is too
may intervene to spoil it.—Bossuet.,
it a ong has had worse trouble than yours,
greatest and he had naught to give? dear,”—N. Y. Commerial Advertiser.
and’ borne it without§ moray * 0

long

25

have consumed nearly 3,000,000, of steel
and iron rails.—N, Y, Mail.

goto

0
TRY ow

T

months $18,524,000 have been

railroad’

RE

v

A

heart mustgo to tbe making of the, full- arcived the same, time the grain did.”
Adoph—‘¢ Ah, indeed! I always supposcreature, and quite beneath my dignity to’

down

he can’t be flattered, has got ~o low

WE

‘It id one of the: best proofs of a genuine
revival of business that in the last six

ter adapted to a large and general use-

such

od AI OE

of great mind.— Tillotson,

dignified, dispassionate man was far bet-

:

“You ought to be reconciled,”

‘wisdom ;and to forgive it,

that he can't be abused!—Josh

:

AE

London book market $5,000, or a little
more than $555 a volume,
sawiy

en,’ between ourselves; and this ‘calm,

Wet ‘thee behind ey thoti“a¢t hn of- have. Hearts. 6 had a 1d: Sphere and:

;
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and what was thie Fésponeof oti’ ‘Lord? fulnessTn life than —— creatures that

to him

' good

one

‘who has

RAW

iz La Bh)

you and I are —— well —¢ weak wom- royal octavo volumes, is now worth in the

thus giving way
ber
degreeof severity most of-

fensive from the conceit of it. Peter had the
boldness to call the Saviour to account,
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REDUCED

PRICE. |

As showing our desire to favor those
who dre struggling ‘with the hard times
we haye reduced the price of the Star to
the figures mentioned at the head of this
announcement. This will necessarily
reduce our income. We could not safely
risk such a reduction but for the: belief
that our offer will be appreciated,and that

. many new subscribers will be added to
our list. Will the friends of the Star go
to work for it at once?
All letters on

business

should

be. ad.

dressed to

L D. STEWART, Publisher,
Dover, N. H.

“THE

956
OURRENT EVENTS.

Helos Summary.

"The Zulu war has cost the
The

Fact.

distnrbed in an American church not far
from the Amier’s palace.
There are twelve

of a much

larger numbgr formerly. They have
worshiping according to a Persian
sion of the English prayer-book.
The

Salvation

been
ver-

Army.

On Monday evening, June 30, a meeting was held in London to rejoice over the
triumphs of fourteen years work of the so"called *“ Salvation Army.”
The work of
this organization was commenced in 1865,
"by Mr. William Booth, who now is the
‘¢ General” of the Army.
The purpose of
this band of Christian workers
is to

reach and

influence

for good

the

large

masses of degraded and neglected people
throughout England, the organization having now 102 corps, established in as many
different towns
in the
country,
and
carrying on nearly one hundred thousand
religious services during a year.
The
movement is constantly increasing in vol-

ume and

importance.

There

are about

250 who are employed all the

time in

work, and,in all,over 8,000 workers.

million

people every week

the
Two

hear the gos-

pel by means of open-air services and
processions.
A great and noble work is
being done, and large
numbers of the
worst characters reformed by this movement.
The

Bible

Society

of Scotland.

. At a recent meeting
of Scotland,

of Bible Society

held in Glasgow,

reports were

made concerning the success of the Bible
* work in China.
Messrs. Archibald’- and
Wood
having recently made a journey
through the southern districts, report having sold 57 Testaments, 2,484 gospels and
epistles, 2,939 Christin books and 5,662
tracts.
Generally, they met with a good
reception, though in one town they were
mobbed and stoned 'and had a narrow escape

from loss of property,
The

Great

Need

if not of life.

A writer in the London Christian recently
than

France

re-

quires at this moment a primitive Christianity.” Asthe outcome of the evangelistic work during the recent Exhibition an
organization has lately been effected in
Paris, very similar to the London City
Mission.

The purpose

is to employ sever-

al evangelists, and to bring as many people as possible Mmto submission to the
principles of Christianity.
And not only
in Paris. but elsewhere throughout France
the work of spreading
the gospel and
bringing about a true spirit of Christianity is zealously being carried on. The people are glad to hear the evangelists, and
are ready toreceive Christian publications,
- generally, however, preferring the New
Testament rather than anything else.
In
the city of Marseilles recently 7,142 copies
of Testaments have been given away. The
fruit of such labor as this is certain to be
seen.
A Notable Gathering.

Over twenty years ago,
William Pennefather drew together, at a town in Eng* land, over a thousand Christian workers
of all denominations, to confer together
on the truth and the means of spreading
it.
These annual gatherings have been continued without a single jar to mar the
friendly spirit in which they were commenced.
The meeting of this year was
one of

unusual

interest.

The

subjects

chosen were of prime importance and well
handled. These meetings afford material
for thought

and

meditation,

which

be-

comes of practical value to many in their
own spheressof labor. Another great good
that the Conference has accomplished, is

that it has largely overcome the

sectarian

spirit.
There are many great, practical
questions on which Christians are divided ;
the unity of purpose and action concering
them, of a body like this, must go far toward vastly increasing the influence of
the church upon the world.
3%

. Roman

Catholics in Henduras.

.

- Colonization seems to be the order of the
day with the Catholics. A correspondent
of the New York Observer writes from
Tegucigalpa that ‘“ a priest has just re«ceived a large concession of the best lands
on the north - coast to establish colleges
and schools, as a pretense, but instead, it
is for the benefit of a colony of Irish emigrants. He is already on his way to Ireland, and is to return here with his colony
in the month of September.
He is an
American and from Philadelphia. Another colony is being prepared in Germany,

also under Catholic management, and that
is to arrive here in December

next.”

The

correspondent also states that the Romish
church is undergoing changes and that
¢¢ although the better class of people here
do not even respect the church under the
present forms, there is no doubt that they
will return to it when the improvements
proposed are introduced.” And a question
is also asked which it may not be out of

place to'repeat: ‘‘ Isit not strange

that

Protestanismn has never taken any steps to
feed its pext-door
neighbor with the

crumbs that fall from

its table?

Instead

of Pr otestantism being wide awake to the
want of the country, it is Catholicism.”
ads Educational.
Maine Central Institute.
The full term of the Maine Central Institute,
Pittsfield, Me., opens Aug, 18. The success of
the school
has been equalto the hopes of its

most. sanguine friends, and the work it has

done for the cause of Christ and our denomination is beyond computation.
The smallest
term during
the
past year numbered about 110,
‘while I
peak pened 174. ts graduating
class this year

numbered 23; last

year it num-

bered 25. ~ Let all the friends of this school remember it in their prayers, in their donations
in their wills. . Arrange also to educate

children there,

Pittsfield, Aug. 2, 1879.

A. L. GRRRISHL

next

of

week,

Egypt
where

gov-

starts

for

will

re-

he

side.
Half a score of obnoxious publications
have been suppressed at Berlin in the last
few days.

teen of the most

day.
Minister Welsh, U. S. minister to England, has resigned.
A mother
and
child were burned to

death at Coquac Lake, Mich., Thursday.
The U. 8. Consul, at Gibraltar, has been
threatened with death unless he hand over
to certain unknown askers $3000.
The annual
meeting
of the Vermont

teachers’ association will be held at Woodstock the 5—7, of August.
The umpire in the dispute between the
Warwickshire
miners
and masters has
awarded a reduction of i0 per cent. in

wages.
Secretary

Sherman

reached

ed.

Columbia,
to raise a

South

Newport,

American

country

in

will be held at Worcester,

VARIOUS

this

reform elements of the
hold
to
work hard

16.

The

party are taking
against
Butler-

ism.
The
general sentiment of the people of the State is that Gov. Talbot must
accept renomination, with the eatire pres-

ent State ticket.
Montreal has been interested in a balloon
ascension.

The

balloon

was

with a patent propelling

paratus.

and

to Record

ap-

half pounds

in

prevalence

yellow fever, at Memphis,

of

remains

about

the same, some new cases and some
every day, but not a great spread

deaths
of the

disease.

A

few

Orleans

and

The people are hopeful.
New

elsewhere.
A steam yacht, chaxtered for

an

excur-

sion on the St. Lawrence river,was capsized near the shore at Clayton, N. Y., Friday, and five ladies were drownéd.
At a recent naval

review

at

a

grand

dinner

Cronstadt,

was

Russian officers to the crew

given

of the

An Englishman is prospecting
England,
hands.
The New

statement

and

which

York

will

by

Enter-

along the
2000

Sun is authority - for

that the Rev. W. H. H.

is financially embarrassed,

the

Murray

and that a large

Silouas of his property has been attached.
The Cations issues between Germany
and the Vat!
have been satisfactorily
adjusted, and all the.exiled clergy who ask
permission are to be
wed to return to
Germany.
The cholera has attacked the British
troops returning from Afghanistan, with
great violence, two hundred and thirtyfour soldiers dying out of two regiments
in one day.
!
An effort is being made in Wisconsin to
punish violations of the law prohibiting
the publication of lottery advertisements.
Publishers have been arrested, and will be
tried.
The old settlers of Kansas are to hold a
meeting in Lawrence, September 15, in
celebration of the twenty-fifth anniversary
of the founding
of ‘the State.
Colonel
John W. Forney has accepted an invitation
to be present.
;
:
San Francisco is happy over the unexpected discovery of a big oyster bed in the

Michigan papers put the yield

of wheat

thirty

million

bushels.
The Minnesota crop is reckoned
at forty-two millions, the largest the State
ever had ; and Wisconsin and Iowa have
also immense harvests.
The dividends paid on railroads in

York last year were

$9,956,436,

New

on rail-

roads in Missouri $1 0,000, the largest

and

the smallest sums in dividends paid on the
railroad system of any states in the
Union.
The effort to improve the worst districts
of London

by

clearing

the

ground

to

the

Peabody

for

done

so early in the season as

The tendencies are in favor

Republicans,

and though

early

this
to

sum-

of the
predict

there seems not much doubt but they
redeem the State.

will

;

The North American fisheries question
will be reopened, soon. The administration has given special consideration to the
matter.
An American naval vessel will
be sent to cruise on the Dominion fishing

grounds, to obtain information

that will

serve as a basis for further negotiations
with Great Britain, Informationof recent
date is already obtained to clearly demonstrate the extravagance of the award of
the Halifax tribunal.
Hamilton, Canada, was visited by a disastrous fire, Friday.
The loss of property amounting to at least $1,000,000.
Reports from Hayti confirm the reported
abdication of the President.
The entire
northern portion of the republic is in the
hands of the revolutionists, and it is believed that a disastrous civil war is about
to be inaugurated.

:

y

add

two medium-

sized onions, minced quite fine, and fry until
soft, putting in a tablespoonful of water, if
there is danger of scorching: add thése to the
crumbs,
with a handfulof salt, a saltspoonful
of nutmeg, making ubout one pound of stuffing.
Spreadit over the meat, and commencing at one end roll it into an oblong scroll,
binding together. with strips of new muslin
about balf an inch
wide.
Put some bits of
butter in the bottom of a baking
pan witha
pint of water, and place in a moderate oven
for ene hour.
Place in an oval platter, and
garnish with balls of mashed potatoes, brown-

ed.in an oven.

Stir the gravy

over the fire,

adding water until of a proper consistency.
This will be found the most delicious mode of
cooking a tough steak.
Serve either hot or
cold, as desired.

ITEMS.
New Zealand has eighty flour mills.
The German rye crop is heavily short.
Vanderbilt controls 3820 miles of railroads.
A Eufaula [Ala.] one man ship 1,000 watermelons a day.
Liberia imported over 8,000 barrels of, American flour last year. ~
A fruit man in Rockford, Il1., has put up 50,000
cans of cherries this season.
The wheat acreage in Great Britian is 500,000

potato fleld in County Cork, Ireland."
Young forests
are being killed in South California by the hot weather.
Serge is the best material for a bathing suit.
It will dry in half and hour.
It is reported that Maine farmers are getting
twenty-five per c:
ore hay than ever before in
a single crop.
More than one half of the glass used in the
United States is produced in Pittsburg, where
over 5000 hands are employed in making it.
Dr. J.R. Nickols at his Lakeside farm near
Haverhill, has a fine peach orchard of about 220
trees, comprising over Ry varieties, whieh will
probably average over two bushels per tree this
year. The orchard is about seven years old.
Too many farmers have yet to learn that grass
cut very early is much less injured by storms or
showers than that" which is ‘already ripe when
cut. Green
is 80 full of gums and juices that
it can absorb no moisture, and rain water rolls
from it like dewdrops from a green cabbage leaf,
but ripe grass takes in water and holds
it much
like a sponge or a weather beaten shingle.—

efficacy,

only $50,000 an acre, The public treasury
will be out some millions.
:
There has not been a campaign for many
years in Maine when so much has been
mer.

hot

;

Growers. of. sugar-beets in Maine report the
plants in a promising conditi:n.
Owing to the
cold spring they were late coming up, but are
now BAKIRE 4 rapid growth. A principal trouble
in their cultivation is the fact that they need
thinning and weeding just as haying begins, ,
Charcoal pulverized and mixed with water is
now highly recommended as an agent for relieving cattle suffering from oy Yerangement of
the stomach, such as bloat or hoven,
&c. This
should be remembered.
There is no doubt of its

and

trustees

cork for

require any: acid, and onesoda to three-fourths of a
two or three table-spoona - foaming glass.--N.
Y.

N. E. Farmer.

erecting improved tenement-houses has
resulted disastrously on account of the
fall in real estate. The board of public
works were at an expense of $400,000 per
acre.for some land which they have been
able to sell

little of the

and

The Colorado potato beetle has appeared in a

on Rock
band of
to Wood
confident
emergen-

at

a

Two horses were attacked and stung to death
by a swarm of enraged bees at Wellsville, N. Y.»
recently.

A despatch from General Miles
Creek says that Sitting Bull's
Sioux savages has fled northward
mountain, and the general feels
that he has force enough for any
cy.
year

strain

one and a

less this year than last,

mud flats on the Oakland side of the bay.
They remember now that an eastern man
sowed the flats with a bushel of little Baltimore bivalves.
:

in that State this

sugar, and

frying pan,
and When

linen
from

employ

pint put

— STUFFED BEEF STEAK,
Take a “round
steak,” weighing six or eight pounds, spread
it out on the meat hoard and pound carefully
with the
steak tenderer.”
Make a stuffing
thus: Take bread crumbs from the center of a
loaf and rub fine. Put a cup of butter into a

prise.
upper Hadson river for the site of a
mill, which it is proposed to remove

have

N. XY. Herald.

the United States steamer Enterprise took
part, and

who

and flavorless.
An experienced curer gives
these directions: —When
the hams are nicely
trimmed, rub each one
with tolerably fine
salt, and pack in tight. Make asweet pickle
byiusing one and a half gallons of New Orleans
molasses, or its equivalent in sugar, and six
ounces of powdered salt-petre to forty
gallons
of water, with salt enough added to make the
pickle flout a potato, when it is made.
Let it
stand until the scum rises and is skimmed off.
They should remain in the pickle from five to
six weeks, according to the temperature of the
place. If exposed to freezing weather. they
will cure much slower than in a cellar. When
the hams are finally taken out rinse them in
clear water aud hang up to dry ready for the
smoke house. Hickory wood is the best (or
smoking, but any clear smoke will answer.—

next to the payment of deficiencies for the
last fiscal year created by the democrats of
the House for the purpose of making a
show of economy.
the

those

CURING HAMS, Most of the hams prepared for market are salted too much,aud are hard

on account of the arrears of pensions, and

as to

white

use. This will not
half teaspoonful of
glass of water, with
fuls of syrup mukes
Evangelist.

the national debt during the month of
July.
This is due chiefly to the payments

The situation,

advises

peel; boil a few minutes,

could be guided in any direction, but this
claim was exploded by a trip of 47 miles
made by Prof. Grimley.
of $6,086,344.12

Union

out the juice, and toeach

It was e¥pected that the balloon

There is an increase

REOIPES.

lemons or limes that are spoiling or drying up,
to take the insides which are yet sound,squeeze

equipped

steering

HINTS AND

FROSTING CAKE.
Take the whites of two
eggs, and beat them to a froth, then add the
sugar by teaspoonfuls; when yoa think itis
stiff enough, put in the flavoring and a lump of
tartaric acid about as large as a pea, dissolved
in cold water.
Be sure and not get too much,
or it will taste as if there was too much lemon
in it. This frosting is smooth and shiny, and
never cracks.
HOME-MADE LEMON-8ODA.
The Sacramen-

convention,

Sept.

States troops

if

abundance

of

concurrent

testimony

can be relied on.—N. Y. Herald.
A few days ago, Thomas Newcomb, an aged
and well known farmer of Harrison, Me., was induced by two men to sign a written obligation to
Ry them $180 for 45 pairs of * prun
shears.”
'he document was ingeniously worded,
so that
Mr. Newcomb supposed he was simply sign ing
a
contract to be their agent for the towns of
Harrison, Otisfleld and Bridgton.
The swindlers
hastily departed for parts unknown.
What the apple is to the human kind the car.
rot is to all kinds of stock. When animals have
been eating dry food through a long winter, juic
and refreshing roots like carrots are eagerly wel

comed. The old and tapering varieties are dint
uall Neing replaced by the new stump-rooted and
coreless kind. The half-loog luc, long red colorless and early short horn are good kinds, the Jat.
or ab Sxoellent table Joust. ane eo! White
n green
top grows
v
and
abou
wk
und, which —
i
easy.
tied
carrot for feeding to stock.—N.
Y.
erald.
Asthma and Phthisic are cured by 4ddamson’s
Botanic Balsam, when all ether remedies fail.
Sample bottle and circular free at .the apotheca.
ries. Large bottles 35 and 75 cts. Try it.

Insure with H. Y. Hayes, Dover, N. H.

Rev. T. De Witt Talmage, which is now being

published in The New

He speculated in mining

series, will be ‘sent to any address for four months’

This ruined

stocks,

him,

fessed.
He is now in jail.
lose nothing.

and

and
he

The bank

lost
con-

will

York Family Story Paper.

The Fainily Story Paper, containing

the complete

on receipt of one dollar.
Address Norman L.
Munro, Pablisher, 14 and 16 Vandewater #t., Nev)
York.
’

and

night;

eat too

urd without

then

how

rest; take all the vile nostrums advertised, and
you

wil

want

to

know

to get

well, which is answeredin three words.—
Take Hop Bitters! See another column.

THE

Purifies the Blood, Renovates and
Invigorates the whole System.

MARKETS.

Boston Produce Report.
Reportedby HILTON BROS & CO., Commission
erchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
oes, beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No 3§
Quincy Market, Boston.
BuSTON, Saturday, August 2.
FLOUR.—The market for Flour remains without
change. There continues to be a scarcity of com.
mon extras and low grade Flour, but of shring
Patents there is an abundant supply. New
Flour
comes forward slowly as current
prices are not
sufficiently remunerative to induce free shipments.
All spring extra meet with a ready sule, for export or bakers’ use, and this grade cont'nues
10 be sold up close, and fresh ground is engaged:
some weeks ahead. Patents move slowly, but it
is belieued that the trade, who have been holding
off for some weeks, mudt soon begin to make moe

free purchases.
Included in the receipt. of the
week ure 9,306 bbls by the grand Junction Railroad, piincipally tor shineut to Great Britain.
The sales or
Patent Wisconein and Minnesota
Shuing whens havr been moderateat $6 a $8 ¢
bbl, the latter price for choice bravds.
Winter
wheat Patents ave selling at 86 @ $7 50 w bbl, with
a moderate demand. St. Louiis winter wheats
range from $5 25 @ $6; Illinois and Indiana at 85
@ #6: and Ohio and Michigan at $5 @ $5 50 ¥ bLI.
Mionesota straight extras are scarce and have
been selling at $4 50 ho ¥ bbl, including
choice
bakers brauds at the
latter rate; Wisconsin at $4.

25 @ $5; and Western

450% Lbl.

common

extras

at $425

@

Western superfine is scarce and prices

$3 50 @& $4 ¥ vbl.

CORN

MEAL.—There is a steady demand

for

RYE FLOUR.—The sales have been in small

lots

Com

Neal, with states at 2,000 bbls at $2153 $2 25

at $350 @ $3 75¥ bbl.

OAT MEAL.~—There is a steady demand

Meal, with sales $225

@

$250

¥b5I for good and

very

little

change

choice brands.

CORN.~There

is

for Oat

in

OAT8. ~The demand

is

steady

for’ Oats

but
prices are easier. The sales of No 1 and extra
white have beenat 421; $ 45¢; No 2 white at 41%
@42, and No 2 mixed and No 3 white at 40 @ dlc ¥
bu. New Oats have been offered for future Helivery at 35 @ 3%. but buyers are not disposed to op:
elute until the quality of the hew crop is ascertain.

ed.

ITS MEDICINAL

choice is not as large as

a

few weeks

ago, and
the gap between frst and second
qualities is stesdily growing wider. For fine
fresh
made lots aud creameries there is a firm feeling,
and holders ure not disposed to make the least
concession from current quotations in order to
effect sales. But on the medivm there is a yield.
ing
tone, and last week’s prices are barely main.
tained.
Fine fresh made Vermont dairies commavd 14 @ Iie, and the very best lots can not be

bought

under

15c.

Fe

New

York

and

second

gqu#lity at over llc.

A few very common lots sold at 3 @ %¢, but there
is not much of any kind offering under 9 ¥ 1b.

Choice Western dairy packed commands 13 @ 140
# 1b with limited supply.

Western

packed
ranges from 10 @ 13c# 1b. the outsideladle
for choice,

but very little fresh made
over

llc.

There

is

fine 10ts comm

coming

in—will

a firmer tendency

eries, with sales at15 @
ni

on

17c # 1b and

some

a littie more.

ure

food.

under

the influence of light snpplies, with sales of fresh
Easternat 15 @ 155¢; Northern and P E. Island.
at 14; @ 15c; and Western at 13 @ l4c; & dozen.
The market closes firm, with a light supply.
BraANs.—The market for Pea sustains a
toue, with sales of’ choice Western and Northern
at $1 45 @ 1 50 ¥ bv, aud extra Jote readily brinz
#135, but they are very scarce, and for most of
the receipts §150 is a top price. Mediums have
been in gooi demand, with sales of choice at $1 35
4H 87% ¥ bu, and some extra lots will command
140¥ bu. Yellow Eyes are steady at $2 eed
for choice,
and $2 15 @ $225¥ bu for
improved.
Red Kidneys remain quiet at $250 @ $2 75 # bu.
POTATOES. ~The market is well supplied with
Early Rose, by farmers in this vicinity, and prices
rule at $1 bi] @ $2 ¥ bbl, with a weak tendency.
ONIONS.—~The market sustains a little steadier
id ye with sales of choice mostly at $3 25 @ $350 ¥
APPLES, BERRIES AND PEACHES.—Apples are
arriving pretty freely, with sales at $2 @ $350 ¥
bbl. as to quality. Good Peaches range from $2 a
$3 ¥ crate. Blue-berries are in large sudpl , al od
rices eased off to 6 & 7¢ ¥ box and $2 @ 4 50 L 4
un.
HAY AND STRAW.—There has been a ve:
good
demand for choice Hay, and prices are well sus-

@

common
£0 g00d.....euieiee +8
Mutton,
eXtra
cesses
errioiaiiecieinesed
Do.

common

to 200d....cccvvneeened

Lambs,choice,
#
1b. . ..........00i0eeea®
Lambs, common 0 g00d # 1be..cevsuine..9
Veals, choice # 1D. i. cevnreiinraneeraeaed

Fair to good

9
5%

every department

VOCAL CULTURE CONDENSED,
DEVOTIONAL

GLEES,

IN CREAT

MINERAL

@

7

al-

Me, has become

of

Mass,

is

as

follows:

One

Sulphate of Potash, _
Chlori ie of Sodium,
Bi-carbonate of Soda,

could

gallop

- 0,188 grains.
0,257
“
1,200
*

Bi-carbonate of Lime,

0437

Bicarbonate of Magnesia,
Silica acid in solution

0206
1,411

"

8,781

“The water is for

sale

by

many

druggists,

and

| may be ordered by the barrel or in less quantities
by addressing
WILLIAM

KY.

SMALL, Jr.
LEWISTON, ME.

3t31

MPLOYMENT
$350

to

selling
Boek

Vegetine is now acknbwledged by our best physicians to be the only sure and safe remedy for all
diseases arising from impure blood,such as Scrofula and Scrofulous Humors.

$100

Mrs. Julia
entitled

FOR

LADIES

PER

OR

MONTH

McNair

MEN.

easily

made

Wright's

New

The COMRLETE

HOME

The Morals,

Amusements,

Health,

Béuty, Work,

Members, Money Savings, and Spendings are
clearly dealt with in fase nating style, full of
anscdote and wit. For full description and
extra terms, address
J. C. McCURDY & CO., Ehlladelphia, Pa.

VECGETINE

gd

Prepared by

HENRY &
ARNIC

EW

TRUSS
ADI

wae

Agents Wanted everyw
to sell to famiJ
* lies, hotels and large
consumers ; largest stock in the country; quality
and terms the best. Country
storekee
should
call or write THE WELLS
TEA COMPANY, 201
ulton St, N.Y. P.O. Box, 4560.
6t30e0w

Boston,

Vegetine is Sold by all Druggists. -

a
A

center,adapts
itself to all
positions of the body,
while the BALL in the
Cup PRESSES BACK
THE
INTESTINES

sure

cure

for

Wounds,

pressure
held securely day and night, and a radloal cure is certain. It is easy, durable
and cheap. Sent by mail, postage
paid,

and all Skin Diseases.

Rub

it in well with the hand.
Sold by all druggists. Price 25 and 50c per bottle

Circulars

G8

Oc (, H,.EGBLESTON
CO., Chicago,Hil

4

@ 9
PORK.—There has been a slow and unsettled
market for Pork. with hardly enough doing to
‘establish prices. We notice a few sales of extra

Water,

The analysis by Prof. Hayes, state Assayer and

Chemist
contains

customers,
HRNRY WERTHIMER,
Druggist and Apothecary, Newport, Ky.

LEN SiBE Ray TRUSS
A

SPRING WATER.

Auburn

Total

NEWPORT,

ELASTIC

Lake

famous for its wonderful cures. It operates on
the Kidneys, and it is claimed that it cures
Bright's Disease, Piles, Dyspepsia, &c.

H. R. STEVENS, E8Q.
Dear Sir,~I sold your Vegetine for a number of
years, and I find it gives Reitct saiisfaction to my

TEIIS

for Girls.
order.
Fall

ins Sep. 18. For circular address
Miss RACHELLE GIBBONS HUNT, Prin.

The

forms its wonderful cures.- Vegetine is exclusive.
ly a vegetable compound, made from roots, herbs,
and barks.

STEVENS,

805 BROADWAY,
New York.

An attarctive
Home-School
Varied advantages of the highest

term
831

be circulated generously through
the parts affect.
ed. Now, this is the way in which Vegetine per.

R.

express.
om ap-

TRONTT BALL, Bevaly, N, J, | eguoner

an equal

blood

ETC.,

‘JOHN CHURCH & C0.,

All physicians will agree
pure

SONGS,

VARIETY.

66 WEST FOURTH ST.,
Cincinnati, O.

that could

EXERCINES,

PART

Price 75 cots. by mail; #7 50 per dozen
Specimen pages and full particulars
plication.
PUBLISHED BY

J. W.ABEL, M. D.,, Druggist.

H.

from foundation to dome

BRILLIANT SECULAR CHORUSES,
TOUCHING PATHETIC PIECES,
BRIGHT AND HUMOROUS SONGS,.
CHOICE CHANTS,

viz., ** The Great Blood Purifier” of the day.
Respectfully yours,

most instantly be disposed of if

tlle

with real gems, and embracing many entirely new
features for einging-class work. Its course of in.
struction is the best yet offered, and these are

H. R. STEVENS:
Dear Sir,—Having futing the last five years sold
your Vegetine, which has
n praised by my cus
tomers highly for the various diseases Tequiring a
blood purifier, and as I have heard very fiuvorable
reports of its use, I cordially endorse it as a good
remedy, and believe it to be what you elaim it is;

43
9

@

Singing Class Teachers!

1024 Beach St., above Laurel, |
Philadelphia, Penn.,
June 12, 1877. .

that there is scarcély a disease but

HER

y

You are earnestly invited to thoroughly examine:
the new “ PALACE
OF SONG” just en Ri by
PR. GEO, F. ROOT.
It is believed that we can, without fear of exag.
geration, promise that you will find it complete ih

SHACKAMAXON SQUARE PHARMACA,

circulation of the blood.

speciail

Are

SINGERS

VEGETINE.

8 10
@ 10°
@ 8

ERD

:

er over the nervous system.
The remarkable cures effected by Vegetine have
induced many physicians and apothecaries whom
Te know to prescribe aud use it in their own famies.
:
In fact, Vegetine is the best remedy yet discovered for the above diseases, and is the only reliable BLOOD PURIFIER yet placed before the
public.

10%
@
a

@
'@

y

wels.
For Catarrh, Dyspepsia, Habitual Costiveness, Palpitation of the Heart, Heudache, Piles, Nervousness, and General
Prostration of the Nervoms System, no
medicine has ever pres such perfect satisfaction
as the Vegetine,
It purifies the blood, cleanses

trade dull. The market is crowded With Laon,
which are hard to sell at any
price.
Mutton is
dull and Veal in good suppry. We quote ;—
Lommon to good
sessassrninn
fore
quarters, choice..
.......

{i iy

and

which
0

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS,

a Sout,
effectual.

infiammation, cu es ulceration, and regulates the

quired for, but priceun ‘remais steady. The sales
ot choice Eastern and Northern have been at $16 @
$17 ¢ ton, and in some instances as high as $18.
The common and medium grades have
n sell
ing at $10 @ $15¥ ton, as to quality. Rye Straw
is rather scarce and firm and meets with ~ a ready .
sale at hha $14 ¥ on gl
FRESH
MEAT.—Beef
is in good suppl
da

Do
DH

WL

For Ulcers and Eruptive Diseanen of the
Skin, Postules, Pimples, Blotches Boils,
Tetter, Scaldhead and Ringworm, YVegetine
has never failed to effect a permanent cure.
For Pains in the Back,
Kidney Come
plaints, Dropsy, Female Weakness, Leuworrheea, arising from internal uleeration, and
uterine diseases and Gemeral Debility, Vegetine acts directly upon the causes of these complaints. It invigorates and strengthens the whole
system, acts upon the secretive organs, allays

tained, with moderate receipts of this description.
The low and medinm grades are not so much in-

Beef, hind quarters, choice, ¥1b........10

Its properties are diuretic,
adapted for such cares.

VEGETINE.

@ 6¢ ¥ 1b, bui at the close 6¢ is an extreme price.
Some very good lots can be bought at 5:5c, and
fair to geod at 45 @ 5c. For low grades there 1s
very lit le demand and prices are irregolar and
Rothinal: Thetebisi
been a firmer tendency.

Inflammatory

1y cured throngh the blood,

very

obtained, ezcept in very rare instances.
Sales of
choice factory in lots to the trade have been ut 5%

has

Selatica,

Reohic Rheumatism, Neural
and
Spina
m|
nts,
can on

bring

CHEESE=There hos been a slow market for
Ceeese, and last week’s extreme prices can. not be

GGS.—There

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient.

EGETINE is made exclusively from the juices
of carehilly selected barks, roots, and herbs,
and 8p strongly concentrated thatit will effectual.
ly eradicate from the system every taintof Screofula, Scrofulous Humor,
Tumors, Cancer,
Cancerous
Humor,
sipelas,
Salt
Rheum,
Oanker,
Faintmess
at
the
Stomach, and all diseases that arise from im-

cream.

:

There are probably a
y of the
human race suffering from Kidney Complaints. They show themselves in almost protean sha 8,
but always to the injury of the patient. The
cause indescribable agony. The experience of 30
years shows that the best remedy for this class of
diseases is
v
!

Diuretic.

PHYSICIANS SAY IT.—~VEGETINE gives

are quoted

firm at 13 @ 4c ¥ 1b. with sales at the outside
price.
Medium dairies are quoted from 10 @. 12¢,
but most of the sales have bhen at 11 @ lle, and
it

is hard to see much

ARE

Alterative, Tonic. Solvent

:

mown.
RYE.—The sales: have been in small lotsat68
Jot
&
ED.—There is very little doing. We
quote
Shorts and Fine Feed at $13; on I
at
$13; and Middlings at $14 ¥ ton.
BUTrsR—There has been very
little improve.
ment in trade since last week.
ipts continue
quite large, and with a light trade the stock
medium quality is accamulating. The proportionof
of starictly

PROPERTIES

all of the organs, and possesses a controlling pow-

Corn.

Stock small, with a steady demand from the trade
and for export. The sales of mixed and yellow
have been at 48 @ 50c ¥ bu, closing firm, with very
little offering.

He

SE nt Sag 8 rte
Fame
C00
and Boston backs at $12 @ $1250 ¥ bol.
Boslop

;

at

clear

12;

1

clear

nat $950 @ $11, inBEEF .—The sales have
cluding Western mess and extra mess, and plate

—

?

}

50 ¥ bbl.
at $11 @ $11

Boston

at

@

9

9i¢;

Northwood Ridge, July 30, 1879.

Ever

|

HyM

LTR
8

L

(WS INEYS, DYSPEPSIA ; CANCER, CA

ITARRE and all diseases of the

2s

and BLoop.

Enirely

ASK

THE

ANY LADY
left.

™. YOUNG,

173

1yl
that

sends

FOR PEARLINE.

off.

New,

Inspiring

Glees, Choruses, ete.

us

their address will re.
ceive something of great
‘value free by mail. On.
1 about two hundred
Greenwich BX:

MANUFACTURED
No.

Y. A

we

Nashua, N. H.

5.7

:

em30

“ THE ISSUES)”
HE above 18 the title of an Essay delivered bo-

. fore the Iowa Yearly Mee:
e igsues
be
n Free Baptists and othe:
jominations.
The Conference voted to request
blication.
It has been done ut the Morning Star Stice, and is
being read with inwrest amomg
our people in
Iowa, for whom, ehiefly, the work was prepared.
But it deserves £0 be more generally read, and I

hereby call attention to i and urge the

Songs,

:

Sent by Mail on receipt of 75 cents.
i
$7.50 per dozen, by Express.
RE Specimen pages sent free to applicants,

BIGLOW & MAIN Publishers.
76 East Ninth St.,
NEW YORK.

purchase

and reading by Bh and
| interested in He subect discussed.
The
Issues Between ' Baptists and
edobaptists, and between Liberal and Unliberal Baptists are clearly
and fercibly put.
ADDRESS REV.
0. E. BAKER, WATERLOO,
Iow4, or, for a short time, The STAR OFFICE.

Prigglo Cents PER Cory.
.

* Open Letter to all Singing People,” is alone

73 Randolph Street,
it CHIC.

9

Whiskers.

R. P. HALL ys

SOVEREIGN

Bright,

the

worth the price of the book.

& TIFT, Cincinnati, 0.

or Gent

For

7

This elegant preparation may be relied on to
change the color of the beard from gray or any
other undesirable shdde, to brown or black; at discretion, It is easily applied, being in one preparation, and quickly and effectually produces a
permanent color which will neitherrub nor wash

By H. R. PALMER.
192 LARGE PAGES OF

P's

Behools, Fire Alarms, Farms, ete. FULLY
"WARRANTED,
eae
sent Free,
-

.

Mr. Palmer's Theory of Music and methods of
Instruction are far in'advauce of all otners. Mr.

BUCKEYE
BELL FOUNDRY
Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches

? | VANDUZEN

Buckingham’s Dye

market,

Tor All Singing Dangle!

To canvass for one of the Best New Official

, Distance and County Maps of U.S.
and World now pulbished for the price. On«
ly small capital to make from
$4 to $8 a
day on this and our New Charts. Apply at
once to D. L, GUERNSEY, Publisher and
General
Agent, Concord, N. H.
'
4128

the

JAMES PYLE, New York.

MY Vegetable. Internal and external
use. 1n case of failure, dealers
lease return the Jnoney and
Ye 4 back to me,
nd for pamphlet.
H. D,
y Boston.
Price $1 a bottle.
:
6m22eow

500 MEN OR WOMEN
WANTED

upon

' SOLD BY GROCERS EVERYWHERE.
But beware of vile imitations.

One bottle warranted a perfect

10
jour in the worst cases of
| LEPROSY,
SCROFULA,
SALT
HRHEUM,
RHEUMATISM,
Kip.

put

says of it: “I consider it thé best preparation for
its intended purposes.”
;

and the only one that abolishes toil and drudgery
No family
without injuring the Jinest fabric.
should be without it. The saving of Labor, Time,
and Soap, will prove astonishing,

cure for all kinds of PILES. Two

’
P

Dr. A. A. Hayes, State Assayer of Massachusetts

WASHING COMPOUND

& CO., Publishers.

Prineipal, or E. 8. Tasker, Secretary.

the

:

Its effects are as wonderful and satisfactory as
ever,
It restores gray or faded hair to its youthful
color.
;
It removes all eruptions, itching and dandruff;
and the scalp by its use becomes white and clean.
As a dressing nothing has been found so effect
ual or desirable.

RUTH EN
Ie CROSSES, By PANSY.
. mo.
Illustrated.
The third volume of the famous Chautanqua
Girls?
es. It will add to the popularity of this
already popular series.
ORTHWOOD SEMINARY~—Northwood Ridge,
N. H. Three terms per year, commencing on
the first Tuesday of Sept., Déc., and March.
J.
H. Hutchins, A. M., Principal, with a complete
board of assistants.” Students fitted for business
or college.
For further particulars address the

with

greatest core,

and

Vestern at 94°'@ 1% Ib.
LARD.—The market continues dull Yor this article and prices remain without improvement.
of Western steam have been at 6} @
-The sales
6s ¢; and Western kettle rendered at 6c # Ib.

Boston: D. LOTHROP

Viz=

This standard article is compounded

HAMS.—The market has been quiet and

SMO!

steady with sales of

of
t

VEGETINE

to Get Sick.

yourself day

much withour exercise ;work too

The Rev. T. De Witt Talmage.
“ Great Britain Through American Spectacles,”
is the title of a series of letters from Europe by the

Avother defanlter! This time Pillsbury,
cashier of the Lawrence National
Bank.
$64,000.

Expose

nominaily

to buy arms.

The Mass. Republican State

of United

Boral and Domestic,

republics,

expended

A detatchment

year.

has sent an agent to New
York
loan of $3,500,000, u part of

whose proceeds will be

substantial buildings in Houl-

have gone in pursuit of the gang.
Northern
Texas reports cotton maturing earlier than
usual this year, owing to a lack of rain, The
acreage is about 15 per cent greater than last

Friday, thinking to remain: there a week,
but important business summoned him to

Washington.
One of the

How

News.

ton, Me., were destroyed by fire yesterday
morning, the property loss amounting
to $25,dri
is now reported that Gen.
Grant will
leave for home on the last week of the present
month.—Rev. Thomas
Rines of Augusta,
Me., known as the blind Advent preacher, died
suddenly at Naples, Me., Sunday.——Malarial
typhoid fever has caused four deathsat Wilbur
and Eddyville, near Kingston, N. Y. One of
the victims 1s James Booth, the leading merchant at Wibur..
Large pools caused by the
recent freshet which are covered with green
scum are held to poison the air.——Four unknown men, supposed to belong
to a gang of
desperadoes
in Indian Territory, rode into
Coneyville, Kan., Sunday, robbed the post-office and committed other depredations. The
citizens resisted, and one of them, Fitzpatrick,
was killed, while another Roberts, was wound-

There were 2700 men and 1100 women in
the surf at Manhattan Beach,
Wednes-

cases have occurred at

of France.

said, ‘* No country more

ex-khedive

Rhodes

" Christian worship has been permitted unzealous, out

British

ernment £4,500,000.

It is an interesting fact that during, all
the excitement and disturbance at Cabal,

Christians still

Latest

There continues to be a diminution of the
yellow fever death-rate at Memphis, only nine
persons having died since Friday—seven on
Saturday and two yesterday. There were but.
twenty-six fatal cases of the disease last week,
and from this fact the physicians argue that the
disease has not become epidemic.
A daily decrease of the mortuary record is now confidently predicted by the board of health.——Seven-

\
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:

8, V.R.

MORNING

TERMS:

SLADE.

STAR

$2.50 per year;. or, if paid in ad-

vance, $2,20.

REMITTANCES

:

must be made in mon-

ey-orders or bank-cheeks if possible, or in a
registered letter and at our risk and expense.
(Adress,

!

Rev,

I.

D,

STNEW.

Te

DOVER, N. H,

:

